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Annex AA

Development Period: Pre-Commissioning

1. PURPOSE. To establish standards for pre- tions and become somewhat familiar with the
commissioning programs to ensure that success- duties of junior officers through classroom in-
ful graduates meet a common, expanded set of struction and discussion, some field training,
commissioning standards. summer camp and other practical experiences.

2. DISCUSSION. Upon certification that the cadet or candidate
has successfully achieved pre-commissioning ..-

a. Background. standards, he is offered a commission. Develop-
ment experiences range from collegiate to author-(1) The pre-commissioning development

po g w ey o r i sitarian in nature and are varied across the pre-.: ~period begins with ertry into a pre-commission- commissioning programs.,,-.
ing program and ends upon commissioning as an

* officer. c. Frame of Reference. Because of the differ- t.
(2) During this period, the cadet or candi- ing sources of commissioning, each with a unique

date begins'the transition from a purely civilian set of development experiences, special chal-
on o w a m et e f lenges exist in providing the cadet and candidate. :.. orientation toward a commitment to the Profes- wt omnsae rm frfrne ee-":

sional Army Ethic. Professional attributes such with a common shared frame of reference. Devel-

as courage, candor, commitment, and the pursuit opment of this frame of reference is summarized
of fitness as a way of life are reinforced and de- in the following brief discussion of the officer 4..
offitpess as awayrofpife ae recedandde- attributes at the end of the Pre-Commissioning
veloped as appropriate. The cadet/candidate ex-
periences a progression of leadership exper- ."--"

iences, mostly within the context of a peer (1) BE. As a leader, each cadet and candi-
environment, and through summer camps and date becomes committed to the Professional Ar-
other skill training experiences acquires basic my Ethic. He accepts the basic officer values of
military skills, knowledge, and abilities. It is also integrity, selflessness, honesty, special trust, loy-
during this period that the cadet or candidate alty and care for soldiers. He also accepts respon-
makes the decision to assume the responsiblility siblility for protecting the Nation, and is physi-
for the defense of the nation and accept a com- cally fit and able to perform under stressful
mission as an office;. conditions.

(3) There are three primary sources for (2) KNOW. As a leader, each cadet and
commissioning: the United States Military candidate must know:
Academy (USMA), Officer candidate school
(OCS), and Reserve Officer Training Corps the relationship of officer behavior to proession-
(ROTC). The Army National Guard operates its al values, basic military leadership, communica-
own state OCS programs in coordination %rith ;ion skills, huian needs and emotions, so as to
the Infant," School. Because there is a wide vari- be able to effectively lead small units in com a. 

ance in standards and experiences across and "t-"m-"

within various commissioning programs, it is es- (b) Himsc'f, to include the necessity for
sential that each cadet and candidate become possessing basic educational skills, individual re-
proficient in skills and abilities derived from a sponsibility for self-development, and familiarity
common core program so that upon commission- with the results provided from an assessment
ing new officers will share a similar frame of ref- program. ,:'::':': erence. -:-
ee".(c) Duty requirements, to include Military

b. Type Duties. Cadets and officer candi- Qualification Standards (MQS-!) tasks, practical
* dates serve in a variety of peer lcadership post- approaches to military problcin .olving, the ap-
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plication of military history to present probltms, serve as learning laboratories to provide profes-
initiation of a professional reading program, ba- sional development opportunities that ace se-
sic knowledge of "the threat," map reading and quential and progressive in nature and gradually
cross-country navigation, the fundamentals of expose the cadet J..1 candidate to the full range
small unit infantry tactics, and knowledge of of responsibilities associated with officership.maintenance, use, and inspection of individual (2) Methods to Emphasize. Generally,
weapons and equipment. small group learning under the tutelage of an ex-

(3) DO. As a leader, each cadet and candi- perienced instructor provides the best opportuni-
date must be able to provide direction for others ty for detailed understanding of the material be-

* through the application of elementary decision- ing taught. This implies that cadets and
making techniques and the t.se of a common op- candidates are expected to receive as broad-
erational language to direct actions and conduct based an education as possible so as to acquire

, planning for small unit operations. Above all, the those cognitive skills necessary for progressive
cadet and candidate must begin a commitment development of decision making skills through a
not only to mission accomplishment but also be- military career. In conjunction with the broad-
gin to experience responsibility for the develop- based education, military skills training (to in-
ment of self and subordinates. clude leadership and inculcation of appropriate

d. Schooling and Related Development Peni- values) should be as experiential as possible. This
od Experiences. To prepare for commissioning, means application of the theories developed inca dets nc es ae ar o fro- Chapter IV of Volume I to the classroom, field; . cadets and candidates attend a variety of pro- tri i g a d a e/ an d te o a iz i nl a n-- '

training and cadet/candidate organization learn-grams at various institutions. For example. ing environments. Computer assisted learning
ROTC cadets are educated in a college environ- experiences complement rather than replace oth-
ment and participate in ROTC classes, military ex nc l
training for a few hours each week and summer iences ai al and topcamp (excpetions exist in those colleges whose iences such as airborne, air assault and troop ?--

camp(expetons xis inthoe colegs wose leader training provide valuable-"hands on" op-
entire graduating class receives commissions, lartning rdeval un-
e.g., the Citadel and Virginia Military Institute). portunities for developn -
USMA cadets experience four intense years with f. Cadre Development. For most cadets and
military instructors and training integrated with candidates, their pre-commissioning cadre rep-
college courses to achieve an inculcation of pro- resent their ' contact with military officers.
fessional values that make officership a way of As such, th- sets the tone for their initial
life. OCS provides officer candidates an intense development. i itudes and goals. It is imperative
period of direct military training in a strict mili- that this cadre have a firm foundation in leader-
tary training environment. Pre-commissioning ship and mentoring techniques prior to assuming
training-through summer camp. drill, troop these very important duties.
leader training, classes, and various other formal
and informal experiences-prepares cadets and g m M r u
candidates to become officers. (1) Aim. The aim of this development

period is to provide properly qualified individu-e. Roles and Methods in the Development of als to meet Army commissioning standards.
Cadets and Officer Candidateb. ltomeAryc misnngtadd.

(I) Development Roles. Cadets and offi- (2) Major Thrusts. The following major

cer candidates are responsible for proactively thrusts assist in accomplishing this aim:

seeking to acquire the kr.awledge, skills and abili- (a) Tighten commissioning standards to
- ties required of them prior to commissioning. In- meet current and projected Army requirements.

structors and cadre wll function in a mentor (b) Review current pre-commissioning en- 7
role. serving as not only instructors and educa- try standards for all programs and ensure they
tors but also ,,s teacher, coach, guide and role meet a common minimum standard and are tied
model. These mentors will assist cadets and can- to standards for commissioning.
didates through a series of systematic and pro-
gressive development challenges that stress (c) Develop a set of branch-specific com-missioning standards for each branch which are --
hands-on experience, small group methodologies. cmissioningwstandards formeachobranchtwhichdare
and discipline. As role models, the mentors will compatible with basic commissioning standards.
also guide cadets and candidates in understand- (d) All standards will be tied to the indi-
ing and internalizing basic military values and vidual assessment program (see Annex H. Self
the Army Ethic. Outside of the zlassroom. tlc Development and Individual Assessment Pro-
cadet and candidate military organizations will gram).
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(e) Verify MQS I skill qualification. (5) All ROTC cadre will attend a formal
..( All ROTC cadre will attend a formal training course prior to assuming duties.

training program. b. A magnitude of issues are associated with
pre-commissioning, namely; sources, methodoi-

"3. RECOMMENDATIONS. ogy of instruction, standards, improvement of

a. The base policies for this period are: reading/writing and analytical skills, branching
and accessioning, and training of ROTC cadre.

(1) Commissioning standards will be Therefore, recommend ihat the DA ROTC Study
tightened and tied to an assessment program. Group, chartered in June 1984 to develop ways to

(2) Minimum standards for entry into all improve physical fitness, professionalism, educa-

precommissioning programs will be uniform, tional preparation and quality through the estab-

based on commissioning standards and tied to lishment of entry/commissioning standards, con-

the individual assessment program. duct further study on this development period.

(3) Branching selection procedures will 4. CSA REMARKS. Conceptually approved.

consider the qualifications of each individual
measured against an established set of standards Appendices

required by each branch. 1 Pre-commissioning and

(4) Assignment of cadre to institutions Commissioning Standards

will be based, in part, on the branch production 2 Glossary

mission of the institution (reinforce through 3 Action Plan

branch-specific position coding). 4 Phasing Plan

AA-
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Appendix I to Annex AA

Pre-Commissioning and Commissioning Standards

1. PURPOSE. To tighten commissioning and fying officials to focus on the skills deemed to be
pre-commissioning standards to meet current most important for commissioning. A standard
and projected Army requirements. certification plan should be developed to provide

2. DISCUSSION, certification guidance to the appropriate com-
missioning institution. Specific guidance must

a. Under the current system, USMA and distinguish between critical tasks and common
OCS impose the most stringent screening re- tasks. Implementation of these procedures can be
quirements over their applicants. The ROTC, ex- phased over the next four years (see Action Plan
cept for its scholarship students (about three per- at Appendix 3 for details).
cent of ROTC cadets), imposes virtually no (2) Physical Standards. The current physi-
initial screening requirements over its partici- (Pycal fte an acie d Tret ent s
!: . cal fitness and active duty retention standards

.-. pants.pa.t.. are not consistent with each other, (e.g., body

b. Improvements can be initiated which will fat). Regulations must be reviewed to ensure ade-
better identify those individuals who are willing quacy and be clear and consistent for all commis-
to commit themselves to the officer producing sioning and pre-commissioning programs.
programs, able to complete the requirements of (Cthose programs and ultimately, fully meet all (3) PMS Evaluation. Currently, the PMS
t p r a l t fy tverifies an applicant's eligibility for the SROTC
commissioning standards, program prior to enrollment. Before graduation

c. Before adequate standards can be applied the PMS again verifies that the applicant has met
to the pre-commissioning program it is necessary requirements, to include verification of all MQS
to ensure that the current commissioning pro- I tasks. Which of the 64 tasks receive the most
gram has an adequate minimum standard for aii attention is currently subject to the judgment of
commissioning sources. As the system examines 316 PMS. By designating approximately 25 of
the current commissioning standards and proce- the MQS I tasks as critical, and providing more
dures it must adjust where necessary to meet the detailed certification instructions, both the cadet
projected Army requirements. Some of the areas and certifying official can more easily establish
which should be examined are military skills, priorities within a "packed' " pre-commissioning
physical standard, PMS student evaluation, program. This is also the first step in developing
ROTC basic/advanced camp, competency in the expanded pre-commissioning and commission-
"3R's," computer skills, and foreign language ing standards and the individual assessment pro-
skills or aptitudes. gram which will in turn improve the role of the

)Mir uiao kl I PMS.
(4) Military Qualification Skills (MQS 1). (4) ROTC Basic/Advanced Camp. Each

(a) MQS I (see Appendix 1 to Annex H) ROTC region seperately maintains, develops and
should be consistent throughout USMA, ROTC, conducts a summer camp for their paricular re- '

;__] and OCS, to include the certification procedures. gion with general guidance from TRADOC. As -

(b) Currently there are 64 MQS tasks re- pre-commissioning and commissioning stan-
quired of each cadet for certification and each dards are expanded and the Common Core con-
task is considered of equal importance. Establish- cept is implemented in the service schools, the
ing critical tasks, with the objective of not ex- TRADOC guidance for standardization of sum-
ceeding 25 tasks, and providing more specific mer camps must become more specific. Also, the
certification guidance will improve quality across individual assessment program will have an im-
all commissioning sources by requiring all certi- pact on the composition of the camp program.

AA-1-1
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(5) Competency in the Basic Education at (or need help in) and then develop and exploit
Skills of Reading, Writing and Arithmetic (3R's). the strengths and improve the weaknesses.
The PDOS survey indicates a need for improve- e. The discussion above led PDOS to recoi-
ment within the 3R's. PDOS recommends, in co- m.-

ordiatin wih TADOCs efortto stabish mend the following policy complete with its sub-ordination with TRADOC's effort to establish plce:L

the 3R's achievement testing, that the 3R's be a policies:
part of the pre-commissioning and commission- Commissioning standards will be tight-
ing standards with emphasis on assisting those ened and tied to an assessment program:
who may have problems. This effort is in con- -Examine current commissioning
junction with the establishment of an individual sto
assessment program (see Annex H, Assessment) jected Army requirements (e.g., mil-
Tab A to this appendix contains additional dis- itary skills, physical standard, PMScussion on this topic. tr kls hsclsadrPS"

student evaluation, ROTC basic/

(6) Computer Skills. advanced camp).

(a) Currently, there is no requirement for -Develop interim commissioning
ROTC or OCS students to take a computer basic- standards, as required in addition
skills course. USMA cadets are required to corn- to current standards, to ensure that
plete one semester of computer science regardless standards exist for all assessement
of their academic discipline, categories to be measured under the

new individual assessment program
(b) Before developing a computer-skills (e.g., 3R's, basic computer skills,

training program, computer literacy for Army of- foreign language) and for all skill,
ficers must be defined and then the standards knowledge and proficiency require-
and requirements developed. It should be noted ments.
that computer training and the associated re-
sources are currently spread throughout the -Develop an individual assessment
TRADOC school system without a standard or program which provides feedback
basis. As computers become more commonplace, to the individual and a mechanism
basic computer knowledge will be as important for validating pre-commissioning
as the 3R's. and commissioning standards and

determining how well the standards
(7) Foreign language skills or aptitudes. are being achieved.

(a) Presently, USMA requires that cedets f. Numerous sources including RETO and
in the engineering program take two semesters of the OPMS Study indicate a need for improved
a foreign language while cadets in the social sci- pre-commissioning standards for ROTC. Mini-
ences take three semesters. All ROTC scholarship mum common selection standards should be es-
students are required to complete one term of tablished for ROTC, USMA and OCS. These
language training prior to graduation. Require- standards should be compatible for each commis-
ments for language training for other ROTC ca- sioning source and tied to the individual assess-
dets is not required, but encouraged. OCS has no ment program. The feedback from this program
requirement for foreign language training, will assist the individual in his self-development

efforts and provide the system an evaluation ofI~i (b) Before expanding the foreign language
brainin rerxa ding u te frermigned l ae his qualifications, as well as what remedial train-

training program, it must be determined if there ing may be necessary prior to commissioning.
are shortages of qualified linguists produced by This leads into the next PDOS policy pertaining
the current commissioning program to meet val-
id requirements (see Action Plan, Appendix 4).

The development of a pre-commissioning Minimum standards for entry into allpre-commissioning programs will bec"- '-'and commissioning assessment program can pro- -
":- uniform, based on commissioning stan- ,"

"-* vide numerous positive benefits for the individu-"" dards and tied to the individual assess- -
al and the Army Diagnostic testing would greatly
assist the individual, cadre and Army branching ment program.
planners identify aptitudes for certain branches, -Examine current pre-commission-
functional areas or skills-like computer science, ing standards for ROTC, USMA, -
3R's, languages, etc. Sound empirical informa- OCS and adjust their standards >
tion appropriately developed can assist in meet- where applicable to meet the mini-
ing the goal of finding out what people are good mum pre-commissioning standards.
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-Develop an individual pre-com- Branching selection prodecures will
missioning assessment program consider the qualifications of each
which provides feedback to the in- individual measured against an es-
dividual, assists in evaluating his tablished set of standards required
qualifications and provides the sys- by each branch. Develop a set of
tern a mechanism for developing re- branch-specific commissioning r
medial training programs standards for each branch which are

compatible with basic commission-
g. In addition to those common commission- ing standards.

ing standards, each branch should establish Assignment of cadre to institutions
branch-specific commissioning standards (if fea- wie as d inttbrnh
sible and required). This would expedite the will be based, in part, on the branch

branch-selection process by allowing the individ- tion
ual and the institution to assess his abilities and tion.

potential to attain specific branch standards. An- All ROTC cadre will attend a for-
other influencing factor on individual branch se- mal training course prior to assum-
lection during pre-commissioning training is the ing duties.
cadre. The branch mix of cadre at each institu- 3. CSA REMARKS. None.
tion should be based, in part, on the branch pro-
duction mission of the institution with the aim of TABS
assisting in the recruiting effort by providing a A - 3R'S/Officer Selection Battery (OSB)
role model and mentor. Based on this rationale, B - Computer Skills Training
the following three policies were developed: C - Foreign Language Training

AA-1-3
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Tab A to Appendix 1

3R'S/Officer Selection Battery (OSB)

1. PURPOSE. To provide rationale for 3R's 4. Disregarding the test instrument differ-
testing and the use of the Officer Selection Bat- ences and the evaluation standard's inconsisten-
tery (OSB). cy, in excess of 29 percent of the officers failed to

meet a standard. Despite this fact, only about

2 DISCUSSION. two percent of the officers failed to graduate
from OBC. This percentage is slightly less than

a. A number of sources indicate that perhaps the three percent failure rate of the Infantry
as much as 20-30 percent of the company grade School which d;d no diagnostic testing.
officers in the Army today are not able to per- (b) Eightc (b)Eightof the twelve branch OAC
form the basic education skill. of reading, writing schools reporting evaluate one or more of the
and mathematics at the 12th grade level. The basic education skills.
precise number is not available as there is no

uniform testing standard. 1. Six different test instruments have been
used.

(1) PDOS survey data tends to suport this
claim. 2., Evaluation standards vary from 11.00

(a) Of the company grade officers sur- grade level to 15.5 grade level. The Ordnance and -(a) f te cmpan grde fficrs ur- Infantry Schools determined their own evalua- ':
veyed 59 percent indicated that one-four-th more InatySolsderidthrow evu-tion standards. The Armor School chose the 50th
company grade officers within their organiza-compny ofices wihin heir ff oa~e roanza- percentile level as its evaluation standard. .-
tions are deficient in the 3R's. Of the general plu n
officers surveyed, 64 percent gave the same re- 3. Disregarding the test instrument differ-
sponse. ences and the evaluation standard's inconsisten-

cy, in excess of 26 percent of the officers tested
(b) General officers feel strongly that only failed to meet a standard.

officers proficient in the 3R's should be accessed
into the army. 4. Officer Advances Course failure rates

(2) Diagnostic testing at the branch were notavailable.
schools in the OBC and/or OAC since June 1982 (c) A summary of the 3R skills test results
also supports the conclusion that some officers to date at OBC and OAC are found in Tables AA-
are deficient in the 3R's. However, these conclu- 1-A-I and AA- 1 -A-2.
sions are not based on uniform test standards. TA a o d c fb. TRADOC has recognized the lack of uni- .

(a) Of the twelve branch schools report- formity in diagnostic testing programs within the
ing, only nine evaluated one or more of the basic OBC and OAC branch schools and has establish-
education skills at the OBC level. ed, as of October 1984, both a common testing

instrument and a uniform standard and placed
1. Eight different sets of test instruments the requirement on the branch schools to estab-

have been used. lish a remedial education program for all who do
2. The established evaluation standards not meet established standards.

differinallbutthreeschools. c. The results of the diagnostic testing of the R
3. Evalution standards range from a low of 3R's, which indicated a high percentage of the

the 11.0 grade to a high of the 14.0 grade level entry-level officers deficient in 3R's, does not ap-
and, in one case, the standard is self-determined pear to have any correlation to the ability of the
(average test score on each class is standard). officer to sucessfully complete the OBC or OAC.

AA-1-A-1
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Several questions now arise that must be an- screening test for MS I! applicants who did not
swered. have SAT/ACT scores. It was thought a score of

(1) What is the "Army standard" for 3R's? 80 on the CEB equatcd to an average college
score of 850 on the SAT; however, it was discov-

(2) Which diagnostic testing instruments ered that the CEB correlated to a SAT score of
measure the Army standard? only 650 (some statistics show correlation to SAT

scores as low as 530). Virtually all applicants tak-(3) How do field grade officers compare tocompany grade officers in these areas? ing the CEB were able to score 80 or higher and
qualified for entry into MS Ill/contract status al-

(4) If the Army does nothing with test though some did not possess a SAT/ACT score,
results, why test? or had a SAT score of less than 840. Testing

(5) Should test results be a factor in deter- determined that an OSB score of 97 correlated to
an 850 SAT score which established a mentalmining whether or not an officer graduates from"--' BC orOACqualification standard. The use of the OSB as a

OCoOAmental screening test for all pre-commissioning

d. Officer Selection Battery (OSB). programs would have resulted in a uniform
mental qualification standard to enter ROTC,

(1) RETO found that commanders were
concerned about the quality and trainability of
some lieutenants from ROTC. Also, RETO noted (4) There is a "performance gap" between
the absence of a common gauge to measure the the system capabilities and people capabilities
academic performance and leadership ability of which must be closed if we are to sustain readi-
cadets entering the Army ROTC program. ness. The decision not to use the OSB, or a
Hence, RETO recommended the development similiar test, has left ROTC without a mental
and use of a standard written test to measure the qualification standard except for a 2.0 academic
officer potential of ROTC applicants. As a result grade point average. As SAT/ACT is not required
of these findings, the Army Research Institute by all colleges or universities, its use cannot be
(ARI) developed and fielded the OSB. The OSB equitably and uniformly applied.
was field tested in SY 81-82 and again in SY 82-
83. Data was collected and analyzed by ARI with (5) Currently, TRADOC and The Army
t, test results and normed test scores reported to Research Institute (ARI) are developing an
TRA.DOC in the summer of 1983. Achievement Testing Program. The test will ex-

(w s d pamine reading, English expression and mathe-(2) The OSB was scheduled for implemen- matic skills. The results will be used to developtation in February 1984; however, concerns were
raised about its validity, the predictive value of preliminary pre-commissioning achievement cri-teria for use in the ROTC admissions and com-mental testing and its impact on minorities. It missioning process. Eventually, achievement

'.-."was not implemented as a test measure in ROTC.w i n a e nstandards will be established based on data anal-

(3) Prior to February 1984, ROTC used ysis conducted by ARI, however, data is incon-
the Cadet Evaluation Battery (CEB) as a mental clusive at the moment.

AA-1-A-2
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" Tab B to Appendix I

Computer Skills Training

1. PURPOSE. To establish policies and proce- a. OACSIM develop standards and require-
dures to improve computer skills training. ments for computer literacy for all officers and

2. ISCSS-N.pass to ODCSPER and TRADOC for develop-
ment of computer skill and literacy assessment

a. Currently, there is no requirement for and training programs.
ROTC or OCS students to take a computer basic (1) OACSIM develop basic computer skill

,.-..-skill course. USMA cadets are required to corn-s c s S a a e e crequirements for each professional development
---*.-. plete one semester of computer science regardless l ... :. -,level.

of academic discipline.
--- : (2) ODCSPER review and validate com-

b. Schools such as Stanford Business School, (2) s c s iew andadac
University of Pennsylvania Wharton School, pcn
Harvard and others have begun an aggressive ef- (3) ODCSPER/TRADOC ensure ROTC,
fort to apply computer use in the classroom and USMA, and OCS computer skills programs pro-
for study outside the classroom. As technology duce individuals who meet the standard.
rapidly progresses, the ability to use the comput- (4) ODCSPER/TRADOC develop and
er will be no different than being able to apply implement assessment and remedial training pro-
the 3R's. F-k

gram to meet standards and requirements.
c. The Army has a number of schools (both

OBC and OAC) that have begun to apply the use b. TRADOC, assisted by the ROTC Study
of computers in their POIs. Therefore, it seems Group, develop, validate and implement a basic
reasonable to expect that the next generation of computer skills program.
officers should possess at least basic computer c. TRADOC determine if it is appropriate to

" skills to use in future jobs and assignments. add a basic computer skills course to the Profes-

d. Before a computer skills training program sional Military Education of MQS I and drop one
can be developed, requirements and standards of the current requirements.

. must be defined. d. TRADOC develop, validate and imple-

3. RECOMMENDATIONS. The following ment a basic computer skills course at OBC/OAC
policies were developed to be included with pre- as the individual assessment program demon-
commissioning and commissioning standards: strates a need.

AA-1-B-1
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Tab C to Appendix 1

Foreign Language Training

1. PURPOSE. To provide rationale for PDOS scholarship students are required to complete
recommendations made in Annex AA. one semester or one quarter of language training

prior to graduation. The remaining ROTC cadets2. DISCUSSION. An analysis conducted by are not required to take any language, but are
PDOS on foreign language led to several policy enou red to ea nlu , tr
recommendations. The rationale for some Ian-
guage training is discussed in this Appendix.

3. RECOMMENDATIONS.
a. Foreign language skills are an essential

part of the Army at a variety of competence a. OACSI examine the current program to
levels. There is clearly a need for linguistic capa- determine if there are shortages of required lin-
bilities for those who deal in intelligence matters guists produced by currcnt commissioning pro-
or whose duties (e.g. attaches and advisors) put grams.
them in constant contact with representatives of b. OACSI/ODCSPER determine the desira-:":" ~non-English speaking nations,..OCIOCPRdeemn h eian E is inobility of requiring some language training for all

b. As a practical matter, language training is individuals priur to commissioning.
generally time consuming and relatively expen- (1) Examine language decay rate.
sive with the skills becoming perishable unless
they are frequently practiced. Thus, perhaps it is (2) Determine impact on ROTC program
not cost effective for all to have language training (e.g., course load and flexibility for engineers vice
prior to commissioning. liberal arts students).

c. Currently, USMA requires cadets in the c. All individuals, in conjunction with the
engineering program take two semesters of a for- individual assessment program at OBC, will be
eign language while cadets in the social sciences given an exam to determine language fluency or
are required to take three semesters. ROTC language learning ability.

AA-1 -C-i
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Author. LTC Elam
Team Chief: COL Johnson

Appendix 2 to Annex AA

Glossary

1. School Year (SY) A period normally incompassing two semesters or equivialant. Ensuing vacation
Academic Year (AY) period or summer session is not normally included.

2. Defense Language Institute/Foreign Located at Monterey California, and provides language skills tra-ling for DOD per-
Language Center (DLIFLC) sonnel.

3. Military Qualification Standard (MQS I) A systematic officer education and training program tacommended by RETO. MQS I L
provides a framework for the pre-sommissioning years an individual serves in OCS.
ROTC, or USMA. MQS I provides individuals with the common military skills/knowl-
edge they will need to begin basic entry into the Officer Basic Course (OBC).

4. Defense Language Aptitude Battery A test which determines if an individual has the ability to learn a Foreign Language.
(DLAB)

5. Professional Military Education (PME) A portion of MQS I which requires an individual to complete one undergraduate
course from each of the following designated fields of study:

Written Communications
Human Behavior
Military History

AA-2--
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Annex BB

Development Period: The Lieutenant

1. PURPOSE. To describe the education/train- for every lieutenant to perform in a branch duty
ing experiences, as well as the assignment re- position at the lowest organizational level for an
quirements, needed to develop a lieutenant who extended period of time (ideally, 18 months min-
is expert in branch skills at the platoon or imum) so he builds a base of practical branch
equivalent level. related experience early in his career.

- '" 2. DISCUSSION. c. Frame of Reference. Lieutenants come in-
to the Army with a largely civilian and non-su-

a. Backgiound. pervisory orientation. As Army officers serve in
leadership and supervisory capacities, this orien-(I) The development period for lieuten- tation must evolve into that of a military officer.

ants begins upon commissioning and ends ap- Development of this frame of reference is sum-
proximately three and one-half years later uponil.-, poxiatey thee nd ne-alf ear laer pon marized in the following brief discussion of what
promotion to captain. During this period of time aizeine olowing brie d n O tan officer should BE, KNOW and DO at the endthe officer undergoes a change from holding basic of the Lieutenant Development Period.
civilian attitudes to adopting the values and atti-
tudes of an Army officer. The core foundation of (1) BE. Lieutenants exhibit officer values

V officer values is set and the first real contact with and have begun to internalize them. Their branch
Army units and missions occurs. The officer, as a related experiences at low Army organizational
platoon leader, first experiences direct responsi- levels (e.g., platoon, company, and battalion or
bility not only for equipment, but especially for equivalent levels) ensure that they understand
leading soldiers. Also, the lieutenant observes their role in the Army. They enhance their ability
what captains and field grade officers do and gets to handle physical and mental stress, serve as
his first indication of what will be expected of coaches for their subordinates and display a clear

S. him in the future. It is during this period that the mission focus.
officer will make his first decision to voluntarily (2) KNOW. Lieutenants learn about

-- "- extend his committment to the service or to re-
turnhuman nature through experience and apply thetun tprinciples of leadership doctrine during that ex-

(2) During this development period, the perience. They become experts in their branch
lieutenant normally is trained only in his basic related skills at platoon or equivalent -vel and
branch. It is essential that he become totally qual- hone the general military skills and knowledge
ified in his branch at the pl2-on or equivalent through continued studyand practical experi-
level. This is best accomplished by resident train- ence.
ing at a branch basic course followed by a field
assignment with troops in his branch. Special
training courses that enhance the officer's self- ship skills by working directly with soldiers and
confidence, physical competence and leadership by developing their subordinates into teams.
ability (such as Ranger or Airborne) complement They receive guidance, take action based on that

the branch skills of all officers and should take guidance and follow through to ensure the job is
place during this period, done well.

b. Type Duties. Lieutenants come into the dd. Schooling and Related Development Peri-
_- .*..od Experiences.

Army at the first line supervisor level. They com-
mand platoons in many branches, and provide (1) To pr" are newly commissioned of-
leadership and specialized branch knowledge in ficers for their first duty assignment, lieutenants
all duty posi :ons in the- branch. It is essential attend an Officer Basic Course (OBC) in their

BB-1
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-. branch. The OBC prepares them for training in- -Ensure all officers attend OBC fol-
dividuals, teams, squads and platoons and in- lowed by branch assignment with troops (goal of
cludes sufficient instruction to provide an under- 18 months minimum as platoon leader or
standing of the environment of the company/ equivalent).
battery/troop, including its tactics, organization -Institute a Common Core across all
and administration. During OBC, lieutenants are OBC'
introduced to MQS II which defines the common
military skills and tasks in which they need to -Verify MQS II skill qualification.
become proficient prior to promotion to captain. -Develop/provide appropriate self-de-

(2) After the OBC sets the foundation for velopment tools to the individual officer (e.g.,
the new lieutenant, he must apply what he has professional development publications, individu-
learned. To become an asset to his basic branch, al assessment program).
that experience should be in a unit that provides
the opportunity to solidify branch skills as well as gh eferen Rerto Luenne Afrthe Development Period: Lieutenant spread-to practice basic leadership skills, sheets that define the officer attributes, detailed

the"e. Roles and Methods in the Development of development period policies, list specific educa-
the Lieutenant. tion and training methods to use, assign profes-

sional development roles and describe the cur-(1) Development Roles. Lieutenants as- rent and near term future environment for
sume responsibility for their own learning and officers during this development period.
professional development. Mentors assist lieu-
tenants by stressing hands-on experiences and
helping them to keep current in branch related 3. RECOMMENDATIONS. The base policies
subjects. Mentors also exemplify professional for this period are:
values and assist lieutenants in understanding alet-.- -. a. The OBC will be a resident experience for
and internalizing them. Units and organizations all officers (AC and RC) upon entry into commis-
provide professional development opportunities scon'" -'" sioned service to set the core foundation for offi- -
via a command climate that is conducive to
lea , c y acer values and skills, to provide branch training/Slearning, creativity, and initiative. Finally, serv- knowledge and provide initial professional devel- .
ice school instructors and mentors model profes- g
sional values and conduct experiential training opment guidance. It will also assist in the valida-

" designed to prepare lieutenants for their first as- tion process for commissioning standards (see

signment. Appendix 1).

b. The first assignment after attendance at
(2) Methods to Emphasize. Lieutenants OBC for all lieutenants will be to a branch mate-

learn best through experience, especially practical ria fositi e enants with to with t e-
fiel exprienes t lo orgniztionl leels rial position, preferably with troops, with the ex-fiel exprienes t lo orgniztionl leels ception of those selected to pursue specialized

where they can learn by doing. Lieutenants also eption o tse see tp pe ialized
benefit from thoughtful reflection on, and discus- education or assignmnts (see Appendix 2).

sion of, their professional readings and from 4. CSA REMARKS. The CSA approved, in
• .. computer assisted instruction packages, when concept, the base policies for this development

this technology becomes generally available, period with the exception that he wanted more
flexibility in assignment of lieutenants to theirfAmnMo husfirst positions. The base policy on assignments

(1) Aim. The aim of this development has been changed accordingly.
period is to develop a lieutenant who is expert in
branch skills at the platoon or equivalent level Appendices

*!- through education, training, self-development:= an assgnmets.I Officer Basic Course
adainns2 Assignment Policy

(2) Thrusts. The major thrusts for this 3 Action Plan
period are to: 4 Phasing Plan
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Appendix 1 to Annex BB

Officer Basic Course

1. PURPOSE. To provide supporting policies (2) To refine the current branch OBC's
and rationale for attendance at a branch Officer and to en-ure compatiblilty between OBC's at
Basic Course (OBC). different service schools, as well as compatibility

between courses taught at different levels, that:
2. DISCUSSION. (a) TRADOC review all branch school

a. To prepare newly commissioned officers POI's to determine proper course length and con-
for their first duty assignment, lieutenants attend tent to ensure properly trained lieutenants are
an OBC in their branch. The OBC prepares them sent to the field.
for training individuals, teams, squads and pla- (b) TRADOC develop and implement a
toons and includes sufficient instruction to pro- Common Core (see Annex 0, Common Core) in
vide an understanding of the environment of the allbrn Col (see A t is CommontCoe i-.- all branch school POI's that is com-oatible with
company/ battery/troop including its tactics, or- the comnskills, proficienciesankoweg
ganization and administration. This is the objec-
tive currently listed in DA Pam 600-3, but it is required of all officers (e. g., basic warfighting,
necessary to reiterate the importance of the OBC critical common MQS tasks, professional values).

for all officers and thus, the following policy was (c) TRADOC review the platoon trainer/
developed. platoon TAC concept to incorporate advantagesi 7 - ' - ' - " in all OBC's.

The OBC will be a resident experience
for all officers (AC and RC) upon entry (3) To support the concept of assessments
into commissioned service to set the for officers (see Annex H), TRADOC implement
core foundation for officer values and MQS 11.
skills, to provide branch training/knowl-edgeandproideiniial rofssinalde-(4) To support the Professional Develop-
edge and provide initial professional de ment (PD) of officers (see Annex H) that:
velopment guidance. It will also assist in
the validation process for commission- (a) TRADOC issue an initial set of PD
ing standards. support material to all OBC attendees.

b. This broad policy is supported by sub- (b) Proponents provide instruction on the
policies that direct specific actions, to include PD system to include an explanation of the indi-
reviews of course content and POI's, and provide vidual assessment program, the PD roadmap, PD
direction on what should be incorporated into notebook and their importance and role in self-
the OBC experience. development.

(1) To formalize this policy, ODCSPER (5) The detailed implementation plan
direct that all newly commissioned officers will with supporting actions, responsible agencies and
attend their branch OBC prior to their first as- required completion dates for each of these poli-
signment. cies is at Appt ndix 3.
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Appendix 2 to Annex BB

Assignment Policy
I-

1. PURPOSE. To provide supporting policies rized for lieutenants that are branch material and
and rationale concerning the officer's first assign- support the development of the new lieutenant.
menit. (2) in order to develop solid leadership

2. DISCUSSION. characteristics, OCDSPER establish as a goal

a. After OBC sets the foundation for the new that each lieutenant be a platoon leader for 18months. (Frthose branches without paono
lieutenant, he must go out to apply what he has t or pltoons,or
learned. To become an asset to his basic branch, with insufficient platoons, duty should be in
that experience should be to a unit that provides company level units or as low as possible in staff
the opportunity to exploit branch skills as well as positions in TOE or TDA units involving branch
to establish basic leadership skills. Consequently, related duties with soldiers.)
the following policy was developed. (3) To support the new OPMS policies,

The first assignment after attendance at and to provide equitable branch opportunities,
OBC for all lieutenants will be to a MILPERCEN ensure that officers who are

. branch material position, preferably branch transferred at three years of service are
with troops, with the exception of those not assigned in the new branch until the officer
selected to pursue specialized education has attended that branch advanced course.
or assignments. (4) In line with the total Army concept,

b. This broad policy is also supported by OCAR evaluate the impact of bringing all Re-
sub-policies that direct actions to be taken for serve Force Duty (RFD) officers on active duty
implementation. for a two year period (see Annex HH). - - "-

(1) Realizing that all branches do not have (5) The detailed implementation plan
the same type positions for lieutenants, and to with supnorting actions, responsible agencies and
attempt to ensure comparable career opportuni- required completion dates for each of these poli-
ties, TRADOC determine those positions autho- cies is at Appendix 3.
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Annex CC

Development Period: The Captain

1. PURPOSE. To describe the education, (1) BE. Captains internalize professional
training, and assignment experiences required to officer values and lead by their example of be-
develop an officer qualified to fulfill the duties of having consistent with these values. They appre-
a captain. ciate their role in the Army and pass on this

understanding to their subordinates and stu-
dents. By the end of the development period,

2. DISCUSSION. they have honed their judgment through several
a. Background. practical experiences and broadened education.

(2) KNOW. Captains are in-depth experts
(I) The development lperiod for captains in their branch skills at company level and per-

begins at about the three and one-half year serv- flef:. form skillfully as experienced staff officers. They .
ice point when the officer is promoted from the retain the military knowledge and skills they
grade of lieutenant and ends when promotion to learned as lieutenants and expand them from a
major occurs. Currently, this period lasts about b o n msd
seven to eight years. branch orientation to a combined arms and serv-i ~ices orientation. .:.

(2) During this period, the captain is of- (3) DO. Captains are dynamic leaders
fered many different opportunities and varied with a well developed military-oriented thought
duty positions. Upon promotion to captain, the wic.Thewel devele ary-ianted tought
level of responsibility and the frame of reference process. They provide clear guidance to accom-
for the officer expand greatly compared to a lieu- plish assigned missions, and take action to imple-

tenant.ment guidance received. They build aggregates of
branch related assignments. As the officer ma- teams into smoothly functioning units and devel-
tures and becomes more experienced, assign- op their subordinates in a climate based on trust

ments unrelated to branch become more avail- and mutual respect.
" able. Training for these different positions is d. Schooling and Related Development Peri-

accomplished by a combination of resident od Experiences.
schooling, unit/organization experience and self- (1) In the early part of the period as a
development. captain, the officer ideally attends an Officer Ad-

b. Type Duties. Captains command compa- vanced Course (OAC) to prepare for a broad
nies (or equivalent sized units), perform duties as range of assignments that he can expect as a cap-
principals on battalion or equivalent staffs and tain. It prepares the officer for company com-
serve as action officers and supervisors on staffs mand and for branch staff duties at battalion and
from brigade through MACOM level. They are brigade level, allows him to put past experience
assigned to both TOE and TDA organizations, as in perspective and enables him to learn the latest
well as to organizations involving joint and corn- doctrine. During OAC, officers are also intro-
bined responsibilities. duced to MQS III which defines the common

military skills and tasks in which he needs to be
proficient by the end of the professional develop-

cer develops an enlarged perspective of the Army m i exo t
- and his role in it and continues to commit him- ment period. (See Appendix for a more detailed.- : .:- discussion of OAC.)

self to the service. This frame of reference expan-
sion is summarized in the following discussion of (2) After at OAC, an officer is eligible for
what an officer should BE, KNOW and DO at attendance at the Combined Arms and Services
the end of the Captain Development Period. Staff School (CAS3). The CAS3 course provides a

CC-1
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standardized staff training experience within a develop methods of attacking new and different
combined arms and services environment that situations. Service schools provide the environ-
brings all students up to an equal level in terms of ment to broaden their knowledge, introduce new
common staff processes. The course also rein- challenges and provide training support materials
forces a common shared operational language to individuals, units and organizations.
and the standardized decision making processes. (2) Methods to Emphasize. Captains learn
Initially CAS3 was scheduled for senior captains, from their experiences, whether in service
but research on when and where captains serve schools, on field exercises, or from simulations of
on combined arms and TDA staffs suggests that c nu c Sp c;" the course needs to be presented NLT the eighth challenging circumstances. Small group instruc-
tea ourserned to e present NLt tit tion continues to provide an ideal forum for lead-
year of service to get training to most captainsndi-
before, or while serving on, their first combined vi aessment, per istedsctionvidual assessment. Computer assisted instruction -
arms staff. (See Appendix 2 for a more complete pdmipackages and wargame simulations (with or with-
discussion of CAS3.) out computers) provide excellent learning meth- -

(3) The most important objective for a ods for individuals and small groups during serv-
captain is to become branch qualified at the com- ice school, unit/organizational and individual

- pany level prior to being assigned to branch im- professional development periods.
material assignments or beginning functional
area training. The requirement for branch quali- f. Aim and Major Thrusts.
fication is important in that it ensures that of-
ficers are well grounded in the basic techniques (1) Aim. The aim of the development pe-
of their branch that are essential to execute com- riod is to develop through a combination of edu-
bat missions. Branch qualification normally oc- cation, training, self-development and assign-
curs after attendance at OAC and completion of ments, a captain who is branch qualified,
a successful branch assignment (company com- competent to command at company level, pre-
mand or equivalent). The proponents for each pared to serve on battalion/brigade and higher
branch must determine the specific branch expe- level staff and prepared for further branch/func-
rience(s) required for branch qualification. (See tional area development.
Appendix 3 for a more complete discussion of (2) Thrusts: The following major thrusts
branch qualification.) assist in accomplishing this aim:

(4) After company level branch qualifica- (a) Send 100 percent of the captains, as a
tion, the officer is available for advanced civil goal, to OAC upon selection to captain and prior
schooling, ROTC/Recruiting Command/Readi- to company command.
ness Region assignments, assignments to staff
and faculty of a military school and duty on divi- (b) Institute a common core across OAC's

- sion or higher staff. The captain also selects, and and tied to other courses.
may receive, initial training in a functional area. (c) Verify MQS III skill qualification.

" Due to current shortages of field grade officers,
the captain often finds himself serving in a ma- (d) Have all captains, as a goal, branch
jor's position by the end of this development pe- qualified at company level prior to branch imma-
riod. terial assignments.

e. Roles and Methods in the Development of (e) Emphasize importance of duty as in-
the Captain. structor by assignment of a greater number of

former battalion/brigade commanders to the
(1) Development Roles. Captains focus on schoolhouse.

cementing branch proficiencies and expanding
their capabilities into a combined arms and serv- (f) Have all captains attend CAS3 prior to
ice context by using appropriate elements of pro- their eighth year of service.
fessional and self-development programs. Men-
tors continue to display the professional values g. Reference. Refer to Volume I, Annex A for
expected of an officer, serve as role models and the Development Period: Captain spreadsheets
provide guidance and supervision in er.3uring that define officer attributes; list detailed devel-
that captains learn the right lessons in sometimes opment period policies and specific education
challenging circumstances. Unit and organiza- and training methods available; assign profes- (K. -
tional experiences provide the real-world labora- sional development roles; and describe the cur-
tory in which captains apply theory, experiment rent and near term future environment for of-
with innovative solutions to old problems and ficers during this deveiopment period. . -

CC-2
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS. The base policies have demonstrated proficiency at the brigade
for this period are: and division staff level (see Annex P and Appen-
V-'- '...dix 2 to this Annex).

a. A goal for officer education is that the
OAC will be a resident experience upon promo- j. An Army Correspondence Course Program
tion to captain and prior to commanding a com- (ACCP) staff development course with no more
pany-sized unit. For the RC officer, compeletion than two weeks in residence will be designed and
of OAC will generally be a combination resident/ implemented for the Reserve Components as an
non-resident experience prior to the third year alternative for RC officers who cannot attend ei-
after promotion to captain and where possible, ther resident CAS3 or when developed the USAR
prior to or during a company level command school version of CAS3 (see Annex HH).
experience (see Appendix 1).

b. The current 20 week (plus six weeks) in 4. CSA REMARKS. CSA conceptually ap-
.gt AC ,,ill be eval !,ed in light of the OAC proved the base policies for this development pe-

mission and the CAS3 course (see Appendix 1). riod and had the following additional comments:

c. All OPMD captains will attend CAS3 by a. In reference to one of the sub-policies sup-
their eighth year of service (see Appendix 2). porting attendance at OAC which stated that of-

d. Requirements for company level branch ficers attend only their own branch OAC, CSA
remarked that he wanted more flexibility to send

qualification will be defined and branch qualifi- akedt he wnte d oe fxlts
-  cation will normally occur before branch imma-

terial assignments (see Appendix 3). b. In reference to the policy that stated that

e C R a h l t f "some" of the seminar leaders at CAS3 would be', '2. ~e. ODCSPER establish policy to assign for- fomrbtainc mndsCAeakd

mer battalion/brigade commanders to school fac- that he thought "most" of them should be former:..-'.ulties (see Annex I and Appendix I to this An-u ea ntbattalion commanders. On 26 January 1984, thenex). CSA decided that 40-50 percent of CAS3 seminar

- f. Officers are eligible for full-time advanced leaders would be former battalion commanders.
civil schooling after company level branch quali- The remainder will be promotable majors who
fication (see Annex S). have XO/S3 experience with potential for battal-

ion command selection.
g. Company level branch qualification will

precede functional area development (see Annex
Q).Appendices

h. Special branch and reserve component of- 2 Officer Advanced Course
ficers will attend CAS3 based on quota availabili- 2 Combined Arms and Services StaffSchoolty as directed by ODCSOPS (see Annex HH and 3 Branch Qualification
Appendix 2 to this Annex). 4 Bibliography

i. Some CAS3 seminar instructors should be 5 Action Plan
former battalion commanders. However, all will 6 Phasing Plan
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Appendix 1 to Annex CC

Officer Advanced Course

1. PURPOSE. To provide supporting policies velopment. The transition to this development
and rationale for recommendations made in An- period occurs when the officer is promoted from
nex CC. lieutenant to capiain and is best accomplished by

a resident school experience.
2. DISCUSSION. The analysis conducted by

PDOS study members on the captain's develop- (3) The OPMS study reported two basic
ment period led to several major policies. One of recommendations for captains' education/train-
the important areas addressed by the study was ing in relation to the OAC. The first was that
the Officer Advanced Course and this Appendix MILPERCEN delay attendance to OAC until the
discusses the policies affecting the OAC. fifth or sixth year of service. However, in deter-

aRum trAmining the transition points for the officers de-i;_,.. a. Requirement for OAC:
velopment, PDOS concluded that the transition

(1) As a part of the RETO study, a con- occurs at the point of promotion to captain and
centrated effort was directed to develop a reason- consequently, attendance at OAC should occur at
able, systematic recommendation for the OAC. that point (currently three and one-half years of
In essence, RETO recommended that the OAC service). Second, OPMS recommended that
be eliminated as a separate school and that the TRADOC tie captain's training to a clear state-
needs of the officer could be met by an expanded ment of education and training goals which iden-
OBC, CAS3, on-the-job experience and modular tify institutional, unit and individual training re-
pre-command/functional TDY courses. A need sponsibilities. Recommendations of this study
for training was recognized, but the RETO group support the OPMS recommendation. The impor-
did nrot feel that the 26 week OAC was the proper tant outcome of the OPMS study is that there
method. TRADOC recommended that an evolu- should be an OAC in the education/training sys-
tionary approach in changing OAC should take tem. __

place, rather than the drastic step of termination
of the course. This has been done and beginning (4) Early attendance at OAC prepares the
in January, 1985, a "standard" 20 week resident new captain for a broad scope of assignments he
OAC with add-on modules was initiated. The can expect as a captain. It prepares him for com-
OAC focus is on preparing the officer for a series pany command and low level staff, allows him to
of assignments throughout the development peri- put past experience in perspective, enables him
od. As necessary, after the completion of the to learn the latest doctrine and prepares him for
"standard" OAC course, the officer can attend the normal range of jobs available to captains. In
modules, not to exceed six weeks, to focus on supporting the total systems approach to educa-
preparation for his next assignment. tion/training, it complements other PDOS rec-

ommendations that provide for attendance at
(2) As discussed in Annex F, Professional CAS3 prior to the eighth year of service. (See

Development Concepts, the frame of reference Appendix 2 of this Annex for a complete discus-
and level of responsibility increase drastically as sion on CAS3.)
the officer transitions from one development pe-
riod to another. At these transition points, each (5) In analyzing the PDOS survey results
officer needs a time of training, education and for those that attended OAC as their most recent

* reflective thougnt to synthesize past experiences resident school, some major findings sur-
-.. . and expand his perspective. Thus, transition faced-most officers thought that OAC was a
. points incorporate a key resident Army school helpful experience: most officers said it occured

experience targeted on the requirements the offi- at the right time or late (only nine percent said it
cer must meet in the forthcoming period of de- was too early); most officers correctly identified
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the purpose of OAC as preparation for command (2) This policy is supported by sub-poli-

or command and staff and only 1.6 percent said cies that direct specific actions to include reviews
to delete OAC from the system. A problem iden- of course content and POI's and provides direc-
tified by the survey results is related to quality of tion as to what should be incorporated into the

training and instruction-most (50 to 60 per- OAC experience.
cent) thought that the quality of tactical. techni- (a) To provide a coordinated approach to
cal and leadership training was good or excellent, the OAC, TRADOC review current OAC Coin-
but a significant number (15 to 20 percent) indi- Mon Core and establish OAC length, mission and
cate that the quality was poor or very poor; al- mono es tabli Alth miss and

most nine percent of the officers responding rat- an srin compatibility wtotercoes
ed quality of instruction as poor or very poor, 28 andwwith common skill ofices apercent said instruction was only fair, 53 percentcriticalpecet ai istucio ws nl fir 5 prcnt common MQS tasks, professional values, physi-
rated it as good and ten percent rated quality of cal fitness). vle"-yi

instrtuction as excellent. When 34 percent of the
off.ic. say that quality of instruction was fair or (b) To support the individual assessment
less, it indicates that improvements definitely concept, TRADOC implement MQS III.
need to be made. This problem is addressed in (c) To gain maximum benefit from the
paragraph 2c of this Appendix. Overall. accord- (c) oin maximum bEE re
ing to survey results, the officer corps is very tr a poide aCn M C ein-

of te QC bt ha idntiied pecfic force, as a goal, the assignment of officers to
supportive oOAC upon selection for promotion to the grade
areas where improvements are needed. ocpiof captain."-"-

(6) Based on the premise that key transi- (d) To properly utilize the training pro-
tions incorporate a resident zchooling experience. vided by OAC, and to aid in branch qualifica-
in light of the significant transition from lieuten- i C.ssh c a s
ant to captain, in keeping with the desires of the meot priorit f gate of OaC is to
officer corps as reflected by the survey and to organations with opportunities for company
provide the best possible preparation for service m ( at t scommand (or to appropriate utilization assign- ,.-. .
as a captain, the following policy was developed. ments for those branches with minimal opportu-

A goal for officer education is that the nities for command).
OAC will be a resident experience upon (3) The detailed implementation plan
promotion to Captain and prior to com- with supporting actions, responsible agencies and

manding a company-sized unit. For the required completeion dates for each of these poli-
RC officer, compeletion of OAC will
generally be a combination resident/ cies is at Appendix 4.

nonresident experience prior to the c. OAC Instructors:
third year after promotion to captain (1) As part of the PDOS effort, individual
and where possible, prior to or during a branch schools were asked to report the number
i- company-level command experience, of their authorized versus assigned instructors for

(7) To support this action. ODCSPER is the OAC and to break the numbers down by
tasked to publish the policy for implementation, grade and by command experience. It is evident

b. Scope of OAC: that the branch schools do not have the level of
experienced instructors that they are authorized.

(1) Many factors affecting the scope of Many major's positions are filled by captains and
OAC are occuring at the current time. Primarily. the number of former battalion/brigade con-
OAC, in its 20 week (plus six weeks) form. is manders associated with the OAC is low. Lack of ". -.
untried. MQS III is not yet on board and its experience on the part of the instructor was noted
relationship with OAC is not clear. CAS3 has not in the survey results since quality of instruction
reached its student load goal and the method of was rated rather low. In addition, interviews of
assignment of officers to follow-on modules. OAC students by PDOS members during visits to
CAS3, or to field duty will not be proven until a the service schools rculted in findings that the
few iterations of OAC have been conducted. All students rarely had the opportunity for direct
of these actions need time to mature and conse- contact with field grade officers. The students at
quently the following policy was developed. OAC are simply not getting the benefit of the - -

The[current.0.week.(plu six.wee) i experience that older. proven officers can pro- ..-"-- .e-[ n~~~Te current 20 week (plus six weeks) in . ...- ,

length OAC will be evaluated in light of vide. -..-

the OAC mission and the CAS3 course. (2) Annex I. A Mentorship Strategy, ad- .
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dresses the need for increased field grade authori- TRADOC will determine positions where former

zations for the entire system and the following battalion/brigade commanders can best serve the

specific policy provides a near term improve- needs of the school and the student, ODCSPER

ment in the experience level of the instructors at will determine the number of former com-

branch schools without requiring an increase in manders that are available for assignment to the

field grade authorizations, branch schools and TRADOC will approve those '
to ssgn positions designated for former commanders. Ini' "-" ODCSPER establish policy to assign

ODSPEor e stablishapolicy addition, a concerted effort will be made to em-
former battalion/brigade commanders phasize to the officer corps the importance of

Sto the branch schools. instructing at a service school. The detailed im-

(3) This policy supports the policies noted plementation plan with supporting actions, re-

in Annex I, A Mentorship Strategy, and will be sponsible agencies and required completion dates

executed in coordination with that policy. are at Appendix 4.
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Appendix 2 to Annex CC

Combined Arms and Services Staff School

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this appendix is Battalion Staff - 22%
Brigade and above - 8%

to present the major issues, background, and pol- TDA Staff -41%

. icies that pertain to the Combined Arms and Command & other -29%
Services Staff School (CAS3) which is taught at 100%
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

Table CC-2-l: Captain Staff Authorizations
2. DISCUSSION. (3) The situation is expected to remain

a. Background. heavily weighted towards staff duty for captains
(1) Prior to RETO, staff training resided in light of Force Adjustment Plan (FAP)II crite-

in the OAC for all captains and CSC level school- ria. Data extracted from the 8 June 1984 TAADS

ing for selected majors (40 to 50 percent). RETO indicates that a total of 2,919 majors positions

recommended that all majors receive staff train- have been coded for peacetime fill at the next
i c i a sis alower grade. The positions are primarily TDA:-....ing in a combined arms setting since all majors

and involve a significant number of staff billetsprimarily operate in a combined arms or TDA- -. :. -.- (Tab C, 8 June 1984 TAADS FAP 11 data).
environment and need staff training. Further,
fewer selected majors (± 20 percent) should go to (4) PDOS survey data supports the sens-
resident Command and General Staff Officers ing that CAS3 training is occuring late in a cap-
Course (CGSOC) to meet needs for higher level tain's exposure to combined arms or installation
staff and command. The CSA kept CGSOC as is, staff duty. While 48 percent of the captains re-
and directed CAS3 for captains only. CAS3 origi- sponding to the PDOS survey indicated that the
nally was scheduled for senior captains, but re- timing for their CAS3 experience was about
search on when and where they serve on com- right, 39 percent indicated that they received the
bined arms staff suggests that the course needs to course too late. These facts, plus survey data
be presented NLT eighth year of service before or which indicates that the median point for service
while serving on their first combined arms staff by captains on a staff is eight years supports the
assignment. The CAS3 course provides a stan- need for earlier CAS3 training. The current win-
dardized staff training experience that brings all dow is six to nine years of service.
students up to an equal level in terms of common' " (5) In terms of efiectiveness, the CAS3
staff processes. The course also reinforces a com-Ssrncourse as currently taught is one of the most high-
mon shared operational language and standard-courses in our Army. Numerous senior
ized decision making processess (See Tab A, o A N r sofficers have visited the school or are aware ofCSCusSrcradOtnthe benefits which incure to a unit or organiza-

(2) Extensive research and officer survey tion with the assignment of a CAS3 graduate. A
data indicate that Army captains are serving in study group observation is that the field per-
staff positions above the brigade level much ear- ceives CAS3 graduates as well qualified in staff
lier than had been thought. An analys;; of author- skills and techniques. In addition PDOS survey
ization documents showed that approx.mately 70 data indicate that officers themselves rate the ex-
percent of captain authorizations call for duties perience highly. In terms of individual readiness

* requiring some level of staff expertise. The fol- 92 percent of the responding CAS3 graduates in-
lowing table is a summarization of authorization dicate that the course increased their ability to
requirements for captains serving in staff related perform their wartime mission. This is the high-
positions (See also Tab B, Captain Authoriza- est rating for any of the Army's major education-
tions). al experiences. In terms of professional develop-
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ment, 78 percent of the graduates rated the analytical methodology. Phase I is currently is-
course as a significant contributor. This rating sued to an officer during the later stages of the
was surpassed only by senior service college re- OAC and must be completed within eighteen
spondents (See Tab D, Officer Survey Data). months after graduating from OAC. There is sig-

(6) The benefits of CAS3 are costly. The nificant concern in the field that officers who are6in critical branch related jobs (company com-
course is resource intense and requires up to mn ,rit ncalatliosf)may oa450 catais t atendannall inordr t trin mand, principal battalion staff) may not have .--
4500 captains to attend annually in order to train sufficient time to devote to the timely comple-
all OPMD managed officers as well as select spe- tion ofPhase I.
cial branch officers and members of the reserve
components. (7) Other options have been examined to

(a) At full implementation Athe course is meet the Army's need to train captains in corn-
designed to require 113 former battalion corn- bined arms and services staff techniques at a low-
manders to serve as seminar group leaders. It is er cost in terms of total resources (some are
doubtful that the Army can meet this req,,re shown below). None of the other options ade-
ment in light of available resources and other quately met the requirements.
demands within the system. Some former battal- (a) The most looked at method by PDOS
ion commanders are required as seminar leaders and the Armv Staff is to change the windows of
and the remainder should be officers who have -t-. l
demonstrated a proficiency at brigade and divi- eligibility toward later attendance in an officer's

career. The table shows a comparision of varioussion level staff. The mix of fo rtalo cor- attendance window options and the cost in terms "r"bt-..
maondiler mstabdentereminendaurther disc- of number of officers to be trained, instructors
sion will be made in the recommendation portion rqieTYcss n ayasof the annex, required, TDY costs, and manyears. '.,
of the annex.

of dollars, the annual cost of It appears that there are no significant savings
until the window moves to the 10 thru 12th YOS.

CAS3 at full implementation is $8.2 million an-
nually with primary costs being in TDY and trav- However, at this point the training is no longer a

el. Officers will attend CAS3 either TDY enroute captain's experience; it occurs too late to be ofto their next assignment or TDY and return from benefit for the vast majority of captains who will
be required to serve in a relatively sophisticatedtheir present assignment. In either case, officers stfpoion

will be lost to their respective units for the nine
weeks in which they are in residence at Fort (b) Another option to reduce the number
Leavenworth. This loss will be reflected in unit of captains to receive CAS3 training involves the
readiness and/or as an increase in the Transient/ use of a selection process such as a DA level

' Holding/Student (THS) Account. board action or selection by career managers
within MILPERCEN. A selection process was

(c) Although both FORSCOM and found to be undesirable for several reasons. First,
- USAREUR have equated time spent in CAS3 as such a process does not meet the real need toi"- a potential degradation of unit readiness anya- suhapoesdsntmetherlnedo -.-.

tual statistical impact on Unit Readiness Report- provide CAS3 type training to all captains, sec-
tualstaistcalimpct n Unt RadiessReprt- ondly. a selection process involves a quality cut

ing in difficult to quantify. The increased staff tha slntbemado atasinthis aly inproductivity of CAS3 graduates will offset any that should not be made at a point this early in :_
tprctiy lofs CA3 giraduates willset ny an officer's career (CAS3 becomes a quality de-
temporary loss in unit readiness caused by time terminer rather than a -bring up" course); third-
in training. ly. a selection process would unnecessarily add

(d) Increases in the THS account are another gate at a time when full potential is yet to

equally difficult to quantify since the method of be developed and recognized.
attendance determines whether or not the stu- (c) A final option was examined in which
dent will be reflected in this account. TY en-hden wil b releced n tis ccont.TDYen- CAS3 would be moved into the OAC. Thi-, was"€--.
route reflects in the account while TDY and re- not deemed viable since a major strong point of
turn does not. In either case, the officer will be a CAS3 is its "Combined Arms and Scrviccs' fla-
temporary loss to the unit. and under fulliml-.--tmpoarylssiton th0 itand uyear fulleimp810 vor. This clement could not be adequately dupli-
mentation 4500 captains per year equate Lo 8 10 cadintehvlybnhornedn-rnenman yers in he CA3 clasroomcated in the heavily branch oriented environment --.

man yrnhof the revised twenty week Officer Advanced

(e) In addition to the resident CAS3 in- Course. CAS3 as it is currently designed and
struction, the 140 hour nonresident Phase I is structured could not be integrated into OAC.
designed to bring all attendees up to a common What could be presented in the OAC would be
level of understanding in staff techniques and something less than CAS3 that equated to a gen-

CC-2-2
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eral overview of staif procedures and techniques CAS3 prior To assuming duties as a brigade or
but without the combined arms and services em- higher level staff officer. CAS3 students attend-

S-. phasis. ing from the field would be in terms of quotas or
'FdgTer ra ocmn goals as depicted in Tab F. The annual training

requirement for OPMD managed captains would
arms and services staff training should be to pro- be about 3900, leaving 600 spa. s for special
vide intense, standardized instruction on staff branch and reserve component neds. To:?! en-
operations and procedures in a combined arms re stdorollment remains within the stated Army goal of "-
and services setting to prepare captains for staff 4500 (See Tab G and Tab H).
duty at brigade and above.

(1) (4) In terms of former battalion corn-
manders available for duty as seminar instructors

of instruction is most beneficial to the Army. It i
provides intense standardized staff instruction it appears that 40 to 60 percent of requirements
which prepares captains for duty at brigade a.d could be met with minimal readjustments in Ar-
higher levels of staff. The course exposes the offi- my priorities. The remainder of the CAS3 in-

cer to a combined arms and services environ- structor staff should be proficient in brigade and

ment which goes beyond the proficiencies higher staffwork(SeeTabI).
learned in their individual branch. The intense (5) In order to allow officers to attend
learning experience develops an analytical and CAS3 after their advance course experience, it
ccmprehensive approach to problem solving and will be necessary to restructure Phase I of CAS3
stu ff techniques that carry over into a wide range as a follow-on module to OAC. This follow-on
of situations. CAS3 meets a specific Army need module could also be attended by those officers
and is highly rated as a success. Continuation of who are enroute to company command or battal-
the current program reinforces success rather ion principal staff duty, thus freeing them of the
than diluting or fragmenting the desired output. added burden of a Phase I nonresident require-

ment while in a work intense environment.
(2) Major thrusts should allow 100 per-

cent attendance at CAS3 by OPMD and AGR 3. RECOMMENDATIONS. The following
captains prior to the eigth year of AFCS. Addi- base policies will be implemented to support the
tionally: issues and recommendations discussed previous-ly.

(a) All those assigned directly .o brigade
or higher staff-attend out of OAC. This policy a. All OPMD captains will attend Combined
would be supported by minor modifications to Arms and Services Staff School (CAS3) by the
the MILPERCEN Revised OAC Implementation eighth year of AFCS.
Plan shown at Tab E. (i) Officers in OAC with follow-on assign-

(b) All those assigned OCONUS-attend ment to brigade level or higher staff (or assigned
out of OAC. OCONUS from OAC) will attend CAS3 enroute.

(c) All attend prior to bri'ade or higher (2) Captains will attend CAS3 prior to a
level staff assignment. brigade or higher level staff assignment.

(d) The number of former battalion com- (3) Continue current ramp up to 2400
manders as instructors should be maximized. '2AS3 students in FY86 and full implementation

Lo 4500 students in FY87. .- ..
(3) Under these major thrusts it is envi-

sioned that 2400 OPMD officers would attend b. Special branch and ieserve component of-
CAS3 annually as a follow-on experience to the ficers will attend CAS3 based on quota availabili-
OAC. Some 1500 would return each year to take ty as direcd by ODCSOPS.

YOS #OPMD #INSTRUCTORS TDY MANYEARS
5-8 3900 100 5.2 702
6-9 3600 95 4.0 648 .
1-9 3400 95 4.6 612

7-10 32C3 89 43 576
8-10 3200 88 4.3 576

6, 10-12 2600 65 3.5 468 1.
ANY 4500(w/SP) 115 6.1 810

Table CC-2-2: Later Window
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c. Some CAS3 seminar instructors should be Tabs
former battalion commanders, however, all will..v..... ., ...everA-CAS3 Course Stracture and Outline ,.
have demonstrated proficiency at the brigade C A o n.D a
and division staff level. B-CPT Authorizations (OPMD Managed)

C-Extract from TAADS as ci 8/6/84
4. CSA REMARKS. CAS3 is the Ranger D-PDOS Survey Data Relating to CAS3

Course for tile staff officer, those students need E-MILPERCEN Revised OAC Implementa-
proximity to former battalion commanders. tion Plan
Therefore, most CAS3 seminar instructors F-CAS3 Annual Quota Distribution
should be former battalion commanders. Note: G-Officer Advance Course Assignments
On 26 January 1984, the CSA decided that 40-50 CY83
percent of CAS3 seminar leaders/instructors will H-OPMD Officer Advance Course Fill Re-
be former battalion commanders. The remainder quirements
will be promotable majors who have XO/S3 ex- I-Former Battalion Commander Distribu-
perience with potential for battalion command tion
selection.

C--..
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Tab A to Appendix 2

CAS3 Course Structure and Outline

The Phase I CAS3 modules are contain c. in ing prior to attending the resident phase. Im-
the current 140 hour nonresident instruction plementation of revised attendance policy
package and are designed to bring all stu- will require Phase I to be given as a follow-
dents up to a common level of understand- on OAC module for selected officers.

CAS3 PHASE I MODULES

* Communicative arts 0 Staff leadership
* Historical development of staffs * Budget
* Staff skills, roles and relationships * Reserve components/mobilization
* Decision making process 9 Tactics overview
* * Quantitative skills 9 Introduction to threat forces
* Personnel and administration operations * Force modernization
* Basic logistic principles a Organization of Army divisions
. Training management

V Phase II (resident) of CAS3 consists of an dents are required to plan, develop, brief and
intense small group learning experience execute staff actions to support scenario re-
which flows sequentially through a feasible quirements as part of a work intense small
scenario and highlights staff planning re- group action.
quirements during each major event. Stu-

PHASE I I SCENARIO

STAFFINTRODUCTORY TCNQE!-"'." TECHNIQUES;

8 DAYS -"
-i i i m m ----- - RA IN IN

GARRISON TRAINING BUDGET

-- -- - -- - -- -- -- -- -------- -
6 DAYSD

:'"'"..'.DEPLOYMENT MODILIZATION PPATONDEPLOYMENT '

Phase I OR coMBAT
7 """4 DAYS 15 DAYS I DAY

'.?- -"2.TACTICAL ITEWR"
!.:;: : 6 DAYS :

1".'.'."Phase 11 Scenario r

CC-2-A-1
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Tab B to Appendix 2

CPT Authorizations

(OPMD Managed)

COUNT % OF TOTAL AUTH
Commrand/Leadership, 24 11

4Bn/Co Staff (MTOE): 4424 21.9%
*Bn only 3605 17.8%

Bde and above staff (MTOE): 1554 7.7%
Staff (TDA)

0 Joint/Combined: 3818
* HQDA/tlQ,FOA s: 133 0.7%9 MACOM HO: 279 1.4%* Subactivities/Instal: 74712 37.0%* Total TDA Staff: 8251 40.8%

lnstructors(5K) 1704 8.4%

Total CPT Auth (OPMD) 20,1973 100.0%
RECAP:

* omniedrhp 4264 21.1% -* Staff 14229 70.5%*lInstructor 1704 8.4%

20,197 100.0%
'Troo Leadership
2 Inc[ School Staffs
3 Freq Counted During Review

CC-.2-B-1
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Tab C to Appendix 2

Extract from Taads as of 8 June 1984 OPMVD Positions
Identified by RMVK 99 for Fill at Next Lower Grade in Peacetime

TDA MTOE GRAND TOTAL FIELD
06 05 04 03 06 05 04 03 TOTAL GRADE

CMD
TAG 1 4 1 6 5
INSCOM 1 17 120 15 4 29 17 203 171
CIOC 5 6 1 12 11
ISC 1 8 8 2 1 14 34 32
OCE 3 3 6 6
CSC 8 24 32 32
OCSA 1 67 39 107 107
USAREUR 4 24 35 49 5 60 176 449 802 304
FORSCOM 4 60 225 6 40 176 207 718 511
USMA 13 79 2 94 92
MILPERCEN 3 22 70 10 105 95
MTMC 2 2
MDW 1 4 6 11 11
MEPOOM 1 7 5 13 8
WESTCOM 1 12 16 2 15 20 66 46

---- USARJ 1 8 3 3 1 16 13
EUSA 1 3 19 10 1 12 44 26 116 80
USAREC 1 15 16 16
OSA 4 4 4
BMDO 4 2 6 6
FOAs 8 37 56 5 106 101
TRADOC 233 542 1590 475 2840 2365
AMC 16 82 132 38 1 269 231

TOTALS 274 919 2464 616 12 123 455 721 5584 4247*

Of whlich 2919 are Majors.

, %_

CC-2-C-1



Tab D to Appendix 2

PDOS Survey Data Relating to CAS3

1. The following chart graphically depicts sensing as to the timeliness of various
PDOS survey results which indicates officer schools during a career.

FTIMING OF SCHOOLS.
(RELATIVE TO WHEN THE COURSE WAS NEEDED, DID YOU ATTEND YOUR MOST
RECENT SCHOOL AT THE PROPER TIME?)

DAC -------- 44 
~- .

OH'

CA3 49

CGSC (R)

CGSC NR)

AWC (R) CbT 84

83 b 9 13 18 23 28 33 38 43 48 53 58 b3 68 73 78 83 88 93 98
PERCENT

TOO SOON AB OUT RIGH TOOLATC5fl

2. The following chart depicts median
points for captains in terms of command
and staff duties.

CAPTAINS:WHEN DO THEY COMMAND?

beeO------- ------------ - - ---

LL.

10; . *;, .--

..... . ... IA-.
------------------ --------------- -------------- * ------3 4 5 b 7 a 9 t0 i! i 2 l

HA'FMS -

-- - - - - - -o . .. TA.... S CDPS CPT,,".....-..

---- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----
_.. . . . - - --2-1-,-



3. The following charts depict PDOS sur- as a contributor to individual readiness and
vey results relating to various army schools professional development.

SCHOOL CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENTL
(EXTENT tE3ST RECENT SCHOOL -CONTRIBUTED TO PROFESSIONAL1 DEVELOPMENT)

CGSC CR 7

~ 02

1OT 84
1 19 29 -39 49 59 be0 79 89 9o 199

PERCENT INDICATING MOST RECENT SCHOOL CONTRIBUTED

A GREAT DEAL SOME E3LITTLE OR NONEI

10.

A~RMY SCHOOLS ENHANCE READIES
(Z AGREEING THAT THEIR LAST SCHOOL EFFECTIVELY PREPARED THEM TO
PERFORM1 THEIR WARTIME DUTIES)

08C bb

OAC 78

CA 3 92

CGSC (R) 91

CGSC CJ1 82

*~W Q 8d~R 8

AWC MR) 8b

9 3 b 9 13 18 23 2633 38 43 46 53 58 b3 b8 73 78 63 68 93 96
PERCENT

CC-2-D-2
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Tab E to Appendix 2

Milpercen Revised Officer Advance

Course Implementation Plan

1. CAS3 attendance as a follow on event to mands. Requirements could then be passed
OAC can be supported within the existing to the individual through the respective
plan. The figure shown describes the system school (or MILPERCEN in the case of
which will support selection and attendance OCONUS assignments).

A ~~at follow-on modules to the revised twenty3.Ofcratedn CA3wudbr-
wee QC.quired to complete a two or three week

2: . CS3tran-Phase I module before departing the OAC-
2.Duty assignments requiring CStri-location to the Ft Leavenworth resident ex-

ing would be identified by gaining com- perience.

R EV I SED C0AC 1I P LEA E 8T-A T ION P-LANX

(IL PERCEN)

CIV SCH
NOTIFI(0 OF SELECTION USAREC
FOR OAL/PREFERENCE AOTC
STATEMENTS TO BE
COMPLETED AND RETURNED JAN 85Ps
TO ASSIGNMENT OFFICER

RO BUALDS OFFICER ADlVANCED COURSE PROET
iEOt OPEDNNPOONN
UK AMED) FOR 20 WEEK CORE WITH A MODUL

CMD/ IARC PRE-COMMAND MODULE INCLUDED 26

y
________________________________ _____________________1~~.ESTABLI SHED1
____________________ _____________MODULE

-EuiOS -2MOS 0 ?(K +2~ s ~ 06 ~

BRANCH FOLLOW-ORt TRAINING D

VIITO ETERMINED/AMExO- o
OFFICER RFO CUT/ MECTSSARY)(I
TENTATIVELY FWDED TO NEESR)ADSPEC

NOTFID F AINING ITRAINING _

0 ASSIGNMENT/ CM~$ADJOOULC

%BErWLEN 410 WKS PCs
G xx COM.AHO

WILL COHTACT oN TO
SOOL WITH ANY UNIT

K'?ENTS (Coi'uS) -
IDCENTIFY MYT COURSE REOUI.ENETS BY NUM~BERS K TAINGRCR

USE OF SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Figure CC-2-E-1, Revised QAC Irnplementation Plan
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Tab F to Appendix 2

CAS3 Annual Quota Distribution

I. The chart below represents possible captains attend CAS3 before arriving in the-
MACOM quota distributions for TDY and ater.
return attendance atCAS3.

at 3. The figures depicted in the second column

2. The figures depicted in the first column represent possible quotas for MACOM once
are those developed and staffed by ODC- attendance policies are changed to allow sig-
SOPS in FY 84 to support a planned ramp nificant numbers of captains to attend CAS3
up to 4500 students in FY 86. Subsequent enroute from their OAC to a new duty as-
plans changed this ramp to 2400 students in signment (aprox 2400 aanually).

" FY 86 and it is expected that the full ramp a. Quotas would allow MACOM flexi-
* will be attained in FY 87. bility in providing CAS3 training to officers

a. FORSCOM and USAREUR stated who for various reasons did not attend.
: concerns with the quotas citing readiness b. It is anticipated that reserve compo-
* and officer shortages as key factors. ea cl n q s d d: ~nent and special branch quotas would be ad-.i !

b. USAREUR stated a desire to have all justed based on experience.

FY87 HYPOTHETICAL

USAREUR 690 100
FORSCOM 1100 550
TRADOC 830 440
DARCOM 160 70
INSCOM 80 20
USAREC 70 20
COMMUNICATIONS CMD 60 10
WESTCOM 50 10
CORPS OF ENGINEERS 40 10
USMA 30 5
MEPCOM 10 5
MTMC 10 5
CID CMD 10 5
COMPUTER SYSTEMS COMMAND 10 5
MDW 10 5
JAG 80 40
CHAPLAIN 70 30
AMEDD 500 200
OCAR 60 1
NGB 150 200
OPMD (TDY ENROUTE) 480 240

TOTAL 4500 - 2400 = 2100

CC-2-F-1
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Tab Gto Appendix 2

Officer Advance Course Assignments CY 83

i . The data below reflects the assignments cent of CPT authorizations for staff at bri-
to major Army commands for OPMD gradu- gade and above level) indicates that 2400

- -ates of the CY I1983 Officer Advance Course OPMD captains would attend CAS3 enroute
by Branch of Service. to an assignment from the advance course.

2. 1129 officers were assigned to Europe or
PACOM (OCONUS). This number plus ap-
proximately 49% of the remainder (the per-

OAC CY83

Specialty Code 11 12 13 14 15 21 25 31 35 42 44 74 91 92 95

AG 6 6
ARMY RESERVE
CID/INSCOM 2 2 4 5 41 9 4 6 73
USACC 6 49 1 2 8 66
COECCE 1 3 7 1 14 26
CSC 3 2 5
EUROPE 105 121204 453461 54 2928 7414 19 6043 20911
FORSCOM 296 103 151 63 86 88 68 38 43 56 20 18 88 67 27 12
NGB

*USMA 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 17
MP = MILPERCEN 2 2 4 -

RECRUITING 3 414 3 1 5 23 5 3 43
MOW 4 1 2 1 4 1 13
PACOM/KOREA 47 4 22 4 35 20 13 9 6 11 13 7 2 13 14 7
TRADOC 197 6212599 87 7151 4736 5632 27 3734 13974
DARCOM 4 7 10 6 4 9 3 1 6 2 5157 1 801
MSCCMDS 10 2 1 1 1 18 416 134 1 4 15 797

TOTAL 671 310 534 223 256 256 275 138 183 254 88 72 218 190 76 3742
QAG

CC-2-G-1
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Tab H to Appendix 2

OPMD Officer Advance Course Fill Requirements

1. The following figures represent actual training officers in CAS3 enroute to a new
FY 84 QAC fill data for OPMD managed assignment from the advanced course.
officers and FY 85-87 fill projections.4.SucofdtM PRCNE ca

2. FY 84 Fill 4198 Actual FY 85 fill will be tion Branch, Nov 84.
4200 to 4250 Aggregate Data points to a fill
of 4300 ± 100 over next 4 FY.

3. An aggregate fill of 4300 ± for the next
4 FY indicates no significant problem in

OPMD QAC Fill/Requirements Projection

Branch FY 84 Fill Requirements

FY 85 FY 86 FY 87

IN 781 755 800 840
FA 544 500 520 520
AR 421 475 475 475
AD 273 300 300 300
AV 137 500 500 500
Ml 251 325 325 325
MP 155 200 200 205
SC 305 280 310 320
EN 269 325 325 325
CM 81 130 140 14
AG 22- 250 250 250
Fl 87 90 90 90
CM 196 220 220 220

-. TC 161 160 160 160
OD-91 191 150 160 160

7351 40 40 40
75 66 80 70 70

TOTAL 4198 ACTUAL 4800 4885 4940

CC-2-H-1
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% ~Tab I to Appendix 2

Former Battalion Commander Distribution

1. Depicted are representative figures as of Dec GAS3 Level of Fill 10 0 0

84 for availability and assignment of former bat- MCMAtvt _____

talion commanders. CAS3 115 60 35
FORSCOM 37 45 48

2. ODCSOPS estimates indicate that CAS3 in- DA STAFF 38 46 4
structor requirements for former battalion com- TRADOC (Less CAS3) 42 51 55

USAREC 10 12 13manders could be met at the various levels shown UAER3 24

in the following chart by reorienting existing dis-
tribution guidance. Delta =Minor adjustment to other MACOMS

who are not large users of FBC.

3. 50% CAS3 fill appears most attainable with
least impact on other MACOM requirements.

DISTR[BUTION Of FORMfER BATTALION COMMANDERS

X of AOA Z of AOA Z Total XF&C ki
*MACON/ LTC LTC FBC LTC(P) LTC(P)75C AOA VS
*ACTIVITY FIC Population FIC Population TOTAL 73C LTC 00?

SEC ARMY 2 0.6 5 2.0 7 1.2 15.2
*AR STAFF 49 14.0 45 18.1 94 15.7 14.6

DE? ACEN 13 3.7 13 5.2 26 4.3 4.5
JOINT ACT 16 4.6 10 4.0 26 4.0 3.6
ALLIED CMD EUR 0 0.0 5 2.0 S 0.8 3.4 S

- . rOA.
USNA 2 0.6 2 0.8 4 0.7 3.8 --

USAREC 13 3.7 10 4.0 23 3.8 29.1
NEC0HO 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
TAC 0 0.0 1 0.4 1 0.2 1.5 -

BMDO 0 0.0 2 0.8 2 0.4 .

USAREUR 45 12.6 19 7. 7 64 10.7 6.9
EUSA 10 2.8 3 1.2 13 2.2 9.8
WESTCOM 3 0.9 1 0.4 4 0.7 5.3
USARJ 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0
FORSCOM 48 13.7 32 12.9 s0 13.3 5.4
TRADOC 85 24.2 57 23.0 142 23.7 10.8
USAMC 16 4.6 12 4.8 28 4.7 4.9
INSCOM 1 0.3 1 0.4 2 0.3 1.4
USAISC 10 2.8 4 1.6 14 2.3 7.8 0
USACE 3 0.9 2 0.8 5 0.8 4.2
KTIIC I 0.3 0 0.0 1 0.2 2.9
MDV 3 0.9 4 1.6 7 1.2 25.0
USACIDC 1 0.3 0 0.0 1 0.2 2.8

ARMY OP ACCT 351 100.0 248 100.0 599 100.0 7.6

*STUDEHT ACCT 138 89 227

ARMY TOTALS 489 333 826

NOTE: IIACOII content includes the folloviing:

- ~ (1) LTC nonpromotable f5C on orders to comeand

(2) LTC L LTC(P) ?5C assigned not on orders Ot(fay u
(3 T LTC(P) f8C assigned and on ordetaot i ny u
report date greater than 6 months from current date.

Figure CC-2-1-1, Distribution of Former Battalion Commanders
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Author: LTC Pennington
Team Chief: COL Johnson

Appendix 3 to Annex CC

Branch Qualification

1. PURPOSE. To provide supporting policies qualification will normally occur before
and rationale for recommendations made in An- bianch immaterial assignments.
nex CC. (1) This broad policy is supported by sub-

2. DISCUSSION. The analysis conducted by policies that direct actions to be taken for imple-
PDOS study members on the captain develop- mentation.
ment period led to several major policies. The
requirement for branch qualification is discussed (a) Recognizing that there are different re-
it Ap iquirements between branches and that there may".'- in this Appendix. :.:

be different requirements for men or women,
a. The most important objective for a cap- branch proponents must establish the initial re-

tain is to become branch qualified at the compa- quirements for branch qualification for men and
ny level prior to being assigned to branch imma- women officers and provide recommendations to
terial assignments or beginning functional area TRADOC for approval.
training. The requirement for branch qualifica- (b) To support the OPMS recommenda-
officersn are well grounded in that itbensures that the Army tions that require branch transfers by some of-
o r oticers, and to ensure that all officers have the
needed in his branch to execute his combat mis-i=- " . " proper opportunity for branch qualification,
sion. Once the Army knows that an officer can pnqMILPERCEN establish a policy that at appioxi-perform his combat mission, the officer can then nyddL-."serv in unciona ares orbrach imateial mately three years of service, and prior to attend- ".
serve in functional areas or branch immaterial
positions. ance at OAC, officers will be offered the opportu-

nity to branch transfer voluntarily to combat
b. Currently, there is no standard definition support and combat service support branches __

for branch qualification. The OPMS Study that have openings.
Group recognized this deficiency and recom-mede thtbachqaiicto'eqieet (c) Proponents will establish education/ "--
mended that branch qualification requirements branch qualification requirements for those that
be defined. PDOS supports this finding and has bstg:- branch transfer at the three and eight years of -<
looked at branch qualification as that point in a
captain's career when he is considered to be fully
qualificd to assume any company grade branch grounded in their new branch before receiving

-. position. Branch qualification normally occurs branch assignments.
after attendance at OAC and completion of a (d) To support the concept of branch qual-

-- successful branch assignment (company com- ification at the company level, MILPERCEN es-
mand or equivalent). The proponents for each tablish policy that officers will normally be
branch must determine the specific branch expe- branch qualified prior to branch immaterial as-
rience(s) required for branch qualification. signr,:ents and will be branch qudlified prior .

c. Establishment of a definition of branch selection for promotion to major.
qualification standard is important in that it pro- (2) Additional specific requirements relat-
vides a guideline and an objective for an officer's ing to branch qualification are described in An-
development and it provides a measure from nex S and Annex Q.
which an officer's ability can be judged. Thus the (m• % (3) The detailed implementation plan --
following policy is provided, with supporting actions, responsible agencies and

Requirments for company level branch required completeion dates for these policies is at
qualification will be defined and branch Appendix 4.

CC-3-1
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Annex DD

Development Period: Major/Lieutenant Colonel

. PURPOSE. To describe the requirements ther, he is the key workhorse in the actual appli-
and educational experiences for the major and cation of all major building block systems.
lieutenant colonel. (2) The field grade officer needs to be able

2. DISCUSSION. to deal with the complexity of developing, plan-
a. Background. ning, operating, and sustaining the major ele-

ments of our structure. This requires additional . -

(1) The development period for major/ training in the theory and practice of decision-
lieutenant colonel begins at a key transition point making, application of systems, staff techniques,
... the move from company to field grade per- and the actual exercise and feedback experienced
spective and significantly increased responsibili- in an academic setting.
ties. This transition has been recognized since the (3) Finally, the most influential persons in
18th century when the British indicated:

our Army regarding inculcation and daily mani-
a field grade officer was an officer of festation of values and standards are majors and

sufficient seniority and experience to com- lieutenant colonels. They are the seasoned lead-
mand a regiment in the field." ers closest to the troops and in many cases close

(2) The o.-ficer after having been selected to potential breaches of ethics and values. Majors
(2) and lieutenant colonels take the tone set by se-

for promotion to major is enroute to becoming a;, ~niors, and within their own value and ethical de- "--"
"full partner" in the firm regardless of whether he nios, iti the Alue atl de-

is pomoed o leuteantcolnel He illrecive velopment, impart it to the Army at large, identi-i ~~~is promoted to lieutenant colonel. He will receive-,. --.
tenure to the 20 year mark according to the selec- fy and fix shortfalls and play the leading role in

the moral and ethical strength of our organiza-
rive continuation policy. The House of Repre- tion. Education at this level must include signifi-sentatives Report 96-1462 on the Defense Officer cndcant reinforcement of our basic values and ethi- ,.'-..
Personnel Management Act expressed the desires cal constructs. Further, we must iease the""of the Committee on Armed Services: ca cosrcs.Frhr", utinis h
oteC mtenA eSrisofficer's confidence and commitment to take on

"It is the committee's strong desire that these moral and ethical issues when they appear
officers be continued to 20 years of service
as a matter of course; only in unusual cir- c. The environment of the field grade officer.
cumstances would this authority not be fully (1) Historically 80 percent of eligible cap-
utilized."

tains in the Army are selected for major through
b. What the field grade officer must "BE- a central selection process. At this same time,

KNOW-DO". under the provisions of DOPMA and AR 601-

(1) Field grade skills need to deal with a 100, Other Than Regular Army (OTRA) officers e -
-- (1 Fied grde sillsneedto dal wth a who are promoted to major are automatically in- -

broader, more integrative world, far beyond the w e romoted to mReguajr Are (Aut ay i
bas;c staff skills. Here there is a requirement for tegrated into the Regular Army (RA) if they areotherwise qualified. Selection to major and con- '''-
officers to understand the nuances of very com- o e d cr o

version to RA provides the officer in opportuni-
plex systems, the interplay of competing de- ty for selective continuation if he is twice non-
mands for scarce resources, and be able to apply selected for promotion to lieutenant co-.i-l..
a reasoned and seasoned analytical eye to the
issues at hand. In this period, the officer becomes (2) During this phase in an officer's ca-
a middle level leader, responsible in some assign- reer, he will be developed in different career pat-
ments for the development and recommendation terns through single, dual, and sequential track-
of key policies and implementaion of same. Fur- ing. It is expected that 20 percent of the field
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grade officers will singl, track in their branch. (1) The role of the individual officer is to
Officers in branches with large field grade re- focus on gaining indepth education in an appro-

:" quirements will single track in their branch. priate "track" career pattern using: military
Functional area designation and development reading program, computer assisted instruction

will continue to occur during this period. Func- (CAI) packages, "school of the air" teleconfer-
tional area (non-acession) requirements (those ences and wargames to augment field training
not related to a branch) increase by ten-fold from opportunities. The officer will continue use of
lieutenant to captain and continue at approxi- assessment technology to monitor his own
mately the same level in the field grade. This strengths and weaknesses, then progress with the
requires some field grade officers to obtain addi- help of a mentor. The officer will evolve insights
tional specialities and receive concomitant spe- from education and developmental opportunities --"
cific course entry training (For further discussion in unit/organizational assignments and seek to
see Appendix 3). become a mentor for junior officers in unit and

(3) The primary educational experience schoolhouse settings.
encountered by the officer during this develop-
ment period is the Command and Staff College (2) The role of both the school and unit
(CSC). Currently 40 to 50 percent of a year group mentor is to explain/reinforce division and in-
is seicted for resident attendance. After attend- stallation level frames of reference. They will as-
ance, DA guidelines distribute 85 percent of the sure majors and lieutenant colonels have demon-
officers attending CGSC and the Air, Naval, and strated expertise in integration of weapons
Marine Staff Colleges under a Military Education systems and support functions necessary to ob-
Level 4 (MEL 4) distribution plan. The goal of tain and sustain these systems with extensive use
the MEL 4 disti ibution plan is to assure that each of computer simulations, field training and visits
MACOM and activity receive a specified mini- tt NTC to support this task. All mentors will
mum allocation of officers possessing a MEL 4 serve as mentor instructors in support of "school
commensurate with established HQDA priori- of the air" video-audio teleconferencing and
ties. when developed, complete validation of MQS IV .7.

(4) The type of an assignment for a field (major) and MQS V (lieutenant colonel) tasks.
grade officer will most probably be in a TDA -_4
organization. Currently 80 percent of all field (3) The unit/organization of assignment.:
grade authorizations are in TDA organizations will provide experiential developmental opportu-
and about ten percent of all field grade assign- nities to relate school theories to the real world
ments could be considered as branch immaterial, including multiple electronic training and deci-
Command opportunity is about 25 percent for sion making support aids in officer development

lieutenant colonel. The historical data indicates programs. The unit/organization will also moni-
that 50 to 60 percent of lieutenant colonel level tor major and lieutenant colonel validation of
command selectees were chosen the first-time eli- MQS IV and V tasks when developed.
gible, while an additional 30 to 40 percent were
picked as second-time eligibles, with 25 to 41 (4) The schools role remains oriented on
percent having at least one below the zone pro- teaching, providing training support materials
motion. However, as a result of a recent Chief of for the field and keeping the knowledge base cur-
Soff, Army decision no more than ten percent of rent for multiple users and functions. Schools
th(se selected for command will be picked from will focus on the need for more complex integra-
the first-time eligibles. All officers who are select- tion and synthesis skills. The schools will intro-
ed for command will receive a refresher pre-com- duce students to an array of electronic methods "- -
mand course. aimed at decreasing time required to master and

(5) Exiting from this development period retain skills while enhancing sound decisionmaking under stress. This will permit use of these
eithr b thrughprootio tothe rad of methods to support both education and training

colonel or retirement. Currently about 50 percent me nneds an oerational miins.of lieutenant colonels are selected for colonel. If development needs and operational missions....,."."
When developed, the schools will evaluate a cer-

not selected for promotion, the current law re- tai percentage of MQS IV (major) and MQS V
quires the mandatory retirement of lieutenant (lieutenant colonel) tasks. In addition, the use of 4
colonels at 28 years of service. artificial intelligence expert systems, for educa-

d. Roles in the development of the field tional purposes, will be added to curriculum
grade officer. when developed.
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e. Methods to emphasize. (4) Continue the School for Advanced 0
![ ._.... (1) The individual officer should take ad- MitaySuesSM).-.-" "

vantage of field trips, case studies, and profes- (5) Have the pre-command course pro-

sional reading to increase his knowledge. The ap- vide a review/update for officers assuming com-
plication of this knowledge and further mand.
development can occur through CAI packages,
computer teleconferencing and computer simula- c. The base policies are:
tions (wargames). (1) All active component officers will

complete a resident or non-resident command
(2) The mentor should maximize the usc and staff level course prior to selection to lieuten-

of field trips, case studies and field practical exer- ant colonel. This course will include a command .cises to apply real world applications to the theo- and staff level land warfighting and support doc- 0
ry. Professional reading and instruction in a
small group mode to facilitate the professional trine core (See Appendix 1 for further discus-
development of officers will also be useful in pro- sion).

viding the teaching and coaching officers require. (2) A small number of MEL 4 graduates
will be provided opportunities for an Advanced(3) The unit/organization must take -d- Military Studies Program (AMSP) emphasizing

vantage of real world field training or experien- Milite gra m of tempar at t
tial application of the theory using real world the integration of the art and science of war at the
applications. Useful techniques would be CAI operational level, in joint and combined opera-tions, and across the spectrum of conflict (See.-'" ---.
packages, computer teleconferencing and com-
puter simulations (wargames). Appendix 2 for further discussion).."-

(a) Maintain enrollment at 48 students.(4) The schools should include field trips ()Miti noleta 8suet.
Evaluate student/cost/ benefit tradeoffs. Then . S

(NTC), case studies, field practical exercises and m d i f r s o emake decision of future course enrollment. "
small group instruction applying real world con-
siderations. Instruction should include CAI pack- (b) Publish a DA circular which formal-
ages, computer teleconferencing and computer izes the selection process.
simulations. As the technology develops, learning (c) Commander TRADOC determine cor-
and decision making can also be enhanced usingartiicia intllignce~xper sysemsrect branch/skill mix for course attendees. .
artificial intelligence-expert systems.

(3) Publish an Army regulation which will
3 define pre-command course policies, purposes

and responsibilities (See Annex R for further dis-
a. The aim of the field grade development cussion).

period is to: 4. CSA Remarks. 0
(1) Develop a field grade officer who pos- a h spc w oe l pa. The base policies were conceptually ap- ).'"-.'

sesses the body of knowledge and conceptual
skills necessary to perform successfully in field proved by the ChiefofStaff, Army.
grade command positions and in staff positions b. The policy statement pioposing promo-
at all levels of the Army. tion boards selecting majors will also select of-

ficers for resident command and staff level
(2) Provide a small number of officers a schooling was disapproved. The Chief of Staff,

broad and deep education in the art and science At
of war at the tactical and operational levels. fr seleto rotin to ar adsone rfor selection for promotion to major and one for"-'"

selection to resident CSC. Further, he wants tob. The major thrusts of this period are to: retain multiple looks for resident selection.

(1) Provide command and staff level edu-
cation for all majors. c. The Chief of Staff, Army reaffir,'ed the

Armed Forces Staff College as a MEL 4 produc-
(2) Provide multiple routes to command ing institution provided the warfighting and sup- ..-'--

and staff level schcoling with MEL 4 a prerequi- port doctrine core was obtained by the students. " "''
site for active component promotion to lieuten- dT C f SfA c-"
ant colonel. d. The Chief of Staff, Army comietely

agreed with the notion of a common warfighting(3) Have a MEL 4 land warfare and sup- and support doctrine core for all field grade of-

port core for alternative command and staff level ficers and the requirement to obtain a MEL 4
opportunities. prior to selection to lieutenant colonel.
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e. During the discussion of MEL 4, the Sur- Appendices
geon General asked if it applies to special branch-
es. In response, the Director PDOS answered can adGnrlSffLvld-
that the special branches would require comple- 2.cation

to selection to lieuten- Advanced Military Studies Program
tio ofcomoncor pror3 Branch Qualification: Field Gradeant colonel. The Surgeon General concurred. The 4 Gr

Chief of Chaplains and the Judge Advocate Gen- 5 Blogay5 Bibliography ;''.
eral made no comments. The CSA made no com- 6 Action Plan
ment. 7 Phasing Plan
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Appendix I To Annex DD

r Command and General Staff Level Education

1. PURPOSE. To describe the requirements direct operating tasks to one which requires him
and proposed system for field grade officers to to manage a functional system composed of
obtain command and staff level education. many varied tasks/methods. The key factor in

determining whether the US Army will win or
2. DISCUSSION, lose the next war we fight is an effective officer

educational system to provide the body of knowl-
a. Background. edge to the field grade officer. Without an effec-

tive system, technological breakthrough will
omma Givnhe reseaf nceo CA (icomy count for naught because we will not know how

cmnedr anch stafices andsre CAS3u(il elon- to direct it. Without an effective officer educa-
bined arms and services exposure, full develop- tion system, we cannot develop a reasonably co-
ment of basic staff operations and procedures), herent doctrine and even if we did we would not
Command and Staff College (CSC) can be
viewed as advanced command and staff educa- baltasmaei
tion and training. It should be a mixture of edu- (3) Currently, about 40-50 percent, de-
cation (developing cognitive/analytical skills, pending on the year group, of the active compo-
ability to think, assess, recommend, decide, and nent major's population is selected for resident V
act); and training in tools, techniques and proce- attendance at CSC. AP additional 25-35 percent
dures to apply increasingly complex Army and consider it important enough to expand their ca-
external systems toward the accomplishment of pabilities to take the course by non-resident in-
the mission. This includes a substantially in- struction on their own. The wide range of assign-
creased level of knowledge of all functions of the ments and responsibilities covered by this group ....
Army system to structure, man, equip, train, mo- supports the broad interest in and requirement
bilize, deploy, command/control and communi- for this level of education for all members of the
cate, manage, sustain, and manage information career force. Further, this may be the last signifi-
for the Army in the field in war and cant general education opportunity for the vast
peace-across the whole spectrum of conflict. Of majority of this group since historically only
particular importance are the needs to integrate about 50 percent are selected for promotion to
all elements and joint services in the current land the grade of colonel thereby requiring further
warfare and support doctrine and to begin devel- schooling. Therefore, a requirement exists for all
oping an appreciation for the operational level of career professional officers to have the broad per-
war. Gaining and maintaining a historical per- spective and "full partnership" knowledge and
spective and appreciation for the art and science attributes developed at the CSC level. Hence we
of war is also essential to this level of professional should require all majors to complete the CG-
growth. Further, all of this should occur in the SOC or similiar course.
context of an understanding of the national and
international environment in which the force (4) For the Reserve Componeru (RC)field ...--.
may be applied as a part of the national security grade officer there is limited time available to
process. operate in his civilian occupation, perform in a

military status and to continually train for battle.
(2) The field grade officer is expected to Therefore, the minimum required field grade ed-

be broadly based with a versatile understanding ucation must be adjusted based on minimum 67-

of the whole Army system and its application and proficiencies required for their "go to war assign-
have the ability to assimilate widely disparate ment." Since most rescrve component majors
issues. The frame of reference is broadened from and lieutenant colonels serve in staff positions at
one which required him to perform a series of battalion and brigade level and can perform
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those duties with the education received in the Army officers may need to take non-resident in-
officer advance course, plus staff officer develop- struction to provide the current land warfare and
ment training, their education requirements support doctrine. The "core" requirements must ,?--..

should be limited to OAC and the Staff Develop- be developed in detail to include a mecnanism to
ment Course. If time and space permit, Reserve measure other schools' ability to meet the core. -

Component field grade officers are encouraged to This review should be conducted through the In- 0
pursue command and staff college. Duties of RC termediate Military Education Coordination
colonels require command and staff type knowl- Conference (IMECC). We should give construc-
edge and perspective, therefore, CSC level educa- tive credit where due, yet reserve the perogative'* ,.

tion will continue to be considered th,. minimum to further educate/train Army students as neces-
education requirement for promotion to colonel Sary to reach the core level. The Combined Arms
for RC officers. Center should be given the task to identify short 0

b. Field grade minimum education require- falls and develop the courses tu supplement, ifnecessary, the otheF CSC institutions. This yields
ments. the second policy:

(1) There should be a "core" set of profi- "Officers attending other CSC level "
ciencies/knowledge we expect from an emerging schools will receive the current command
field grade officer regardless of assigned branch and staff level warfigh40ng and support
and/or functional area. This is necessary to in- doctrine through resident elective program----"
crease his mastery of the art and science of war as
the foundation for applying his branch and/or combinatio theref..combination thereof." .- '-.
functional area expertise. This includes the field
grade perspective of integration of the combined
arms and services on the battlefield, up through c. Selection system.
the operational level of war. In addition, knowl- (1) One of the major thrusts of the Profes- -

edge of the systems, functions, and actions neces- s De n O r t i osional Development of Officers System is to pro- :-_--."'
sary to develop and run the Army in peace and

war cros th spctrm ofconlic nee bein- vide the officer a body of knowledge and a framewar across the spectrum of conflict need be in- of reference shift upon entry into a development ":-
crded. All of this must bc ounded and sup- period for long-term coherent development. - "ported by increased value and ethical bases. The These will be reinforced at each level to maxi-"core" skills must include as a minimum: -''-.mize the officer's effectiveness in future assign- -

(a) Appropriate theoretical knowledge and ments. Therefore, it is envisioned that officers
a set of practical skills/proficiencies oriented on selected for resident CSC will attend as soon as
"How the Army Fights" and "How the Army possible after selection. -" .:-"

Runs." (2) Current MILPERCEN policy attempts - 0

(b) Knowledge of the human dimension of to provide CSC experience early, but provides a
combat. four year window for selection, delaying self-de-

hsoiaprpciofwrvelopment for those not selected, and reduces r
(c) A hopportunity to complete MEL 4 requirements

(d) The ability to envision future wars. prior to selection to lieutenant colonel. This
(2) All the foregoing yields the first policy: tends to make selection for schooling more im- 0

portant than the course material. PDOS policies
"All active component officers will com- have the effect of increasing resident opportuni-
plete a resident or non-resident command ties for CSC by 50 percent, leaving only approxi-
and staff level course prior to selection to mately 30-40 percent of eligible officers not at- -
LTC. This school will include a command tending a fulltime resident program. Ultimately, -

and staff level warfighting and support by combining the increased opportunities for
doctrine core." MEL 4 with a reduced timeframe for selection,.- -

(3) This core body of knowledge required more officers will attend resident CSC.

of all majors is not universally available at all (3) Since the schoolhouses (and the THS
schools leading to a CSC level education. To the account) are unable to support 100 percent of all
extent that the common core is not achieved in a majors attending a resident CSC, majors selec- A
given CSC level school, that school program tion boards should also designate those to attend -

should require the mandatory attendance of all resident CSC. This is a legitimate quality cut. All -- -.

Army officers in "elective" programs which other officers not selected should be required to -..

fullfill the core requirements. As an alternative, take the non-resident instruction (NRI) ver- ---.
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sion-an increase of approximately 20 percent would establish the environment and situation to 0
over current levels. This yields the thi -d policy: practice, assess, analyze, decide with speed and

Sroinbrseeig orwls precision under pressure; integrating all aspects'-:: . :"Promotion boards selecting ma~ors will se-
_.- lect officers for resident commad and staff of combat, combat support and combat service

level schooling." support. It would also incorporate a thorough ap-
preciation of the human dimension in a wartime

(4) The Chief of Staff, Army did not ap- situation (seminars, wargaming exercises, etc.). L-

prove this recommendation since the officer only All of this would support the concept that the key
had one chance for selection for resident CSC. field grade growth requirement is one of integra-
PDOS felt that early attendance at CSC or enroll- lion and synthesis in a complex decision making
ment in the correspondence program is impor- environment. It will also provide a small piece of
tant to provide the major with the frame of refer- the important socializatiop experience obtained
ence shift and body of knowledge required to during a resident course.
perform as a field grade officer. Therefore, PDOS
suggested consideration be given to narrowing (4) Alorg these same lines, USAR schools
the current window for selection to resident CSC instruct the Command and General Staff courses
to two years based upon an independent board using a combination of both resident and non-
selection. The first of the two boards should meet resident modes. However, the resident aspects of
and select officers for the next course as soon as the instruction do not have available the war- .;
possible after the results of the majors selection gaming exercises which are so important to pull
board are released. The CSA did not approve this together all aspects of the "How to fight" and
revised recommendation. "How to support" program in a stressful environ-

ment.
d. Alternative CSC opportunities.-. - -

(1) Selection for major may be one of the (5) In the future, geographic cells can be . _

most critical points in the development of an established where there is a concentration of stu-

officer along with consideration for attendance at dents participating in the NRI version. These.

CSC. He is making the transition from company cells can be connected to the "schoolhouse" by
; -- '-.teleconferencing, electronic blackboard, tele-
grade to field grade, his organizational sights are teleconf eec.ig eleronic bacboatrd, te-
raising to division and higher from brigade and vision, etc. This will provide a better CGSOC-
lower, and he is shifting from a branch orienta- level experience, improving the educational in-
tion to the combined arms. With that in mind, a terchange and increasing the socialization experi-

couple of facts are important. First, while about ence without traveling to Fort Leavenworth,
700 active Army officers a year graduate from therefore, the fourth recommendation is:
CGSC, a sizeably larger number of active Army "There will be a resident phase in the corre- -

officers graduate through the correspondence spondence program and USAR school CG-
route. Second, judging by board actions, the Ar- SO course with a block of two weeks in
my makes no distinction; MEL 4 is MEL 4 to length emphasizing integration of all ele-
promotion panels, and the last 0-5 command list ments in the current command and staff lev-
had 71 selectees who had taken CGSOC by corre- el warfighting and support doctrine. Tech-
spondence. nologies may allow this to be conducted at

(2) Having about 50-60 percent of the remote sites."
Army's CGSOC graduates of the correspondence
variety is both good news and bad. Good, in that (6) MEL 4 is awarded only to CSC level

graduates (includes resident, Army non-resident, ( ' '
a lot of officers get MEL 4 level schooling. Bad, gradutine red nt rmnonrsident,

in hatso anymis ou onthoe apecs tat constructive credit, and foreign schools). Therein that so many miss out on those aspects that ..€''

cannot be sent out in the mail: discussions with are two schools, both TDY courses, that possesswith faculty; time potential for future award of MEL 4 when con-
peers; face-to-face contact wihfcly ie nected with the common core alluded to in para-
away from the frantic pace of today's duty to gain

graph 2b above. They are the Program Manager" ~the professional growth that comes only from .:,
s d ia rCourse (PMC) of 138 days offered by the De-
structured reflection. These are important as- fense Systems Management College at Fortpects in the development of an officer which is BBelvoir and the Logistics Executive Development --'
not provided in the correspondence program. Cr L Co.bt A y gi------ Course (LEDC) offe:ed by the Army Logistics .O

(3) We should make a piece of the NRI Management Centei at Fort Lee. Another possi-
course "resident" to provide a forum for applica- bility is the Training with Industry (TWI) pro-
lion of other instruction in a wargame setting gram in which selected officers spend one year
putting it all together." This resident experience learning "how industry does it." Approximately
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_ 400 officers are scheduled to attenid these pro- of the branch brass he may happen to wear. They
" grams annually, must be able to articulate Army positions and

interface with the public. It is important that all
(7) It would be in the Army's interest to officers know and understand the role they play

take advantage of these already existing programs and can focus their attention and expertise to the
to increase the number of officers who can attend

* a resident experience to obtain their MEL 4. ultimate objective of the Army.
These programs teach how to think and broaden (b) Officers not assigned to a combat arms
one's abilities, and teach how to decide, reason branch will be required to know and understand "'""
and judge which all leads to insights. The result is the fundamentals of soldiering. All officers must
it increases decision making and develops the ca- be "warrior's first" which includes:

* pacity to apply integrative!conceptual decision
making skills where exterial factors are incorpo- I A knowledge of the tactical level of war.
rated into one's job environment, i.e., achieves 2 An understanding of joint and com-
an enriched frame of reference and perspective bined operations.
with practice on how to apply it to tasks at hand. 3 The ability to take command of a body
These opportunities recognize that certain tracks of troops commensurate to their grade. This is
have special education and training requirements particularly true if we believe the nature of future
and, when coupled with the core, produce a well partilly e is f conbliethe n

rounded educational program for selected field w l ai
grade officers. Additionally, they increase effi- 4 The development of an action oriented
ciency of officers time and allow more career military mindset and acceptance of full responsi-
time in the unit/organization, and yet provide the bilities.
necessary education and training. However, these (c) Therefore, all branches must be appro-
three programs do not have the capability to pro- priately represented at the Command and Staff
vide the necessary "core" program. Therefore, as Colleges in order to achieve the true combined
a policy: arms and support flavor that is desperately re-

"There will be alternativ- command and quired for our future officer. This is especially
staff level schooling opportunities such as true for the CGSOC. Historical evidence shows
Training with Industry, Logistics Executive (see Tab A) that CSC resident selection rates gen-
Development Course, Program Management erally follow a pro rata fair share by OPMD man-
Course, for the purpose of expanding the res- aged branches. This should continue since it rep-
ident opportunities for command and staff resents selection based on best records. To ensure
level schooling. Officers in these alternative an adequate combined arms and services mix at
programs must achieve competency in the CGSCOC, MILPERCEN and CGSC must con-
current command and staff level warfighting tinue to coordinate this requirement during the
and support doctrine core." annual slating of selectees process. Tab B con-

(C enyiaeotepd E tains recent CGSOC attendance data by branch--"" (8) Currently, in an effort to expand MEL --.
es. There does not appear to be sufficient evi-* ~4 opportunities, there are a number of officers dnet upr hnigorcretsse

who attend foreign schools without the benefit of fmne c t ing s quied s.'.. from one selecting the best qualified officers...-
agood USdoctrinalgroundingattheoperational Special branches must continue to participate in
level. As a result, they are not always able torepresent the US view of many issues in the CSC, including the CGSC resident experience al- ..

though not on a pro rata basis. A few should
I I school. Therefore, as afinal policy:shlTeersaiaplyattend in order to provide a branch perspective

"Officers attending foreign CSC level on Army operations and allow some fertilization

schools will complete the command and staff for their branch. The current selection and at-
level warfighting and support doctrine core tendance rates for the special branches appears
before they attend the foreign school." about right.

e. Observations. (2) CGSOC teaching methods.

(a) The two major breakthroughs in Army . -training and education of the last three-five years

(a) CSC-type educdtion should provide a are obviously the inauguration of CAS3 and the
body of knowledge of all aspects of the Army. We Advanced Military Studies Program (AMSP).
need an officer who knows the nature and threat Each is extremely significant, but for different
of war. As a professional. the public expects him reasons. CAS3 is targeted on the whole officer
to know and respond to their inquiries regardless corps. It teaches three fundamental staff skills -
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military problem solving, written and oral corn- (c) CAS3 and AMSP have very different
munication, and staff coordination. This is all foci, but their successes can be traced in part to a
well known. What is not yet widel, understood is common feature-student centered learning in
that CAS3 has other spin-off effects that far tran- small groups vice instrL. r centered teaching in
scend the implementation of the above skills and large groups. A definite need exists to bring the
knowledge because they center on the inculcation CGSO course up to the same standards of effec- -
of values. The first of these is teamwork. Day in tiveness of CAS3 and AMSP. We do need a good
and day out the CAS3 student is forced to work CGSO course. Two objectives should be consid- -

in a variety of different small groups. He learns ered for future planning.
by practical experience that the essence of suc-
cessful staff work is teamwork and not individual
brilliance. Allied to this he develops a combined faculty.
arms perspective. CAS3 begins the process of 2 Develop an integrated, small-group, stu-
stripping away branch blinders at a much earlier dent-centered learning approach with continuity - -
point in an officer's career than does the CGSO of instruction, evaluation, and counseling. For -- _--7-
course. Additionally, CAS3 instills confidence in further discussion on a mentorship strategy see ---

the officer and sends him back out into the Army Annex I.
feeling like the professionally competent officer 3. CSA Remarks: The Chief of Staff, Army did-
that he is. not approve the recommendation that promotion

b) M isuasiicta A3 boards selecting majors will select officers for res-
ident command and staff level schooling since

but the jury will be out on that question for an- the officer only had one chance for resident CSC
other five to ten years. Its significance, however, selection. However, he strongly endorsed the no-
is based on the tremendous conceptual impact it tion of a common core for all MEL 4 producing
has on its students. Where CAS3 is 90 percent

trainingoaden percent institutions including Armed Forces Staff Col-il ~ ~~training and ten percent education and the CG- le.:.--'

SO course is 50 percent training and 50 percent ee--'-
education, AMSP is ten percent training and 90
percent education. It does not teach the student Tabs
what to think, but it helps him develop a frame-
work for how to think-and this thought is fo- A-Selection Rate -CSC. 1981-1983

cused on the conduct of war at the tactical and B-CGSOC Attei. ,2ates for Academic Years .-
operational levels-the soul of our profession. 1984 and 1985 ._.-

_0 -
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Tab A to Appendix 1I--

Selection Rates for CSC, 1981 -1983

ADJ' ADJ'
CBTArms %ofEltg %ofSel %ofEig %of Sel

AD 4.1 5.6 5.2 5.9
AR 8.1 11.0 10.3 11.7
AV2  

- - - -

FA 9.2 11.0 11.7 11.7
IN 16.5 20.9 20.9 22.1

TOTAL 37.9 48.5 48.1 51.4

CBTSPT
CM 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.0
EN 4.8 4.5 6.1 4.8
Ml 6.6 9.2 8.5 9.8
MP 2.9 2.9 3.7 3.1
SC 6.5 6.6 8.3 6.9

TOTAL 21.6 24.1 27.8 25.6

CBTSVCSPT
AG 5.7 6.8 7.2 7.2
Fl 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.7
OD 3.4 3.6 4.3 3.8
am 3.7 4.2 4.7 4.4
TC 4.9 5.8 6.3 6.1

TOTAL 19.1 22.0 24.2 23.2
(100.0) (100.0)

SPECEBR
A-NC 4.2 0.1 19.7 1.9
CHI 3.6 0.6 16.9 11.4
DC 2.8 0.3 12.9 5.1
JA 2.6 i.3 12.2 24.7
MC 1.2 0.7 5.4 13.3
MS 0.4 0.1 2.0 1.9
MSC 6.3 0.2 29.6 40.0
VC 0.3 0.2 1.4 3.8

3TOTAL 21.4 3.5 100.0 100.0

OPMO compared to OPMD; Special Branches compared to
Speci.al Branches.

2Not a branch during this timeframe.
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Tab B to Appendix 1

CGSOC Attendance Rates for Academic Years 1984 and 1985

CBTARMS ACTUAL PCT
AD 4.5
AR 8.8
AV 12.9
FA 9.7
IN 18.8
TOTAL 54.7

CBTSPT
CM 0.9
EN 4.8
Ml 7.1
MP 2.5
Sc 4.7 .__

TOTAL 20.0

CBTSVC SPT
AG 6.5
Fl 1.3
OD 3.5
am 5.1[
TC 2.9

TOTAL 19.3

SPEC BR
ANC 0.3
CH 0.7
DC 0.4
JA 1.4
MC 0.7
MS 0.1
MSC 2.1
VC 0.3

TOTAL 5.9
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Appendix 2 to Annex DD

Advanced Military Studies Program (AMSP)

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this annex is to (3) Developing a key segment of the offi-
outline the requirements, benefits and policies cer corps capable of not only keeping pace with . -

pertaining to the Advanced Military Studies Pro- change but actually shaping that change effective-
gram which is offered within the School of Ad- ly is imperative. Notable also is the fact that the .-
vanced Military Studies (SAMS) at the Coin- Soviets invest heavily in the education of their .
mand and General Staff College, Fort best officers and are investing heavily in the de-
Leavenworth KS. velopment of scientific methods of combat lead-

ership. While their methods may not fit our style
2. DISCUSSION. of war, they can make the Soviet officer a formi-

a. Requirements. dable opponent. The preceptions of the majority
of senior leaders with whom this program has - .0

(1) The requirement for an Advanced been discussed is that there is a gap between the
Mil.ary Studies Program is based on the posi- levels of officer competencies they observe and
tion that the preparation for and the conduct of those they would be comfortable with. This ob-
war has become too complex to mastr in the servation applies to staff planners at all levels
confines of a one year course. Conditions of war- and in all functional areas. Other first rate armies
fare have changed dramatically since the post take more time to educate their officers for good - .
WWII assessment was made that thL ,rmy could reason.
not afford and did not require a two year CGSC (4) Staff college training, which occurs in
course. Warfare tends to be much more rapid,
lethal, and decentralized. Decisive battlefield de- rate armies at about the same career

cisions can be reached more quickly. The task of point as it does in ours, is illustrative of our rela-
battlefield integration of combat, combat support tive austerity. The Israelis send their staff college

and combat service support means has grown im- selectees to 46 weeks of school, supplemented
with 9 additional weeks for those chosen to com-mensely complex. mand battalions. The Canadians send all officers

(2) The increasing complexity of strategic to a 20-week staff course and a selected minority
and tactical options in terms of weapons systems to 45 weeks of preparation for service on higher
and supporting requirements have made it in- level staffs. The British and Germans each
creasingly difficult to master the Art and Science devote about 100 weeks while the Russians put
of War. Combat Support and Combat Service their potential general staff officers through an
Support must be integrated and function during astonishing 150 weeks of intensive education. In
periods of warfighting that are characterized by sharp contrast is the United States' modest 42
rapid change, increased ranges for damage, and week of CGSOC instruction.
isolation of significant portions. of the battle area. ( h c o o y f(5iTeolaettionocodyerff n
These trends will continue at an accelerating sui T Fo t or i one rorstruction at Fort Leavenworth is not new. Prior ' ?'.
pace. While margins for error on the battlefield,
and in preparing for battle, are now significantly to both World War 1 and World War II a twoyear course of instruction was taught at Fort-...-'.
less than they were in WWII and Korea they wil l earecore o t insto ws tht tor
continue to decrease rapidly. What is most signif- cosea eve rt d I t a ne year crrclu a

1. icant is that the Staff College students of today rs requree to a n e oficers
will personally experience changes in the conduct
of war during the remainder of their careers as (6) Present requirements for officers who
significant as those experienced in all of the years are well versed in in-depth skills at the operation- - " -

since WWII. al and integrator level are not easily defined. An
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r.
assessment of requir"ments at 37 operational manders, division principal staff officers and
headquarters (OJCS Div) would indicate that staff assistants at higher levels. During ti'is time
there are approxim. .,:y 300 positions requiring they will also attend the Senior Service Colleges.
an advanced level of knowledge in basic air-land From FY 95 until about FY 03, these officers will
warfare operational techniques. command units from brigade on up and provide

b. Purpose. a portion of the senior ieadership of the Army.
d. Findings. The forgoing discussion con-

(1) The purpose of the second year course cerning the requirements, purpose and benefits
(AMSP) is to provide a broad, deep military edu- of an Advanced Military Studies Program
cation in the science and art of war at the tacticaland pertionl lvel tha gos byondtheCG- (AMSP) are in large part a synopsis of existing
and operational levels that goes beyond the CG- suiswihcue h neto 4tepo
SOC in both theoretical depth and practical ap- studies which caused the inception f the pro-

gram. An analysis of the basic studies and theplictio tooffcer whohav deonsratd a current program which is being taught, identifies
high degree of potential for serving as principal current po is b
staff officers of division and corps, and as branch
chiefs and deputy chiefs on major command and (1) The benefits of an AMSP are poten-
Department of the Army level staffs or their tially great.
equivalents. The course focus is on operational
planningresource/benefit tradeoffs with existing data are
judgment across the entire spectrum of present highly subjective. t

and future US Army missions in the preparation
for and conduct of war. (3) The current AMSP course and the im-

(2) One purpose of this course is to devel- pact of its graduates are presently unproven.

op a group of officers who are better prepared to (4) Current AMSP selection criteria and
serve as our future principal staff officers at procedures appear to be sound. Experience over
divisons and corps and who can better serve in time may dictate some adjustments however, the
those key jobs at higher Army joint and com- primary selection role should remain with CDR
bined staffs requiring broad integration and -on- CAC. .
ceptualization skills. (5) The Army must test and evaluate the

(3) The other purpose of this course is to cost/resource/benefit implications before pro-
seed the Army with a number of officers annually ceeding with any increase beyond the present 48
who will produce a leavening influence on the students. (Currently an Army Research Institute
Army by their competence and impact on other study proposal exists.)
officers. (6) A primary aim should be to continue

(4) It is not to be the intention of this to provide a small number of officers a broad and
program to produce an elite corps of officers who deep education in the art and science of war at
will receive special treatment and more rapid ad- the tactical and operational level.
vancement, except that their next assignment be
close to troops. The latter is necessary to com- (7) The School for Advanced Military

plete their preparation. After this they will be Studies (SAMS) should be continued as part of

allowed to rise purely on their own merit. They
will not comprise a new elite shadow "general 3 ms listaff."3. Recommendations. The following expansions

of the base policies will be initiated pertaining to
c. Benefits. The pay-off to the Army will the Advanced Military Studies Program.

be long term but considerable. In short, a core of ad-ip e o
officerswtrna. CSC graduates will be provided opportu-

nities for an Advanced Military Studies Programcompetence in tactics and operations, and a more
fully developed professional ethic will help pro- aMP emphasiin the ineration ofte Art

duce better plans, better force structures, better and cofW te operation a le e in
training and better units and therefore will in-
crease the probability of future tactical and oper- spectrum of conflict.

ational success. The officers in the first course (1) There will be a formal evaluation pro-
will be battalion XOs, brigade principal staff of- gram to assess the full requirements for Ad-
ficers, and assistant principal staff offficers at di- vanced Military Studies in terms of resource and
vision level from FY 85 to FY 87. From that facility needs, and optimum enrollment policies
time until FY 95, they may be battalion com- in terms of Army benefits.
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(2) Enrollment will be limited to 48 stu- (4) A DA Circular which defines the pur-
dents per academic year until data is developed pose, scope and methodology for Advance Mili-
on student/cost/benefit tradeoffs. Maximum fu- tary Studies selection and enrollment will be pub-
ture enrollments should not exceed 96 students. lished. Primary selection role will remain with

the Commander, CAC.
(3) All majors Army-wide who have com-

pleted CSC-level schooling and demonstrate high 3. CSA Remarks. Supported the program but is
potential to serve as a principal staff officer at concerned that they are assigned properly to take
division and corps levels may apply for the pro- advantage of their talents.
gram.
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Appendix 3 to Annex DD

Branch Qualification: Field Grade

1. PURPOSE. To describe the responsibilities to refresh and acquaint them with the latest
for field grade branch qualification and define branch doctrine and new equipment.
generic qualification criteria in relationship to
branch assignments. c. Field Grade Branch Qualification. The Of-

ficer Personnel Management System has the re-
sponsibility to ensure that personnel assigned to

2. DISCUSSION. a position have the qualifications specified in the
position code. If in the coding, a branch is desig-

a. General. Under the current dual specialty nated, the officer assigned must be branch quali-
concept, an officer ideally alternates assignment fled. For field grade officers upon implementa-
between the two specialties. The officer is ex--:7 tion of the aforementioned policy, qualification
pected to maintain proficiency in both specialties ton oe ometion olicy, qalcaionwould involve completion of the branch program
even though it is possible to not have served in"":" of instruction or package or else have just corn-
-one of them for as much as six ears and, in the pleted a branch related assignment. The program

case of branch, not have had formal training and of instruction or package could be either resident
education since the Officer Advanced Course. or non-resident. Non-resident instruction should
Officers selected for field grade command are be used to the maximum extent possible. It is
given the opportunity through the Pre-Command recognized that some training such as new equip-
Course to receive refresher training in their ment orientation cannot be accomplished in a
branch's doctrine and equipment. non-resident mode and a resident program will

be required. Each branch proponent will have to
b. Branch refresher training. Self-develop- determine which method best fits the needs of

ment is the responsibility of the individual offi- the branch while providing reasonable consider-
cer, however, the Officer Professional Develop- ation of resource constraints. If the course of in-
ment System has the responsibility to provide the struction is resident, the assignment officers must
tools to allow the officer to accomplish self-devel- provide for attendance enroute to the branch as-
opment. The field grade officers not selected for signment for officers coming out of a functional
command and even those who have not yet area or branch immaterial position. If the pack-
reached command eligibility, do not have ade- age is non-resident, the assignment instructions
quate or easily accessible tools available to main- should specify that the non-resident course be
tain or refresh branch skills when serving outside completed prior to reporting for the new assign-

*-.) the branch. These officers, in addition to those ment. This yielded the following subpolicy.
slated for command, require proficiency in
branch when assigned to a position designated All field grade OPMD managed officers will
with a branch code. For these reasons, the follow- receive branch refresher prior to branch as-
ing policy is established. signment from a functional area or branch

immaterial assignment.
Each branch school will provide a course of
instruction or package for field grade officers 3. CSA Remarks. None.
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Appendix 4 to Annex DD

Glossary

AFSC: Armed Forces Staff College. MILPERCEN: Military Personnel Center.

AMSP: Advanced Military Studies Program. MQS: Military Qualification Standards (MQS)-
An Army-wide officer training system that iden-

CAI': Computer Assisted Instruction. tifies the skills and knowledge the officer must
CGSOC: Command and General StaffOfficers acquire in order to perform his duties effectively.
Course. It involves the officer, his commander, and the
CSC: Command and Staff C"olege. A broad term service school in his professional development.

used to describe Command and General Staff MQS IV and V: Provides the officer with the
College and institutions which produce a Mili- skills and knowledge to acquire the fundamentals
tary Education Level 4 status. of Army and Joint staff procedures and expand

their basic knowledge of the doctrinal basis for;. -. CAS3: Combined Arms and Services Staff combined arms employment. Performed at the
School.

major and lieutenant colonel level.
Field Grade Officer The grades of Major and OAC: Officers AdvanceCourse.
Lieutenant Colonel.

OPDS: Officer Professional Development Sys-LEDC: Logistics Executive Development Course."-" tern.
MEL 4: Military Education Level 4. Completion O h.-TaR-r" ".: ~OTRA: Other Than Regular Arm y. ,---
of the Command and General Staff College or
equivalent. PMC: Program Manager Course.

MEL 4 Distribution Plan: A distribution plan THS: Transient, Holding, School.
developed at HQ DA which defined a specified
minimum allocation of officers possessing a MEL T a W d
4 commensurate with established priorities. USAR: United States Army Reserve.
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Annex EE
Development Period: Colonel

1. PURPOSE. To describe the requirements (1) The primary role of the colonel is that
and educational experiences for the colonel, of an integrator-one who can successfully man-

age many systems and orchestrate those systems
2. DISCUSSION. in such a way as to achieve a stated purpose. As a

senior leader, the colonel must not only possess
a. Background. advanced reasoning and analytical abilities but

begins(1) The development period of the colonel must develop the cognitive skills which are essen-with the officer's selection to the grade of tial to successful performance in the demanding

colonel and ends upon retirement or selection for positions to which he will be assigned. Colonels
general officer. Approximately 50 percent of Ar- are expected to be experts in their designated
my lieutenant colonels will be promoted to colo- specialty(ies) and capable of providing guidanceb ~ n liuenn colndl diretio be proote ton inivdulsanp
nel. This selection process is designed to ensure and direction to the many individuals and pro-
that only those officers whose performance of du- grams under their control.
ty and potential for further service rise to posi- (2) The colonel must understand the role
tions of great responsibility within the Army. of the Army in national and international strate-

(2) Officers promoted to colonel are high- gy and policy. He must have a complete under-

ly motivated professionals who have a diversified standing and appreciation for the interrelation-

assignment pattern, generally in two or more spe- ships between the combat, combat support, and
cialties, have usually attended all traditional Ar- combat service support systems as well as joint
my educational schools, very often possess an ad- and combined forces and operations. As senior
vanced degree from a civilian institution, and leaders, they must fulfill roles and responsibili-
have usually commanded at leasit once during ties as integrators and branch/functional experts
their career. From this select group will rise the in leading and staffing Army and defense organi-

zations. Their warfighting orientation is on oper-
executive level of leadership that will determine ations and support doctrine at corps and eche-the future of the Army. It is essential that these lons and cort hoctr, tcorms underha-
officers are provided the necessary educational Ions above corps; however, they must understand
tools and opportunities which will ensure that the entire spectrum ofconflict and are intimately; involved in policy and decision making at the
their capabilities and potential are fully devel- inv lve ol ang
oped and utilized in the future. strategic level ofwar.

(3) In the United States Armed Forces, as (3) Colonels command, direct, organize
well as many foreign armed forces, the tradition- and train brigade or equivalent level (including
al educational opportunity provided on a selec- joint and combined) TDA organizations. They

tive basis to officers who have or are expected to shape the environment for the development of
attain the rank of colonel or higher has been the personal and unit values congruent with Army
SSenior Service College (SSC). The Army War values and set the climate for command. self-

College (AWC) curriculum has been designed to development and mentoring. They serve as role
serve as a catalyst to assist the student in the models for the Army at large and represent the
transition to a higher professional level and Army before outside organizations. They rely
frame of reference. The other Senior Service Col- heavily on synthesizing processes for decision

leges (Air, Industrial College of the Armed making while retaining skills from earlier analyt-
.Forces, National, and Navy) serve the same pur- ic processes which enable them to assess, allocate
"pose, although with a different orientation pccu- and integrate forces required to plan and execute
-.- -- liar to that college's mission. tactical and operational plans to meet any contin- ... -

gency.

b. What the colonel must BE-KNOW-DO. c. The Environment of the Colonel.

EE-1
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(1) The average time in service for the (7) Current law specifies that mandatorylieutenant colonel selected for promotion to col- retirement for colonels is 30 years of service,

nel is 20.6 years of commissioned service. These however in a very few cases (currently 34) a colo-
are officers who have elected to remain in the nel may remain on active duty in a recall/reten-
Army and who have been recognized as possess- tion status.
ing the quality and potential for further service at
the highest levels of the Army. Approximately (8) The selection raie for promotion to

ten percent were selected from below the promo- brigadier general is approximately eight percent..

tion zone and of those, approximately 90 percent d. Roles in the Development Period for the
were senior service college graduates. Of those Colonel.

,*'.-. selected in the primary zone, approximately 45 (1) Individual. The role of the individual
percent were senior service college/equivalent officer is focused on gaining an in-depth educa- 0
grauaestion and expanded frame of reference of Army

(2) These officers are highly qualified in staff and operational procedures. concentrating
their specialty(ies) and can be called upon to on joint and c )mbined planning and operations
serve in a variety of demanding positions at echelons above corps using: the military read-
throughout the Army and the Department of De- ing program, computer-assisted instruction (CAI)
fense. Approximately 40 percent of all colonel packages. video and audio teleconferences and
positions are branch immaterial and 88 percent wargames to augment field training opportuni-
are in TDA organizations, ties. The officer will continue to use assessment

technology to monitor his own strengths and
(3) The primary educational experience weaknesses while serving as a senior mentor -ex-

available to these officers is senior service col- pert- in an area of concentration. functional area
-.. lege, resident or non-resident, or alternative edu- or branch assignment. The officer will evolve in-

cational opportunities that result in award of the sights from educational and developmental op-
Military Educational Level I (MEL 1) designa- poftunities in unit/organizational assignments
tion. Current policy specifies that all lieutenant and shift his decision style to handle -non-
colonels who have neither received credit for at- programmed" types of decisions required at
tendance nor declined to attend resident SSC. higher levels, while retaining decision making
have completed a Command and Staff College. skills used at lowe;- levels.
and are between their 16th and 23rd year of com- -
missioned service, are eligible to be selected for (2) Mentor. The role of both the school
attendance at SSC. Eligibility criteria for the Ar- and unit mentor is to explain/reinforce the higher
my War College Corresponding Studies Program frame of reference at the colonel level. As a result
(AWCCPS) is similiar. but expands the grades the colonel will possess demonstrated expertise

---- -and years of service. Current regulations specify in integration of weapons systems and support .. -

that the AWCCPS is the only non-resident SSC functions necessary to obtain and sustain these
eligible for award of MEL 1. For Academic Year systems (extensive use of computer simulations.
(AY) 84-85. 319 OPMD officers were selected for field training and visits to the National Training
resident and 149 for non-residence attendance. Center support this task). All mentors will serve

as mentor instructors in support of video-audio
(4) In the AY 84-85 class 99.7 percent teleconferencing.

were colonels, lieutenant colonels (promotable)
or lieutenant colonels in either the primary or (3) Unit/organization. The unit/organiza-

onent colonel; 86 pherc had am-r tion of assignment will provide experiential de-
secondary zone to colonel; 86 percent had com- velopmental opportunities to relate school theo-pleted command at the lieutenant colonel level. ries to the real world and will include multiple .-

(5) While approximately 50 percent of the electronic training support aids in officer devel-
officers eligible are promoted to the rank of colo- opment programs.
nel. only 20 percent are selected for resident SSC (4) Service school. The school role re- 0

* attendance. Currently 68 percent of serving colo- mains oriented on teaching. providing training
nels/licutenant colonels (promotable) have been support materials for the field and keeping the
or will be awarded MEL I. To ensure that the knowledge base current for multiple users and
SSC graduates are equitably distributed through- functions while continuing to stress the need for
out the Army. 85 percent are assigned under the more complex integrative and synthesis skills.
provisions of a MEL I distribution plan. When developed, the use of artificial intelligence 0

(6) Command opportunity for colonels is expert systems oriented on decision making will
20 percent and only ten percent may be s,'ected be added to the school curriculum.
in their first year of eligibility. 

e. Methods to Emphasize. 
. -.

EE-2 0
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(1) The individual officer should take ad- (4) Formalize the linkage between the in-
vantage of field trips, case studies, and profes- termediate and senior level schools.

*=- sional reading to increase his knowledge. The ap- 3R m n o.hb ple ri.-. " plicaion o thi knowedge nd futher 3. Recommendations. The base policies for this...-.
plication of this knowledge and further DelomnPeoda:
development can occur through Computer As-
sisted Instruction packages, computer teleconfer- a. All active component (OPMD) lieutenant "
encing and computer simulations (wargames). colonels (promotable) and colonels will receive
The Officer Professional Development System the opportunity to attain MEL 1 level education
will continue to recognize that on-the-job train- (resident/non-resident/other).
ing and immediate evaluation and feedback on (1) Colonel promotion boards will identify
performance remains a cornerstone of the of- resident attendees.
ficers educational process.

(2) The mentor should maximize the use (2) Remaining selectees will be enrolled in(2) he mntorshoud maimiz theuse the AWC or other non-resident program. -. .
of field trips, case studies, and field practical ex- tA r e es t a
ercises to demonstrate real world applications to b. All officers awarded MEL 1 will complete
the theory. Professional reading and instruction two courses: Warfighting (Echelons Above
in a small group mode to facilitate the profes- Corps) and "How the Army Runs" which are to
sional development of officers will also be useful be offered and conducted by AWC.
in providing the teaching and coaching officers

c. The AWC will remain a Field Operating
require. Agency of ODCSOPS. A formal curriculum coor-

(3) The unit/organization must take ad- dination procedure will be developed between
vantage of real world field training or experien- TRADOC and AWC.
tial application of the theory using real world d. A Pre-Command Course will be devel-
applications. Useful techniques would be CAI oped and tailored to the needs of Reserve Com-
packages, computer teleconferencing and com- p lu n e d o mputersimulatins~wargames),ponent lieutenant colonel and colonel corn- .°...-.
puter simulations (wargames). mnesmanders.

(4) The schools should include field trips, e. An Army Regulation will be published " '

case studies, field practical exercises and small e. n Areguan wourse plihed

group instruction applying real world considera- whes reommand (o,, pe s .-
tions. Instruction should include CAI packages, poses, and responsiblities (see Annex R).

computer teleconferencing an-0 compute- simula- 4. CSA Remarks. The CSA conceptually ap- . .
tions (wargames). As the te.hnology develops, proved the base policies with the following excep-
learning will also be enhanced using "smart" tions.
courseware and artificial intelligence-expert a. The decision on the policy that only lieu-
sy-stems, tenant colonels (promotable) and colonels will at-

f. Objective. The aim of this Development tend SSC was disapproved.
Period is to develop a colonel who possesses the b. The policy that the colonels promotion
body of knowledge, conceptual and cognitive board would identify the resident attendees for
skills, expanded frame of reference and integra- SSC and the concept of an officer having only
tive ability to perform successfully in senior com-
mand and staff positions at high levels within the one opportunity for selection to resident school

was disapproved. The CSA wanted to retain two
Army and Department of Defense. separate boards for selection to colonel and SSC

g. Thrusts. attendance, with the continued opportunity for

(1) Provide all Active Component OPMD multiple looks by different boards.

officers the opportunity to obtain MEL ! upon Appendices.
selection to colonel.

I Senior Service College and Equivalent
(2) Warfighting (echelons above corps) L.evel Education

and "How the Army Runs" will be part of the 2 Army War College Curriculum Coordi-
core curriculum for all MEL I producing pro- .a

grams. 3 Advanced Management Program

(3) Meet the pre-command needs of all 4 Bibliography
Active and Reserve Component officers (See An- 5 Action Plan
nex R). 6 Phasing Plan
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Appendix I to Annex EE

Senior Service College and Equivalent Level Education

1. PURPOSE. To describe the requirements (3) To provide knowledge and under-
and proposed system for colonels to obtain Se- standing of the missions, tasks, and resources of

nior Service College (SSC) and equivalent level other branches of the Armed Forces and of those
education. agencies and branches of government and indus-

2DSU I ,try that contribute to national security.

(4) To provide knowledge and under-" -. ~a. The senior service colleges of the US standing of the DOD dellK'cis'onmaking and impl'-e- "
Armed Forces have been traditionally viewed as stain o the ecnin d eple-
the premier military educational institutions that mentation process at the executive level.

an officer can be selected to attend. It caps the (5) To teach the art and science of formu-
educational career of the most successful officers lation and implementation of national security
and provides the population from which general policy.
officers are selected. While approximately 50 per- (hi n"-': ~(6) To enhance leadership and manage- ---

".-,- cent of the officers eligible are pramoted to the "',cerant of thlne, offic 0per be are loted or ment skills and to provide executive level knowl-
rank of colonel, only 20 percent are selected for edeothanliclehiqsuedntedc-. ~ ~~edge of the analytical techniques used in the deci- ---.

resident SSC attendance. Currently, of the ap- sion making and implementation processes.
proximately 460 general officers on active duty,
only ten are not graduates of a SSC. (7) To enhance knowledge and advanced

b. Each SSC has a defined mission-specific comprehension
" security environment.

task as recommended by the DOD Committee on s tei n
Excellence in Education: (8) To provide the opportunity, through

.(1) Army War College - Land Warfare research, to develop warfighting doctrine and to
offer solutions to current national security issues.

(2) Naval War College - Sea Warfare d. During 1984 US Army officers selected

*. (3) Air War College - Air Warfare for SSC were assigned to:
I..

(4) National War College - National Se- (1) US Senior Service Colleges-
*I curity Policy Formulation ( r a l.-- (a) Army War College

(5) Industrial College of the Armed".- (b) Naval War College
Forces/Defense Management and Materiel Ac-
quisition (c) Air War College

c. The Joint Chiefs of Staff have defined the (d) National War College
*_ Professional Military Edu,-ation objectives of the".-isenior level colleges as: (e) Industrial College of the Armed Forces L A_

senor eve cllees s:(2) Equated Foreign Colleges-
(1) To provide an advanced level of

knowledge of the mission-specihc varfare doc- (a) British Royal College of Defence Stud-
trine and the capabilities of the sponsoring Serv- ies
ice or organization. (b) Canadian National Defence College

(2) To provide knowledge about, and to c rn e
enhance individual capability to participate in,
the planning and employment of joint and com- (3) Equivalent level educational programs -

bined forces. (a) Harvard University

"""EE-1-1



(b) Atlantic Council level, it is incumbent on the Army's professional
(c) USAWC Advanced Operational Stud- development system to provide every colonel the

Fllwhp Program opportunity, regardless of background, specialty, "or previous experience, to attain the skills which

(d) Army Research Associates Program will enable him to operate at that higher frame of
reference. This educational experience must take 0(e) Georgetown University Center for place early in the developmental period, prefera.

Strategic International Studies bly, upon selection for colonel. When the new

e. Both the Review of Education and Train- colonel assumes his first position, he must nos-
ing for Officers Study (RETO) and the Officer sess the knowledge and skills necessary to suc-
Personnel Management System Study (OPMS- cessfully perform in his roie as a senior leader. To
1983) determined that the reason why the Army ensure the colonel possesses the skills expected of
educates the iumber of officers it does and the him, it is necessary that all cfficers promoted to
educational philosophy of SSC level education colonel attain MEL 1. This supposition leads to
was unclear. One of the major issues facing the the first policy:
Professional Development of Officers Study was All Active Component colonels/lieutenant
to define a specific purpose of SSC level educa- All (pomotloelleenant
tion, and based on that purpose, how many of the colonels (promotable) will receive SSC

equivalent level education (resident/non-res- .- •

Army's senior field grade officers should receive ient lvel e i s t s
this level of education. PDOS defined the pur- ide"/th')
pose of SSC level education as follows: To pre- g. This policy contains four specific recom-
pare colonels of both the Active and Reserve mendations:
Components for service, during peace and war, ( l rbli
in command and staff positions requiring the fy Cienel incldin alent forleadership and management of diverse activities fy sufficient selectees, including alternates, for .--.

Active Component attendance at resident SSC
at the highest levels of responsibility which re- level schooling; the remaining officers will corn-
quire increasingly frequent interface with other p h d Arr
services, government agencies and civilian insti- potdin St es P rm WarACPeg orsponding Studies Program (USAWCCSP), or -.-..
tutions. This education will be oriented on: other non-resident pormothr nn-rsidntprogram.

(1) The study of joint and combined plans (2) Ensure that officers are slated to the
and operations. SSC/equivalent which bests meets the needs of

(2) Historical aspects of warfare and the the Army and the officer's qualifications and pro-
evolution of current U.S. national and military jected utilization. '"

strategy and policy. (3) Selectees will complete the

(3) Knowledge of readiness, mobilization, USAWCCSP or other non-resident program
modernization, and future technology, within three years.

(4) Improvement of executive level skills (4) SSC education opportunities (both res-
in leadership, command and management to in- ident and non-resident) for Reserve Component
clude strategic decision making, analytic and officers will continue as a minimum, at current
coneptual t-,-hn;q!es. personnel and resource- levels. 0
ment management, communication and organi- h. Additionally, several other recommenda-
zational theory, tions are included in the implementation plan

(5) Increased responsibilities as a role which will assist in meeting the goal of this poli- -
model to establish the work environment, set the cy.
example, enforce standards, and develop subor- (I) The officer would be selected for a

*l dinates, resident school by the colonel promotion board, ."-' -

f. The responsibilities the colonel vill en- however, the slating process would be conducted
counter, especially in light of future technological within MILPERCEN by Colonels Division,
changes, makes it imperative that he be provided OPMD. The primary consideration for attending
the necessary decision making skills at the appro- a particular college/equivalent would be the offi-
priate time to ensure his success -n the future cer's qualifications and projected utilization, , '-

battlefield, in high staff positions, or in any other without undue consideration to PCS costs. For -Z.-:
demanding position he may assume. Because we example, if the Army and the officer would bene-
expect the colonel to possess a frame of reference fit most from attending the AWC, he should not
which is significantly expanded, and at a higher be slated to the National War College simply be-

EE-1-2
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cause he is currently assigned in the National these programs to accommodate all Army colo-
Capital Region. nels who desire to enroll in them. Additionally,

()Isolbrcgidtttear space is available in the National War College<.<• ." (2) It should be recognized that there are.".'
program to accomodate many lieutenant colonels

officers who are selected for promotion to colonel who may desire to enroll in a SSC program
who by the nature of their academic background, before consideration for selection to colonel. Ad-
previous assignments, and performance in those d
assignments have already experienced the transi- ditional requirements to these programs, as com-pared to the template, could be provided by the ...
tion in their frame of reference that is the basis Are to t empe, ou be pode bhefor SSC attendance. In these cases the Army AWC in a resident or non-resident mode which

would ena31e the student to meet the minimum
should recognize this and give that officer con-: ~requirements for award of MEL 1. The concept.-
structive credit for SSC level education and of alternative methods of achieving the purpose
award him a MEL I. This can be accomplished of SSC level education and subsequent award of
through the use of a Constructive Credit Board
which would review the records of officers re-
ferred to it by the colonels promotion board, Continue to expand MEL 1 opportunities
Commander, MILPERCEN, or Chiefs of the through the use of fellowships, research pro-
Special Branches. To enable the Constructive grams, or other programs which meet the
Credit Board to determine if an officer is indeed purpose of SSC level education. L
qualified for award of MEL 1, a minimum quali-

whatever source, are expected to possess a mini-
dard would be used as a template against which
the officers qualifications would be measured. mum level of competence in selected core sub-

Offierswho o nt met te sandrd culd at jects. This level of competence exists as a result" ' ~Officers who do not meet the standard could, at-..- Q of previous education and training and experi- --
the discretion of the board, be programmed for a of previos l education t ing ad"<'.paricuar curs~s)whic wold henqualify ence. At the SSC level of education this common
particular course(s) which would then core of subjects encompasses an understanding of- .. them for award of M EL 1. .°--.•-. thmfraanational strategy and policy, executive develop-

.- denti. Ideally, all colonels would attend a resi- ment skills, integrative and cognitive skills, the
dent SSC, however resource constraints within human dimension of combat, a historical per-
the Army as well as the other Services preclude spective of war, the ability to envision future
100 percent resident attendance. It is essential wars and how the Army runs and fights. Each
that some Army officers attend other Service SSC SSC program educates its students to some de-
and vice-versa. This cross fertilization of ideas gree in most of these common core areas. The
and understanding is necessary to insure that all two areas that are not sufficiently covered in any
officers understand the joint and combined as- SSC program, except the resident AWC program,
pects of warfare, and staff procedures. If addi- are how the Army runs and how it fights. It is
tional resident seats become available in the fu- absolutely essential that a colonel have a full un-
ture, the Army should take advantage of derstanding and appreciation of wa!fighting at -
accepting more officers from other services at the echelons above corps and how the Army runs and
AWC and sending additional officers to another fights. To achieve this goal the AWC should de-
Service SSC. An alternative to resident SSC at- velop both a "Warfighting Echelons Above

*tendance is sending eligible officers to civilian Corps" and "How the Army Runs" course which
institutions or other equivalent programs which could be presented to all officers who are

. meet the purpose of SSC level education. In awarded MEL 1, regardless of source. The
1984, twenty-one fellowships to either civilian or courses could be conducted at Carlisle Barracks
military MEL 1 producing programs were uti- in a TDY enroute or return mode, incorporated
lized for resident SSC selectees. These programs in the elective programs of the other SSC,

- are and will continue to be of significant value to presented by an instructor team from AWC, con-
the Army. Additional programs should be pur- ducted through computer assisted instruction or
sued as an ideal alternative to the limited seats in any other way that achieves the desired result.
available at resident SSC. Another alternative to A wargame simulation should be incorporated in
provide MEL 1 to eligible officers is the use of the warfighting course and it should parallel as
non-resident SSC programs. Currently AWCCSP closely as possible the AWC resident course.

0 is the only non-resident SSC program which
q f f w oTh n iThe concept of a common c .e for award of MEL_]. 'o , .-."qualifies for aw ard of M EL 1. T he non-resident Iise t b sh d yt e ir po cy

programs of the Air and National War Colleges is h ei c
should be analyzed and compared against the Officers awarded MEL 1 will complete a ''-
MEL 1 template. Sufficient space is available in warfighting-echelons above corps and "How - -

* EE-1-3
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the Army Runs" module, supported by should require graduates of specific SSC, e.g., a
AWC. division chief at SACLANT, would best be filled

by a graduate from the Naval War College. Those
k.tis positions which specifically require or would best

be filled by an officer who has graduated from a
(1) AWC develop a Warfighting-Echelons particular SSC should be indicated as such. Fur-

Above Corps module of common warfighting thermore, a solid data base could be used to de-
skills, including a wargame simulation, and in- termine if the Army needs more or fewer officers
corporate it into the AWC curriculum, including who should attend a specific college. As a result
the AWCCSP. of the OPMS Study recommendations, an Army-

( A d t rd H t wide review of TAADS is to be conducted. With
little additional effort requisitioning commands

A rmy Runs" course to the AWCCSP. could determine which of their positons, if any,

1. Curriculum relevance and currency is es- require or would best be filled by a graduate from
sential to insure that the AWC student is provid- a particular SSC, or other MEL 1 source. In view
ed the necessary information which will enable of this current effort the following policy was rec-
him to successfully complete the missions ex- ommended:
pected of him after graduation. The staff and Include in the guidance for the TAADS
faculty of the AWC do a good job in updating the Icdin th a frthe TAADS
curriculum and presenting the student with the p nt a r~~source be specified, if appropriate, to meet .
most recent information available. Curriculum-.-. "position requirements.
relevance however, can best be determined by psirqrm t
what a graduate does or does not do after leaving n. Currently at the AWC there are 20 seats in
the academic institution. One of the most practi- the resident and 130 seats in the non-resident "
cal methods of determining how relevant the cur- class for Reserve Component officers. This study
riculum is to the needs of the graduate is to ask recommends that the allocation of seats not
him. A routine procedure of surveying graduates change. If additional seats in either program be-
and utilizing their responses to validate the cur- come available as a result of expanding SSC --

rent curriculum and assist in developing future alternatives, a proportional number should be
curriculums would provide a real world analysis slated for Reserve Component officers. The total " "

of what the AWC should or should not include Army is an integral part of the PDOS recommen-
for future classes. Other SSC use this technique dations and colonels of all components must, to
and are pleased with the responses from their the maximum extent possible, take advantage of
graduates and consider it a valuable program. this educational opportunity. Full utilization of

-- Because this program can be administered with graduates is essential, therefore, the following
few resources and the potential benefits appear policy is recommended:
substantial, the following policy was recommend- All USAR officers selected for MEL I
ed: schooling wili receive priority for nomina-

AWC conduct a follow-up survey of Army tion to Reserve Unit position vacancies and
SSC graduates to validate curriculum rele- Individual Mobilization Augmentee posi-
vance and assist in future curriculum de- tions. 0

i• velopment.* von-n3. CSA Remarks.

m. Currently, Army authorization clocu- a. The decision on the policy that only lieuten-
*" "-" ments are not coded to reflect a specific require- ant colonels (promotable) and colonels will at-

ment for a graduate from a particular SSC. There tend SSC was disapproved.
is no discipline of the requisition system regard-
ing the distribution of colonels who possess a b. The policy that the colonel promotion
MEL I. Traditionally, requisitioning authorities board would identify the resident attendees for
have coded requisitions for a SSC graduate to SSC and the concept of an officer having only
indicate a "quality" need, not necessarily because one opportunity for selection to resident school

.- the position required an officer with skills gained was disapproved. The CSA wanted to retain two
from his SSC attendance. Under the recommen- separate boards for selection to colonel and SSC
dations of PDOS, all colonels would ultimately attendance, with the continued opportunity for

- possess a MEL 1. However, certain positions multiple looks by different boards.
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Appendix 2 to Annex EE

Army War College Curriculum Coordination

1. PURPOSE. To recommend a curriculum the area of doctrinal development, no formal
coordination procedure be formalized between mechanism is in place to insure that the curricu-
the Army War College and the Training and Doc- lum of the two institutions complement each oth-
trine Command. er or prevent a potential gap in the instructional

2. DISCUSSION. presentation to the student. V.0
d. A Memorandum of Understanding be-

a. Army Regulation 351-1, Individual Mili- due itween AWC and TRADOC which delineates spe-
tary Education and Training and Army Regula- cific procedures for curriculum development and
tion 10-44, United States Army War College, spe- coordination should include the forum or means
cifically state: "The Commandant, USAWC and t oh o i v f
the CG, TRADOC will coordinate curriculum to timesfor coordinationme etin, andoutline thefith
ensure that the overall education program and responsibilties of each organization in this coor-L" -. doctrine are consistent within the Army." "''

dination effort to insure that "the overall educa-
b. The RETO study highlighted the discon- tion program and doctrine are consistent within

nect in continuity of joint and combined land the Army."
warfare instruction between the AWC and CGSC
and commented that the problems which existed was recommened:
in instructional coordination were recognized
and were being addressed by the Commandants, Establish a formal curriculum coordina-
staff, and faculty of the two institutions. tion procedure between AWC and

TRADOC.
c. While significant informal coordination

exists between the two institutions, especially in 3. CSA Remarks. None.
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Appendix 3 to Annex EE

Advanced Management Program

1. PURPOSE. To establish a policy for the e. A three year study by the Army War Col-
selection of colonels to attend schooling under lege concluded in 1980 that:
the Advanced Management Program (AMP). (1) All colonels should attend SSC, but

2. DISCUSSION. because of resource constraints, only those with
the greatest potential have the opportunity to at- . 6a. AMP is an executive education program tend.

for colonels. Several colleges and universities
conduct seminars annually for executives from (2) It is impossible to establish criteria
industry, government, and the military. These which could be used to identify positions which
seminars are designed to assist the transition require graduates of a SSC. The study concluded
from mid to senior level management, broaden that the value of the SSC experience is not pecu-
an individuals perspective, and expand his frame liar to any particular position. Its value is "found
of reference. Course durations range from one to in the broadening of perspectives, the increased
six weeks. Costs range from $2000 to $10,000 awareness of the complexities of international,
plus travel and per diem. national, and Army issues, the realization that

few major problems have single or simple solu-b. The program is managed by the Officer
Personnel Management Directorate (OPMD). tionS, and the discovery that for almost any prob-
Annually, quotas are projected on th, anticipated lem multiple definitions, multiple alternative so-

lutions, and multiple prognosis exist." Althoughavailability of officers and funds. For FY 84, fifty o muc shote ronsthe AMP hexpriencquotaswere stablshedof much shorter duration, the AM P experience ':
aquaints one with similar considerations as those

c. Each year, the field submits written justifi- in SSC.
I cation for AMP position validation. An internal

MILPERCEN board reviews and validates the f. Because of the difficulty associated with .
positions. In 1984, 293 positions were approved, validation of AMP positions and the recognition
Only those colonels assigned or enroute to a vali- that the Army should continue to educate its fu-
dated position are eligible to attend an AMP ture leaders, attendance at an AMP course should
course. be oriented on an officers potential for further

service over the remainder of his career. There-
d. The current AMP validation process fore, an officer should be selected to attend an

* raises several issues. AMP course based on his potential, regardless of

(1) Not all positions within the Army are his current or projected position.
reviewed by the MILPERCEN board, therefore .-. .'-'-'- g. Based on the above rationale, this policy . .
many which may be worthy of validation are not g ov nl

* considered. was recommended:

(2). AEliminate the current AMP position vali-t me(2) Annual AMP quotas are not sufficient dation process and select only those colo-

nels for AMP schooling who possess the
(3) Many colonels with the greatest poten- greatest potiential for continued service.

tial will not attend AMP because thev' are not
. assigned to validated positions. 3. CSA Remarks. None.
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Annex FF

Development Period: Brigadier and Major Generals ,

1. PURPOSE. This annex outlines the require- broad perspective of the Total Army in order to
ments and development of brigadier and major give purpose and direction to their organizations.
generals. Most will require, at some point, an expanded

2. DISCUSSION. frame of reference that includes joint and com-
bined interaction and civil-military interface.

a. Background. Thus the new general must become expert on
() r ootbgdreelpe how the Army runs from troop duty and installa-2. 1) Prmotio to bigadir genral rpre- tion management through the Army's role in the -"-'

sents the most selective tiansition in an officer's tionaeent tthe Am' rein the
profssinal arer. OPMAplaes srinent national defense establishment. And, despite the...- professional career. DOPMA places stringent .. '

limits on the number of active general officers press of daily events in peacetime, the generalli is o h ume-f atv g n rl ofc r must nurture an understanding of doctrine and
(currently 412) based on the authorized strength mu n do e
oteAyTuthseadz biae the conduct of wartime combat or support opera-!- .- of the Army. Thus, the several dozen brigadier tinfrmdvsothugtearlvl, --.-

generals selected each year have joined the top
executive and leadership ranks of the officer (3) it is at the level of brigadier and major
corps. general that the officer must learn to command

(2) The transition is distinctive also in the or lead indirectly. In command positions, he inte-
quantum jump in expectations subordinates and grates staffs and subordinate commanders who 4.

the public have of generals as compared to colo- directly command organizations. In both com-
nels. People in and out of the service expect mand and staff positions, he must establish an
generals to give direction and to decide what organizational climate productive of mutual con-
things are important to do. They also ascribe to fidence and understanding. His success depends
general officers a mystique-a belief "that gener- to a great degree on his ability to communicate
als have some secret way of doing business that intent and accomplish through motivation.
leads to greatness". Thus, Army brigadier and (4) Brigadier and major generals operate(4) rigdie an maor enealsoperate
major generals have entered a development peri- at level where complexity and uncertainty are
od in which the increase in responsibilities, ex-
pectations and, of course, prestige exceeds that of "natureany previous transition, of the job" is dramatically different than that ofany. peiutcolonel and new tools and skills are required to

. - .b. What Brigadier and Major Generals Must accomplish it. The problems brought to the gen-
BE-KNOW-DO: eral for resolution demand of him more than an-

( Aleroceeime lf alytical dissection; they require conceptual think-:..-. (1) All general officers epitomize a life- ,-

time of commitment and service to the Army and ing and a synthesizing of diverse elements and
the nation. They must be circumspect in their disciplines. The new general finds himself decid-

ethics and behavior; each presents the image of ing issues for his organization or the Army as awhole, the impacts of which will be felt yearsthe Army in all public action. Generals must also after his departure. The general's development,
convey an attitude of calm, rational, seasoned therefore, must enhance his capacity for multi-'""" judgment in order to set a command climate".-jd e iod tseao a cit variate thinking and for looking out to anticipate
which fosters efficiency and confidence. complex and uncertain future needs. The general

(2) Increasingly, a colonel's demonstrated faces the same conditions of complexity and un-
technical expertise plays a role in his selection to certainty in combat but must be prepared to
brigadier general and subsequent assignments. make decisions under much more compressed
Yet, all general officers need to understand the time constraints.
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c. The Environment of Brigadier and Major ment courses in universities to joint service and
Generals. Army courses to tactical/operational seminars

(1) Each year the Army selects 60-70 of- conducted by MACOMs or service colleges. As-
signment oriented programs prepare officers for

ficers to be brigadier generals, representing two specific positions, e.g., pre-command courses for
percent of eligible colonels. On average the new division and corps commanders, installation and
brigadier general has 24 years of service and 4.5 Sproject management courses, senior officer legalyears in grade as a colonel. Most have benefited oinain SeApni ,GnrlOfcr"'-

orientations (See Appendix 2, General Officer
from at least one below-the-zone promotion. Continuing Education).
Nearly all have attained Military Education Lev- .'-
el 1. (6) About 70 percent of brigadier generals

can expect promotion to major general.
(2) Brigadier and major general assign- Mandatory retirement for brigadier generals oc- S

ment patterns are highly diverse. About 20 per- curs at 30 years of service or five years in grade,
cent at a given time serve overseas. Some 40% whichever is later. Promotion opportunity for
serve in Army CONUS commands. Another 25 major generals is approximately 25 percent.
percent serve on the DA Staff or its field operat- Mandatory retirement for those not promoted is
ing agencies. The remaining 15 percent occupy the later of 35 years of service or five years in
DOD, JCS, CONUS unified command, or spe-
cial activity positions. Many brigadier generals grade. .-4
serve as deputy commanders or assistant division d. Roles in the Development of Brigadier
commanders. More command positions exist for and Major Generals.
major generals. The majority of assignments (I) Individual: General officers play the
available during this development period, how- key role in their own continuing development.
ever, will be at the integrating staff level. They determine their own needs based on knowl-'

(3) A significant and growing number of edge of their responsibilities, communication
general officer positions require either a specific with their superiors and opportunities made
branch or functional area background. In this available by HQDA. Generals pursue their own
sense, the first two general officer grades mirror professional reading programs, seeking to expand
the trend for OPMS-managed officers toward de- executive capacity and an understanding of polit- %_7
velopment of in-depth expertise beyond basic ico-military affairs. Generals become senior men- N.
branch skills to meet Army needs. This trend will tors in any organization and learn the art of shap-
continue in the future. Generals will need well ing command climate. They must learn new skills
developed executive and leadership talent as al- and the use of new tools to manage the enormous
ways, but they will increasingly come to their amounts of information availabile to them in a
jobs with qualifications as experts, qualifications manner which will favorably influence the out-
that will be esr ential to competent direction of come of events over the "long haul."
the Army. An understanding of joint operations (2) Mentor: Mentor-protege relationships
provides one example of needed expertise. Some become very personalized at the general officer
35 percent of brigadier generals and 55 percent of level. Brigadier and major generals will often
major generals hold positions involving signifi- l o ni ud r ncant ointor jont ad cominedinteracelook for counsel to seniors outside their chain of --.,_.

command, including retired generals. Nonethe-

(4) ,,, Brigadicr gcncras meet as a body one less, senior generals invest considerable time with "
time, at the annual orientation conference follow- direct subordinates. They establish modes of
ing their selection. This two week (a voluntary communicating command priorities and intent.
one week for Reserve Components) series of Mutual understanding at this level plays a key
briefings, seminars and addresses currently con- role in the health of any command.
stitutes their only common developmental expe-

* rience as general officers. In recent years many (3) Unit/Organization: MACOMs give
h t w oemphasis and time for generals to pursue profes--.. brigadier generals have attended a week long ex-bgtier eealst csional development objectives. They accept the

ecutiveimportance of having deputies fill principals po-
;,..Creative Leadership (See Appendix 1, Transition iprac fhvn euisfl rnias o

Coraier eerhip (SeeAppsitions during periodic absences by generals at-
tB ar n )tending training or education programs.

(5) Additionally, there exist programs of MACOMs also hold frequent command semi- _ S
continuing education for all general officers nars, exercises or conferences to enhance deci- ...--
based on individual need and availability. These sion-making skills and achieve other general offi-
programs rane from attending senior manage- cer development goals.
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(4) Schools: Army schools sponsor short a. Transform the current Brigadier Generals'
courses and seminars for general officers. They Conference into a formal transition program of• --

also provide reading lists and distribute educa- four to six weeks duration spread over a period of
tional materials through a variety of media in- time, including:
cluding computer assisted instruction packages. (1) an executive self-development course;
They also work to develop "smart" courseware (ae uv l vo ncr
and decision support systems suited for senior (2) land warfare and policy impact analy-
leader information management and decision sis exercises;
making. Civil schools provide an array of execu-
tive level courses in such areas as management (frie on nn
and national security. (4) DA Staff briefings; .-'. :

e. Methods to Emphasize. (5) long term policy imput analysis exer-

(1) The principal methods by which gen- cises;
eral officers achieve continuing development in- (6) tailored assignment preparation.
clude individual reading, frequent communica- -'" --b. Expand inter-assignment, developmental i i!
tion with peers and seniors, field visits, seminars, b. Exaninasigmen
exercises and a variety of civil or military short a r t oa
courses. In future years, teleconferencing, expert (1) Increase participation in executive de- .S
systems and artificial intelligence will acquire sig- velopment programs and DA/MACOM semi-
nificant roles in general officer on the job devel- nars.
opment. Weekly Summary articles are one means

of dstnutm inormtionneeed y gnerls;(2) Seek JCS approval to double the fre-of distributing information needed by generals; quency of the CAPSTONE Course. i'":"
dissemination of speeches and policies from DA
is another. (3) Develop information management _ _.

and public affairs training programs tailored to

tive inter-assignment transitioning. Time for dis- geealofie nes
cussion with one's prospective superior, identifi- c. Consolidate responsibility for general offi-
cation of individual training requirements and cer development and assessment programs under
attendance at appropriate courses all are compo- one executive development organization (as rec-r "
nents of a complete transition. ommended by the Senior Leadership Coordinat-

f. Objective: The professional development ing Committee).
aim at this level is to derive a coherent system for 4. CSA Remarks. The Chief of Staff concep-
the transition to general officer and the continu- tually approved these base policies. He comment-
ing education of brigadier and major generals. ed that the current Brigadier Generals' Confer-

g. Thrusts: The major thrusts of this devel- ence should not be increased beyond the present
two weeks. He agreed with increased transitionalopment period are: training for brigadier generals outside the current

(1) to enhance the Brigadier General tran- format and locale and over an extended time
sition program; frame.

(2) to expand opportunities for general
officer interassignment training, developmental Appendices:
education and orientational updates;

I1-Transition to Brigadier General .-.-'.
(3) to consolidate management of general 1-Tra Ofier enEa

2-General Officer Continuing Educationofficer development programs. 3-Bibliography

3. Recommendations. The base policies for this 4-Action Plan
development period are: 5-Phasing Plan ..-
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Appendix 1 to Annex FF

Transition to Brigadier General

1. PURPOSE: This appendix reviews the cur- is no guarantee that an officer has acquired the
rent Brigadier Generals' Conference and propos- necessary understanding of himself or alternative
es a formal transition program to replace it. management styles at this higher level. Given the

demands about to be placed on them for leader- K'
ship and management of large organizations, a

a. Transition Needs: Brigadier generals guided self-assessment course for all new generals __O

come to the rank with a broad range of experi- is essential. Over the past six years 76 general
ence behind them. They cross a distinctive officers have attended the Leadership Develop-
threshold in terms of prestige, exclusive member- ment Program of the Center for Creative Leader-

- ""ship, responsibility and expectations others have ship. Nearly all attendees have commended the
of them. The positions they will hold as generals program for its value in making them aware of
will vary in the nature of technical knowledge their own strengths and weaknesses and pointing
required, but will demand a more or less com- out effective decision-making and organizational
mon level of executive competency and under- management techniques.
standing of the Army. A transition program to Within their first year in grade all briga-
brigadier general must allow for these require- dier generals should attend an executive
ments to be met. New brigadier generals must
possess ixi-depth expertise related to their pend- self-development course of approximately
ing assignments, have extensive executive talent a week's duration.

and know how to run the Army in peace and in (2) The conference orients too exclusively
war. on the peacetime Army. The change in wartime

b. The Current BG Transition: Within a few frame of reference from colonel to general is eve-
months of selection brigadier general designees ry bit as great as that for peacetime functions.oattend a two week Brigadier Generals' Confer- Generals should have a common understanding
ence in the Washington area. This conference of national strategy and the Army's operational
consists primarily of a series of briefings and doctrine. They should prepare to direct the Ar-
talks by Army and DOD leaders. There are ex- my's transition to war and theater operations.
cursions for a stress management orientation, a Their specific responsibilities need to be linked
visit to Congress and seminars on generalship. through a shared concept of Army joint and com-
Also included is instruction in financial and in- bined doctrine. To this end the brigadier general
stallation management. In 1984 Force Integra- transition program should include a seminar in
tion Training was added to the curriculum. Nev- Army doctrine and an exercise involving plan-
ertheless, the predominant claimants of time are ning and operations at theater level or above. A

-. -. the continuous stream of talks and briefings by suggested venue and model for this segment of
the Army and other service leadership and DA the transition are the Army War College and its
staff principals (See Tab A, Active Component General Officer Professional Development Con-
Brigadier Generals' Conference, 1984). ference.

c. Shortcomings and Policy Recommenda- Brigadier Generals should participate in a
tion: As constituted, the Brigadier Generals' seminar on Army operational doctrine and
Conference falls short in several respects from a land warfare exercise of approximately
satisfying brigadier general transition needs. five days duration.

(I) Not all new brigadier generals attend (3) The current conference devotes insuf- no-
an executive development course. Promotion to ficient time to "generalship." A Joint Perspec-
brigadier general signifies membership in the Ar- lives article entitled "The Black Box is Empty"
my's corporate executive directorship, yet there dispelled the myth that brigadier general desig-
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nees automatically know how to be generals by tion. Additionally, the brigadier general desig- IV.
virtue of their selection. The article, in detailing nees singled out the Force Integration Training as
the changes generalship brings to an officer's life, too detailed for their level unless they expected to
stands as a primer on the subject. It offers impor- work next in the Pentagon.
tant insights into this complex transition. The
brief periods alloted to generalship in the past Theulrigaciuregeneral tranitin pam
two conferences met with overwhelming popular-

DOD orientation conference. Supplemen-*- ity. The formal :ransition program should give• ~tal readings covering DA Staff issues and,-.
the techniques, formalities, public expectations taligs ovrn DAeSt ssue and
and other nuances of "generalship" more promi-
nence. presentations.., h~ence. -

t t rd. Summary Transition Policy. Develop a
The brigadier general transitionformal brigadier generals' transition program
should include a minimum of one full day that provides the newly selected brigadier general t-i-ra

of generalship seminars and orientations. .ot l-i g
an appreciation of: himself, generalship and his

(4) The conference provides the new gen- future role; the Army and its major undertakings;
eral with an overview of current policies but national strategy, strategic planning and long-
presents no perspectives on the broadened nature range policy implir* +ins; operational and tacti-
of policy planning and policy making intrinsic to cal doctrine in joint .,A combined contexts; and .
general officer responsibilities. The general offi- the requirements of his first assignment.
cer's frame of reference involves extended time e. Management of the Program. Besides:.'- horizons over which his decisions will have ef- -"-Sh o i d sForce Integration Training, the Brigadier Gener-
feet. His decision environment also entails treat- ar h-aing ith omplx an unertan fuures He ill als' Conference is the only DA-level general offi-,-.
ing with complex and uncertain futures. He will
more likely find success by using more complex cer program managed outside the General Offi-

cer Management Office (GOMO). The Directorthinking proresses (multi-variate analysis, syn- of the Army Staff's Protocol Office has consist-
thesis, conceptualization). To facilitate this as- ently won praise from attendees for its organiza-
pect of the trai.3ition new brigadier generals t a m t o n c.
should experience a future policy impact exercise t es ginith anion prooedaboe,"-'. ~ertheless, given the expansion proposed above, -..• " as described in Annex B.as described in*Annex B. GOMO (with an appropriate increase in staffing)

The brigadier general transition program is the appropriate agency to provide overall coor-
should include a future policy impact exer- dination for the Brigadier General Transition
cise of approximately two days duration. Program. The ongoing study of General Officer/

Senior Executive Service Leadership under the(5) Tailored assignment preparation re- - !
(5) ailred ssinmen prparaionre- auspices of the Senior Leadership Coordinating

mains ad hoc in many cases and is left to the Comie e SC ilresi Corehnsive
-: officer's discretion. Inevitably, though an officer Comm ions affe in creve-may esie totak adantae o a evelpmetal recommendations affecting general officer devel-

may desire to take advantage of a developmental opment and management. PDOS has worked
opportunity, the press of business, once one hasduty, takes precedence. The new closely with the SLCC Working Group in thegenefr t taebyhs diligdence. Adinw t course of this study and defers !o the SLCC's'.general gets trapped by his diligence. Adding to pending recommendations regarding the future
the pressure is the fact that there is no THS ac- pd ro an ergh u
count for general officers. Thus the pressure to be management structure for general officer devel-o h b h t nr o f a opment programs. The Phasing Plan at Appendixon the job with little interruption affects allsmall staff element of
generals. The solution lies in a systemic ac-
ceptence of underlap and the routinization of in- military and civilians within ODCSPER.
ter-assignment preparation for all generals. Consolidate responsibility for all generalofficer professional development pro-

All brigadier generals should be afforded or pinal dep en ro-grams (including the brigadier generalthe opportunity to receive tailored assign- t i p r n Gi
ment training based on identified need, in- trans fe ro nsibiitdfr g enerl
teraction with their future superiors and
developmental opportunities made avail- officer professional development pro-
able by HQDA. grams to an executive development organ-

ization, as determined by the Senior Lead-
(6) The current conference format is too ership Coordinating Committee.

long. Some 45 speakers addressed the October-
November 1984 conference (not including Force 3. CSA Remarks. See paragraph 4, Annex FF.
Integration and Management Training or the
Generalship seminars). Many participants felt Tab A Active Component Brigadier Generals'
this was excessive and recommended a reduc- Conference, 1984
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Tab A to Appendix 1 0

ACTIVE COMPONENT BRIGADIER GENERALS CONFERENCE .:

TIME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

SUNDAY, 28 OCTOBER (Best Western Springfield Inn, Fairfax I)

• 1300 - 2100 Arrival and Registration Protocol

1900 - 2100 Arrival Mixer Protocol ..0

MONDAY, 29 OCTOBER (DeWitt Auditorium, NWC; Civilian attire)

0730 - 0315 Remarks by the Vice Chief of VCSA

Staff, Army GEN Thurman

0815 0830 Break

0830 -0900 Remarks by the Director of the Director, ARSTAF
Army Staff LTG Brown

0900 - 0915 Break

0915 - 1015 Director, Program Analysis and DPAE
Evaluation MG Woods

1015 - 1030 Break -

1030 - 1130 Deputy Chief of Staff for Research, DCSRDA
Development, and Acquisition LTG Wagner

1130 - 1300 Lunch - OPEN

**1300 - 1330 Treadmill Orientation OTSG ;

COL Bedynek *. -

1330 - 1430 The Surgeon General TSG"
LTG Mittemeyer

1430 1445 Break -

1445 1530 Remarks by the Secretary of SA
the Army HON Marsh

* Issue course materials

** Treadmill test schedule to be announced
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TIME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER .- --

1530- 1545 Break

1545 - 1645 Assistant Chief of Staff for ACSI "-
Intelligence LTG Odom

1900 - 2100 Vice Chief of Staff's Reception - Protocol
Ft McNair Officers Club, Ballroom;
Army Greens

TUESDAY, 30 OCTOBER (DeWitt Auditorium, NWC and Springfield Inn,
Fairfax I & II; Civilian attire) F 7

0745 - 0845 Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel DCSPER 1'-
LTG Elton

0845 - 0900 Break
0900 - 1000 Remarks by the Commandant of the CMC

Marine Corps GEN Kelley

1000- 1015 Break

1015 - 1200 Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations DCSOPS
and Plans LTG Mahaffey

1200 - 1330 Lunch-OPEN OTSG 
,-:-Strength Development Clinic

(Optional) Ft McNair Gymnasium

1330 1500 Generalship Seminars ODCSPER

1500- 1515 Break

1515 - 1615 Chief of Public Affairs CPA

MG Bussey

1615 - 1630 Break

1630 - 1730 The Adjutant General TAG
MG Joyce •

1930-2100 Nutrition and Weight Control/ OTSG
Effects of Stress MAJ Emerson/

Dr. Weiss
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ADDENDUM

WEDNESDAY, 31 OCTOBER (Capitol Hill and DeWitt Auditorium,
tfWC; Civilian attire)

TIME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

0800 - 0830 Breakfast - Capitol Hill OCLL

Room B339

0830 - 0915 Chief, Legislative Liaison CLL
MG Patrick

0915 - 0930 Break and Movement to Room B318

0930 - 1000 Congressional Speaker OCLL
(House of Representatives) Congressman Bennett

Florida (D) .

1000- 1030 Congressional Speaker OCLL
(House of Representatives) Congressman Leath

Texas (D)

1030- 100 Congressional Speaker OCLL
(U.S. Senate) Senator Eagleton

Missouri (D)

1100 - 1130 Travel to NWC

1130 1315 Lunch - OPEN

1315 - 1430 The Inspector General TIG
LTG N. Thompson

1430 - 1445 Break

1445 - IGOD The Judge Advocate General TJAG
MG Clausen

1600 - 1615 Break

1615 - 1730 Anti-terrorism and Self-Protection CAC,
(CAC - Terrorism Counteraction Terrorism
Office) Counteraction office
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ADDENDUM

THURSDAY, I NOVEMBER (DeWitt Auditorium, NWC and Springfield Inn,

Fairfax I; Civilian attire)

TIME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

0745 - 0830 Chief, National Guard Bureau Chief, NGB

LTG Walker

0830 - 0845 Break

0845 - 0945 General Officer Trends in Evaluation MILPERCEN
Reports Briefing COL Miller

0945- 1000 Break

1000- 1115 Army Materiel Command CDR, AC"

GEN Thompson

1115 - 1245 Lunch - OPEN OTSG
Aerobics Clinic (Optional),
Ft McNair Gymnasium

1245 - 1345 Chief, Army Reserve CAR .--

MG Berkman

1345 - 1400 Break

1400 - 1445 Remarks by the Chairman, Joint CJCS
Chiefs of Staff GEN Vessey

1445 - 1500 Break

1500 - 1600 Remarks by the Vice Chief of VCNO
Naval Operations ADM Hays

1600 - 1615 Break

1615 - 1715 Protocol and Service Etiquette Protocol

LTC Angle
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ADDENIDUM4

FRIDAY, 2 NOVEMBER (DeWitt Auditorium, NWC; Civilian attire)

TIME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

0800 -'700 Re-marks by the Vice Chief of VCSAF

Staff, Air Force GEN Welch

0900 - 0915 Break

0915 - 1015 US Army Recruiting CDR, USAREC

Command MG Bradshaw

1015 - 1030 Break

1030 - 1145 US Army Training and Doctrine CDR, TRADOC

Commnand GEN Richardson

1145 -1300 Lunch - OPEN

*1300 -1415 US Army Forces Command CDR, FORSCOM
GEN Sennewald

1415 -1430 Break

1430 -1515 Remarks by the Deputy Secretary DEPSECDEF

of Defense HON Taft

1515 -1530 Break

1530 -1630 Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics DCSLOG
LTG Register
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T I ME SUBJECT AGENCYIPRESE!NTER

MONDAY, 5 id0VEMBER (Springfield Inn, Fairfax 11 & III and
Springfield I & 11 & III; Civilian attire)

0300 -0900 Chief of Engineers COE

0915 104 Reoure Mnagmen - o~ntroler LTG Heiberg

0900 -0915 Break

of the Army Perspective LTG Noah

1045 1100Break

110- 25Resource Management - MACOM to TRADOC
Install1ation BG Gordon

1215 1345Lunch -OPEN

135- 55Financial Management -Rules and USAFAC
Regulations COL Richard

1515 - 1530 Break

1530 -1600 Installation Management III Corps
COL Hill

1000- 1515 Break 3

1615 -1715 Financial Management -Case Study USAFAC
Moderators

1715 -1730 Closing Remarks by the Comptroller COA
of the Army LTG Noah

1900 -2200 Director of thie Army Staff Dinner Protocol6
Ft McNair Officers Open Mess,
Ballroom; Civilian attire
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4 ADDENDUM

TUESDAY, 6 NOVEM4BER (Ft Belvoir, Bldg 269, and Springfield Inn

Fairfax 1; Civilian attire)

T IME, SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

0730 - 1130 Installation Management Trip CDP., Ft Belvoir
MG Kem

1130 - 1150 Travel to Army-Navy Country Club

1150- 1315 AUSA Luncheon Protocol

1315 -1330 Travel to Springfield Inn

1330 -1415 OPMS Briefing OP14S Study Group
COL LeHardy

1415 - 1430 Break

1430 - 1600 General Officer Management Office G01MO
LTC Riolo

1500 -1615 Break

1615 -1700 Deputy Chief of Chaplains Deputy CCH

BG Forsberg
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T1I1E SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

WEDNESDAY, 7 NOVEMBER (Pentagon Auditorium, 5A1070, and Springfield
Inn, Fairfax I; Army Greens)

0800 - 0845 Remarks hv the Under Secretary Under Secretary of
of th . I the Army

Mr. Ambrose

0845 - 0900 Break

0900 - 1000 The Deputy Auditor General The Auditor GeneralMr. Barbre

1000 - 1045 Sergeant Major of the Army SMA
; .. SMA Morrel 11

~1045 11I00 Break i"

1100 1145 Remarks by the Chief of Staff, CSA
Army GEN Wickham

1145 -1200 Group Photo with the Chief of Staff Protocol
(Pentagon Courtyard)

1200 - 1220 Travel to Springfield Inn

1220 - 1330 Lunch - OPEN

1330 - 1400 Force Integration - Introduction Director, Management
Directorate
BG Elam

1400- 1445 CBRS DAMO-FDQ
COL Alcola

1445- 1455 Break

1455 - 1535 Threat Development DAMI
LTC O'Connor

1535- 1545 Break -

1545 - 1645 Management of FI DAMO-FDR
LTC Jones

1645 - 1730 BOIP/QQPRI DAMO-FDR
Mr. Lucas

1900 2000 TOE/Living TOE DA40-FDF
LTC Vaughan

2000 - 2010 Break

2010 - 2030 Priorities DAMO-ODR

LTC Pitt

2030 - 2130 TAA DAMO-FDF
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T IME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESEINTER

THUSDAY, 8 NOVEMBER (Springfield Inn, Fairfax 1;

TII~i ivilian attire)

070- 0800 FAS DA140-FDP

0800 - 0830 TAADS DAMC-FDP
MAJ Johnson

0830 - 0840Bra

0840 - 0920 'JFDMI S MOPM
LTC Holtry

Ono0 - 0930 Break

0930 - 1020 SACS DAMO-FDA
MAJ SchacIkelton

1020 - 1030 Break

1030 - 1115 AAO DAMA-PPP
Mr. Phoenix

ills 1200o Facilities Acquisition DAEN-ZC
Mr. Meyer

1200 - 1330 Lunch -OPEN

1330 - 1420 LCSMM DAMA-PP14
LTC Cochrane

1420 - 1430 Break

1430 - 1530 ILS DALO-SML
LTC Chadbourne

1530 - 1540 Break

1540 -1700 PPBS/PDIP DACS-DPD
LTC Oder

FRIDAY, 9 NOVEMBER (Springfield Inn, Fairfax I;
Civilian attire)

0730 -0815 Budget Development DACA-BUF
Mr. Bayby

0815 -0825 Break

0825 -0940 Budget Executon DACA-OMO
14AJ Demetriou
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TINME SUBJECT AGENCY/PRESENTER

0940 -0950 Break

0950 -1050 CBS-X/TAEDP DALO-SMOD
Mr. Kern
Mr. Cunningham

1050 -1100 Break

1100 - 1130 DOCMOD DAIM-DOCMOD

1130 - 1300 Lunch -OPEN

1300 -1630 Acquire, Train, and M4AJ Miller/LTC
Distribute People Youman/MAJ Austin!

MAJ Dickson/Mr.
Spruell/1Mr. Dodge!
Mrs. Massey

1630 -1700 Director of the Army Director, ARSTAF
Staff Wrap-up LTG Brown
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Appendix 2 to Annex FF

General Officer Continuing Education

1. PURPOSE. This appendix reviews the cur- "grow" in the job, too much hinges on their deci- -:
rent General Officer Continuing Education pro- sions and actions for them to begin work facing a
gram and recommends changes to that program. long learning curve to understand basic job

scope, requirements and priorities.
2. DISCUSSION. (b) General officer positions vary signifi- .

a. The 1978 Review of Education and Train- cantly in the technical knowledge required for
ing of Officers (RETO) identified a number of success. Hence experience at one position rarely
shortcomings in the Army's system of profession- will suffice as preparation for the next. Further-
al development for general officers. RETO went more, the rate of change of technology and doc-
on to analyze key characteristics of a senior exec- trine is great. Even officers qualified earlier in
utive development philosophy and to propose a their careers as "experts" in a field need a period
continuing education program consisting of three of refresher training prior to assuming more se-
components: nior roles within their areas of expertise.

(1) Inter-assignment Transitions- prepa- (2) Current Inter-assignment Transition-
ration in specific skills and knowledge required ing: Approximately 60 general officers per year
by generals to function effectively from the outset participate in the tailored inter-assignment train-
in their next assignment. ing program managed by GOMO. This repre-

sents less than 40 percent of total general officer
reassignments. Some general officers transfer

ucation and training in areas of general relevance within theaters and arrange their own transition
to a range of executive responsibilities and gener- p a ove e s n val olncer ositionsprograms; others move between positions involv- .,-

ing similar responsibilities. Nonetheless, there is

(3) Orientational Updates-information a significant shortfall in the number of generals S
on current Army policies, programs, plans and who ought to receive at least some transitional
problems considered by the Army leadership to development prior to assuming their new duties.
be of high priority. (3) Policy Recommendation: Each gener-

b. This trilogy remains a useful framework al officer has to assume responsibility for deter-
both for defining the purposes and evaluating the mining his own transition needs based on oppor-
effectiveness of the General Officer Continuing tunities recommended by DA and, of critical
Education Program. The General Officer Man- importance, consultation with his prospective '" - -
agement Office (GOMO) uses it as the basis for boss. Discussion with his predecessor while still
programming general officer education and train- incumbent in the job will also help determine the
ing (See Tab A, General Officer Continuing Edu- transition program. Inevitably, there will be an *. =

cation Program). underlap in assignments which DA must accept e
as a necessary price to pay for the Army's senior
leadership development. DA should increase in-

(1) Transition Needs. ter-assignment program participation from 60 to

(a) The more senior an officer becomes 100 per year.
the earlier he is expected to set the agenda for his Expand inter-assignment training and edu-

-. .. -. organization. General officers in particular must cation programs and provide each general .

report to each assignment prepared from the out- officer the opportunity to interact with his
set to execute their responsibilities with confi- future superior in preparing for his next
dence and competence. Although they will assignment.

FF-2-1



d. Executive Development Courses. ment goals and officer characteristics. A senior 0

level assessment program could provide such alink. The Senior Leadership Coordinating Coin-

(a) Generals shape organizations and at mittee will develop specific recommendations for
senior levels shape the environments in which such a program within the year.
the Army exists. A large part of their contribu- (3) Policy Recommendations: The cur-
tion to the Army lies in developing its structure, ren ecui d eomentoam h for-reiforingitsethc, otiatig is prsoneland rent executive development program should for- ..
reinforcing its ethic, motivating its personnel and mally incorporate three elements for which a sig-
employing its resources. Performance of these se- nificant need exists:
nior executive functions by general officers is in-
dispensable to the Army. (a) A public affairs course that goes be-

(b) At the same time, these executive tal- yond the half-day Senior Communicators Work-

ents are difficult to instill in an officer, depen- shop run by the DA Office of the Chief of PublicAffairs. -'-
dent as they largely are on innate cognitive abili- A.'i"s
ties. Here prior development and the Army's (b) A spectrum of information manage-
selection system must fulfill the need to promote ment courses to give generals understanding and
high quality leaders. The role of developmental control over ADP resources and advanced tech-
courses will be to draw out and orient these tal- niques in artifical intelligence and expert sys-
ented leaders so they may realize their full poten- tems.
tial as corporate directors of the Army. (c) A professional library which provides

(2) Current Executive Development Pro- each general officer with reading and other devel-

grams: opmental materials.

(a) GOMO presently oversees an exten- Overall general officer participation in civilian
sive program of executive level courses (see Tab university developmental courses should increase
A) at civilian universities and institutes as well as from 20 to 40 per year. Expanded participation
DOD and Army schools. These courses vary in rates in military progranis should be as deter-
duration from several days to several months. In mined by GOMO.
addition to executive skills, they focus on :iation- Increase general officer participation in A--"

al security policy, systems management and thea- short broadening courses in civilian and -.

ter operations. military institutions to enhance general ex-

(b) Today's program benefits from initia- ecutive capacity or functional expertise.
tives taken by GOMO to find appropriate short
courses and recommend general officer participa- .. Develop a public affairs course tai-lored to general officer needs."--"
tion. Other agencies have also innovated devel- r t aoc e
opmental programs, e.g., USAWC's Professional .. Develop information management LA
Development Conference and the Joint Senior courses for general officers which pre-
Tactical Battle Managers Course. These efforts pare them, according to experience
reflect a growing recognition by general officers and need, to use, manage and assess
that continuing development programs are essen- computer systems applications in mil-
tial both for deepening expertise and building a itary organizations.
reservoir of executive talent.

Develop a program that draws on
(c) Three limitations constrain general of- the resources of DA, USMA, USAWC

ficer executive development. One is the lingering and TRADOC to produce, in annual
perception, already addressed, that general offi- installments, a personal library of pro-
cer time is too valuable to spend on education fessional readings and other materials
and training. Only repeated guidance from the for general officers.
top will revise this attitude. Second, GOMO re-
quires some increase in personnel if general offi- e i d n n d u
cer programs are to be expanded. This is the min- tion.
imal option for the new executive development (1) Needs: As the table below indicates,
organization recommended in Appendix 4. the domain of responsibilities for most general
Third, there needs to be a better link between officers extends to the Joint and Combined ,.
general officer position requirements, develop- arenas.

FF-2-2-" "" "S
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Positions With Some Joint ... to provide select general and flag officers
GO Rank or Combined Responsibilities with a better understanding of the key ele-,_. -

BG 35% ments influencing Joint and Combined oper-
" " ~ations. .

MG 55% alos
LTG 70% The graduates of the first three Capstone classes
GEN 100% judge it a success. However, the Joint Chiefs have

Table FF- -I: General Officer Positions With agreed only to one course per year. With Army ,

Joint or Combined Responsi- participation set at seven per course, the JCS de-
cision leaves the Army, as well as the other serv-!.bilities. ,-, -- ices, short of the mark as far as senior Joint train-,t.. ...

The trend reflected in AIRLAND BATTLE doc- ing is concerned.
trine and concepts for ARMY 21, is toward even
greater integration of Army operations with those Seek JCS approval for an increase in fre-
of sister services and US allies. Yet, notwith- quency of the CAPSTONE course to twice..... :_ ~per year (Army participation at seven briga- -"
stanuding the congressional mandate that makes y ( p a ts b
at least one joint assignment a prerequisite for diergenerals per course).
promotion to brigadier general, the majority of f. Supporting Policy Recommendations.
officers bring little joint or combined experience (I) To supplement formal inter-assign-
to the general officer grades. ment training and developmental education, DA -

(2) Current Joint Training and Education: should sustain an aggressive orientational update
The adoption of AIRLAND BATTLE doctrine program for general officers to keep them abreast
has inspired and improved joint training activi- of Army policy and key defense issues.
ties. The previous section mentioned the Joint
Senior Tactical Battle Managers Course which Maintain a continuing program of Army

and DOD seminars. Tailored courses and Sruns for three days and included 16 general of- ate brieins alo ers
ficers among the 32 Army participants in 1984.
Exercises and simulations accomplish joint oper- (2) For any of the three developmental
ational training objectives more effectively than programs to have full effect, officers must know -

schools, and general officers have increased their well in advance what each future assignment will
joint participation in them in recent years. be. Although circumstances occasionally dictate
USAREUR's Warrior Preparation Center is an "short-fuse" decisions, the goal should be to alert
excellent forum for testing and practice of joint officers several months in advance of impending
and combined operational doctrine in realistic reassignments.
decision environments at corps level and eche- R g on t cIons above corps. Revise general officer assignment procedures -

to facilitate timely participation of general

(3) Recommended Policy: Absent in the officers in professional development pro-
joint schooling system until 1983 was a course grams.
for general officers. In that year the National De- T A e O ro u E a
fense University conducted the first CAPSTONE PAm.
Course. CAPSTONE's mission is

FF-2-3
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Tab A to Appendix 2

° -" I NOV ~1984. . ".-:.

General Officer Continuing Education Program [

The General Officer Continuing Education Program consists of three major
areas:

o Individual Executive Development

0 Inter-Assignment Orientation and Training'- -

0 Periodic Information Update

To the maximum extent possible, general officers are encouraged to use this
educational program for professional refresher training and personal prepara- -
tion for their new duties.

The Individual Executive Development Programs are conducted at major colleges
and universities. General officer participation is limited to school quotas for
each program. Listed below are the major civilian colleges/universities,
military institutions, and programs offered:

o Harvard University

00 National and International Security (2 wks)
00 Senior Managers in Government (3 wks) ....
00 Senior Executive Fellows (3 months)

o University of Michigan

00 Advanced Human Resource Management (2 wks)

0 Columbia University

00 Marketing Management (1 wk)

0 Center for Creative Leadership

00 Leadership Development (1 wk)

o Brookings Institute

00 Government Executive Training (1-2 wks)

0 Aspen Institute

00 Humanistic Studies (Justice and Society Seminar) (2 wks)

0 Pennsylvania State University

00 Management of Managers (2 wks)

FF-2-A-1
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SUBJECT: General Officer Continuing Education Program 0

.0 0 Defense Systems Management College

00 Systems Acquisition Management Course (3 1/2 days)

0 Defense Institute of Security Assistance Management

00 Executive Security Assistance Management (1 wk)

o National Defense University

00 Capstone Pilot Course (7 wks) 0

0 Defense Language Institute

00 Language Training (2 wks-up)

Participation in the Major Educational Programs

Title of Course Year
A/O 1 Nov

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
National & International Security - 6 9 T 3 10
Senior Managers in Government 5 4 2 2 5 6 8
Systems Acquisition Management - 10 5 13 13 19 .-
Leadership Development 2 20 17 16 5 3 15
NDU Capstone Pilot Course - - - - 7 7 7
AWC Professional Development . . . . . . 24

The Inter-Assignment Orientation and Training is tailored to the individual
general officer's next assignment. The general officer is consulted on the
training which is available and any special training he may desire. Listed below
is a typical Inter-Assignment Training Program for a division commander with
community responsibilities. Since Jan 82 a total of 122 have Darticipated in this
type of preparation and training. LU

0 General Officer Legal Orientation Course (2 days)
.4-

0 Pre-command Course (4-5 days) . -

00 Ft Leavenworth
00 Ft Benning
00 Ft Knox

o Army Installation Management Course (1-2 days)

0 Training Support Center (1 day)

0 National Security Agency (1 day)

0 National Training Center (1 day)

o DA Orientation Training/Briefing (1-3 days)

FF-2-A-2 0
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SUBJECT: General Officer Continuing Education Program

00 CSA precommand interview (mandatory for CG's of ...

Corps, Divisions, and TRADOC Installations)

00 ODCSOPS Briefing (mandatory for Division CG's) __!

00 OCLL (mandatory for CONUS Installation CG's) . -.-

00 ODCSPER Briefing

a. MILPERCEN

b. TAGCEN

00 ODCSLOG

00 COA

00 OTIG

00 OACSI

ob OCPA

00 OTJAG

00 CIDC

00 NGB * *

00 OCAR

General officers are provided Periodic Information Updates by way of:

0 Major Command-sponsored Workshops

0 Brigadier General's Conferences

0 Weekly Summary Articles

The General Officer Continuing Education Program is not limited to those
institutions or organizations listed above. This office continues to identify
executive development courses which would benefit general officers.

I A. .IOLO

-,eu enant Colonel, GS
Chief, General Officer

Management Office
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INTER-ASSIGNMENT UPDATING AND ORIENTATIO,' PROGRAM OPTIONS

General Officer Legal Orientation, IJAG School 1-3 days

Army Installation Management Course, Ft Lee 1-2 days

Army Training Support Center, Ft Eustis I day L p

Pre-Comnand Course 2-5 days
Ft Benning, Ft Knox, Ft Sill and Ft Leavenwoth

Office Call with Chief of Staff, Army 1/2 hour

HQDA Briefings/Orientations 1-3 daysODCSOPS, ODCSLOG, ODCSPER, IG, PA, and COA

Congressional Visits 1-2 days

National Security Agency Briefing 1 day

Security Assistance-Executive Program, DISAM 5 days

USA Security Assistance Center, AMC 1 day

Security Assistance Accounting Center, Lowry AFB 1 day

CIA/DIA Briefings 1-2 days

Language Training 4-6 weeks

OJCS/State Department Briefings 1-2 days

AUSA Briefing 1-2 hours

FF-2-A-4
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Annex GG

Development Period: Senior General Officers

1. PURPOSE. This annex outlines the require- (3) Lieutenant generals and generals rely ..ments and development of senior general officers on the art of persuasion far more than at earlier

(lieutentant generals and generals). stages of their careers. Only rarely do they direct-
ly command organizations. Instead they must
know how to mobilize a consensus of peers and

2. DISCUSSION. understanding of priorities by subordinate eche-
a ,ns. Persuasive skill is indispensable in joint and - .

vil-military relations.
(1) Lieutenant generals and generals con-

stitute the senior corporate directorship of the (4) Senior general officers shape national
Army. The decisions made by these 60 officers strategy. They must understand the variousthreats to national security in global and regional 41affect every sphere of Army activity. Their judg- conets anh t in oint and com-" contexts and how to integrate joint and com-"-.-
ment about what is important to the Army plays bined forces to defeat such threats. They musta determinant role in its future.'""a t i t e ifualso develop a concept of future warfare and ap-

(2) Senior generals identify the transition ply resources to prepare for it. At the most senior
to lieutenant general as crucial not only for the levels, general officers contribute directly to the
broadened scope of authority and responsibility national security policy-making process. Hence
but for the distinct change in the nature of dcci- they must possess a broad synthesis of knowl-
sion-making at the higher grade. Their environ- edge of politico-military affairs, technology, eco-
ment differs from that of the major general in the nomics and history to fill the role of soldier-
degree of complexity surrounding the issues they statesman.
must handle as well as in the need to project c. The Environment of Senior Generals:
further into the future to anticipate Army needs.

-'-'. bWateSiG(1) DOPMA limits the number of senior!..-! "" KNO -Dob What the Senior General Must BE--.- ""
generals (0-9, 0-10) to 15 percent of the total
authorized general officer strength. Promotions,

(1) Senior generals speak for the Army to therefore, occur irregularly to fill specific vacan-
, the public, Congress, other services and often cies. About 25 percent of the Army's major

other nations. They represent the highest stan- generals attain a third star. By this point the civil O
S.dards of officership and the profession of arms. administration exercises grea'er scrutiny over the

American society has confidence in its armed selection process. Senior generals serve at the dis-
forces to the extent its leadership projects that cretion of the Secretary of the Army and the Ar-
confidence and exercises sound judgment, partic- my Chief of Staff. About one in four will advance
ularly in response to crisis to the rank of general.

(2) Senior generals must possess an under- (2) Lieutenant generals command corps,
standing of the state of the Army-wide readiness, support commands, certain overseas commands,
esprit and discipline. They assess how their deci- CONUS armies and other special commands;
sions will affect the (,rganization, its soldiers, its serve as deputy commanders or chiefs of staff at
civilian employees and Army families. As custo- MACOMs or principal and special staff officers
dians of the Army's future, senior generals devote at DA; and hold a variety of other posts in OSD,
substantial resources and time to ensuring that DOD, NATO and Army educational institutions.
thc Army's personnel management and profes- Assignment distribution is 25 percent overseas,
sional development systems produce first rate 30 percent in CONUS commands, 25 percent at
leadership. DA and 20 percent in DOD, JCS or other special

,, GG-1
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activities. Four star generals, beside the CSA and individual and organizational training and infor-
VCSA, normally command major combined, uni- mation. However, at this level the general, even
fled or Army commands or combinations there- from the field, influences the school system as
of. Four of these commands (and one inter-serv- much or more than he draws from it.
ice rotational NATO post) are overseas, the e. •
remainder (currently eight) serve in CONUS. e. Methods to Emphasize:(1) Senior general development occurs .i!:

(3) While all senior generals act in integra- largely through interactive communications with
tive capacities, one third of the lieutenant general l yr i a ect tpositions require specific functional backgrounds peers, superiors, civilians and colleagues in allied ..- ,,services and nations. Professional reading pro-
in such areas as logistics, communications, com-

pute sytemsandintllignce Soe 70perent grams, which should become more eclectic, ex-puter systems and intelligence a Some 70 percent tend personal insight and innovation. A general'sof lieutenant general positions and all full general cmadpirte n prtoa ti y ¢

command priorities and operational styie bypositions encompass joint or combined responsi- themselves translate into developmental cfr!-
bilities, lenges for subordinates, and it is therefore essen-

(4) No formal transitional development tial to conduct periodic conferences, seminars
program exists for lieutenant generals or generals. and exercises to establish a healthy command cli- -.

They participate to a limited extent in the contin- mate. 0
uing education programs available to brigadier (2) Schools and the Army leadership pro"
and major generals. They direct and participate vide continuous orientational updates to senior
in development seminars and exercises within g r S o l o t oe
their own commands. Inter-assignment training engr my oc a nd mt divdualevolving Army doctrine and meet individual .--
and education take the form of command and training needs.
staff briefings, orientation visits and preparation
programs negotiated on an individual basis with f. The professional development aim at this
Army schools and GOMO. level is a program for continued education and

d. Roles in the Development of Senior training of senior general officers.
Generals: g. The major thrust of this development peri-

(1) The roles assumed by individuals, od is to create a formal program for executive(1) he rles ssued b indviduls, development of lieutenant generals and generals. •
mentors, organizations and schools are, for the delm tfieagn lad nrs.
most part, the same for senior generals as they 3. Recommendations: The base policy for this ..-.

are for brigadier and major generals. At the se- development period is: Upon selection to lieu-
nior grades, however, officers must rely more on t t e a t s ns rthei ownassesmen of ersoal dveloment tenant general and between assignments thereaf- .-. '.'
their own assessment of personal development ter, senior general officers will be provided op-
needs. They must program time in their sched- portunities for executive development and
ules to break away for reflection, such as attend- i d z g n e ouin eireeutv aaeet.ore hc individualized assignment preparation of about,...-
ing senior executive management courses which four to eight weeks.
serve to stimulate new patterns of thinking or ..-

different approaches to organizational chal- 4. CSA Remarks: The Chief of Staff concep- "'-.
lenges, tually approved the base policy. e-

(2) Much of what generals learn will come
from the networks of personal interaction they Appendix
establish and cultivate. They can expect Army 1-A Senior Generals' Development Program
schools to be responsive to their requirements for 2-Action Plan ".
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A Senior Generals' Program - -

In two respects, the current general officer con- past experience and apply new thought to their
tinuing education system does not fully meet the responsibilities.
development needs of lieutenant generals and Develop a formal transition program and
generals as identified by the PDOS general offi- follow-on short seminars/courses that pro-
cer survey and other studies. First, there is no vides the senior general an understanding of .- k
formal transition program to assist the new lieu- his roles as public spokesman and represen-
tenant general in his entry into an expanded
frame of reference. The assumption that the offi- tative of the Army; an understanding of his

responsibilities for the Army's overall mis-,-.-,'".
cer would not have survived the selection process sion readiness and moral fiber; executive de- * -.

without "having everything he needs" is falla- velopment training; a review of national
cious, according to many generals themselves.
Second, senior generals participate too infre- strategy, Defense policies and Army pro- .
quently in continuing education programs. More grams; and specific preparation for each sub-

" than any other group of officers, they need occa- sequent assignment.

sional periods away from the job to reappraise
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Annex HH

Reserve Components

1. PURPOSE. To depict the Reserve Compo- to be most precious for officers possessing the

nent (RC) officer education and training environ- best abilities and potentials. This is a natural
ment, portray the PDOS recommended changes phenomenon because those same people tend to
to the RC professional development system and rise to higher positions of responsibility and trust
provide rationale for those recommendations. within their civilian occupation. Because of this,

many times when a decision is made dictating2. DISCUSSION. that the only accepted method of obtaining cer-
a. Background. tain skills is through attendance at a resident

B os acourse, the officer with the most natural ability
offIce velop e systoeamie fo a and potential is forced to leave the system and anprofessional officer with lesser atributes takes his or her place
"Total Army" perspective and make recommen- solely because of more available time. Therefore,
dations for a system to last for the next 40 years s ecs o more aletie. Trefore,

decisions to eliminate alternatives for qualifica-(198-202), POS eamind boh th curent tion given in non-resident modes must be care-'..--
system as it applies to the Reserve Components tiln gve in nonit m o s st b care
and ihe emerging thrusts of the study pertaining
to Active Component officers in order to deter- (3) The proposals of this study affecting
mine the desired system for RC officers. One Reserve Component officer professional develop-
thing that became readily apparent is that even ment are based on careful analysis of needs of the
though we are a "Total Army", the Reserve Coin- officers and the system (to include timeliness of
ponents are a unique portion of that army. They education received) and with complete recogni-
have unique constraints, needs, requirements tion of the time demanded of the RC officer.

Sand in some instances, organizations. All these
things must be recognized, understood and con- b. Environment.
sidered in the application of a profesional devel-opment system. While it would be nice or maybe (1) The environment in which the Reserve
opven sstem. Wohle oitr wouldre ne ore ae du Component officer operates is very unique. The
even ideal to have officers receive the same edu officer epitomizes the concept of the citizen sol-
cation and training regardless of component, dmm

- when one examines the differences in peacetime dier. He is a member of the civilian community
assignments, and the potential for mobilization and yet periodically changes into his military uni-aqirements, itb e paent that of form for brief peiods of active duty throughout - '[. requirements. it becomes apparent that RC of- -"
fthe year. He is a civilian, a family man and anicers can be adequately prepared for their "go to

war"misionwit ony potios o th edca- employee in the civilian arena yet he as a citizen
tional courses required by the AC officer. soldier must be professionally qualified andready to mobilize at a moments notice. The Re-

(2) The system portrayed as the desired serve Cor-ponent officer must therefore simulta-
system for RC officers is actually a mininum neously r-efine civilian and military skills. Be-
level of education. Because most officers will cause of this unique and demanding position
avail themselves of additional education and within the American society, the Reserve Com-
training, all educational courses in the Army sys- ponent officer must use wisely his most treasured
tem should be made available to the Reserve possession, his time. It is therefore necessary that
Components to the extent required and in as the U. S. Army system for officer professional
many modes or options as possible. In the Re- development take into consideration the Reserve
serve Components, time available for devotion to Component officer's limited available time and
military duties, training and education varys ensure that the design of the professional devel-
greatly from officer to officer. The dichotomy of opment system takes full advantage of this limit-
the situation comes from the fact that time seems ed commodity.
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(2) Reserve Component officers are locat- Component Officer Corp be motivated, well-edu- .
ed in virtually every city and community within cated and highly trained. The Officer Profession-
the United States and its protectorates as well as al Development System must insure that the RC
abroad. Currently there are more than 4500 Re- officer is taught the right things, at the right time
serve Component units in over 4000 communi- in his career, in the right places and with maxi-
ties. The Reserve Component officer population mum effectiveness. Because the military educa-
is in excess of 140,000. tion of the RC officer is accomplished for the

most part in a non-pay status through either cor-
respondence courses or the non-resident phase of

is no centralized officer personnel management the USAR School program, the linking of the
system as there is within the Active Component.
There are actually three subsets of the Reserve completion of military education to promotion

Components, oil with somewhat different charac- has been utilized as a means of insuring that
mandatory military education ; completed. Over

teristics. They are: The US Army Reserve time with the changes in mission/purpose of the
(USAR) troop program units (whose officers are Officer Basic/Advanced courses and the CGSOC
managed primarily by Major United States ArmyReseve ommnds MUSRCS); te Idivdu- as well as the addition of the Combined Arms
Reserve Commands (MUSARCS)); the Individu- adSrieSafSho CS)adtepeand Service Staff School (CAS3) and trie pre-
al Ready Reserve (IRR), whose officers are cen- command courses, the current mandatory educa-
trally managed by the Army Reserve Personnel tion courses required of the RC officer no longer .
Center (ARPERCEN) and who only receive mili- provide the officer with adequate professional
tary experience through schools they attend or depn
occasional annual training periods; and the Army
National Guard (ARNG) (whose officers are (5) The completion of military education
managed primarily by the Adjutants General of and training is difficult for the reserve compo-
the 54 states and territories). In the case of the nent officer primarily because of the time re-
ARNG and USAR TPU's, geographic constraints quired to complete the schooling and training
play an extremely important role in development plus conflicts with civilian occupation. This
and assignment of officers. The spectrum of problem is however recognized and the RC offi-
potential assignments is very narrow and if either cer is generally given a series of options for ac-
the local organization is changed by reorganiza- complishing the required schooling and training.
tion or an officer moves, he will in many in- The options are as follows: ' .
stances, be required to requalify in branch and/or
specialty. The same is true for officers holding (a) Programs of non-resident instruction.
"one of a kind" specialties or branches within an (b) Programs of extended resident instruc- ..
organization (such as a chemical officer in an tion.
armor unit). Because of unit reorganization/acti- ( e n s-c a
vation/deactivation and the civilian employment (c) Resident/non-resident combination
changes, the average RC officer will have to programs.
change his primary military speciality at least These options are granted equal credit within the
once, if not twice during his career. The accom- officer professional development process and
plishment of these changes are generally affected each completed course is culminated with a
at the expense of ones most limited possession, course completion diploma. The successful com-
time. The tact that availability of units within a pletion of selected military schooling is mandato- -
specific area tends to drive the career path of the ry for the RC officer and as such is a key feature
RC officer does create some problems. However, in the various officer personnel management sys-
ii also creates strength. This strength comes in tems of the Reserve Component. Without :hese
the detailed knowledge of the organization, cross options very few RC officers could pursue a ca-
training in many diffcrent positions within the reer in the Reserve Components.
organization and good team building because of

Ste(6) Based on the constraints or problemstheidentified, it seems logical that the development "-l"
through assignment stability. Most RC officers of e, reuiemeits deveduptin

are, in fact, multi-tracked, but not by design. ofaoe requires dr" eatu¢... systemn for RC officers requires a .:ast as much ..

(4) The end of the Selective Service Sys- attention, analysis and resourcing as it takes to
tem in the early 1970s. the advocation of a na- develop a system for AC officers. However, up to
tional policy of reliance on the Rcservc Compo- this po'nt in time, development of RC courses
nent for any future contingency, and the has been pretty much an after thought or adapta-
philosophy that future conflict will require a tion of AC courses to supposedly meet the needs
"come a . you are" army, dicate that the Reserve of VIL RC. This approach has not been necessari-
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ly unsuccessful because we really are basically (2) Accession standards-Current pro-
"one army" and the adaptation has been acccom- grams initiated by the ARNG are bringing the
plished with some good rational thought process- commissioning standards in line for all compo-

S.es. However, if we are really serious about pro- nents. The specifics of the program require grad-
viding the "best possible system" for the RC, uates of the State OCS courses to have a mini-
development must be based on a front end analy- mum of 10 semester hours of college beginning
sis of needs and alternatives required. All sys- with the 1983-84 class. Ten semester hours are
tems, AC and RC must be developed and r :n- added to the requirement each year through the
aged on an integrated basis with equal priorities. 1988-89 class when the total requirement reaches
Changes to one will almost always impact on the 60 semester hours. From that time on applicants
other and therefore cannot be made in isolation. will be required to have at least 60 semester
An example of a current course developed with- hours before entering OCS.
out adequate RC consideration is the CGSOC (3) Officer Basic Courses (OBC- Coi-
(RC). The current course is phase I of the AC ptn OBc has icallyren the eouc-
course and while it is a good course, it is based
primarily on how best the RC officer can be inte- tional requirement for promotion to First Lieu-
grated into and extracted from the AC course. As tenant and also qualifed the officer for
currently configured, the RC course does not of- promotion to Captain. Current options available

fer the "Battle Simulation Exercises" which take to RC officers are:
place immediately following phase I. These exer- (a) Branch basic courses (Resident) (Ap-
cises tend to be the "wrap up" or reinforcement proximately 19 weeks).
of skills developed in Phase I and therefore, the
RC officer misses a very critical portion of the (b ) Thi s course is Compo
course that could probably be included in the RC threent phases; a preparatorys correspondent comf

course by eliminating or condensing other sub- t p s-or-m
- ponent, an 8-week resident course, and a post-
jects.residence correspondence package. The course is

to be on line by 30 May 85 in IN, FA, AR, EN
c. Current System: and SC. It is to be implemented in MP, MI, AG,

:-.':--')- OD, CM, TC and QM by 30 May 87.-'-:.-
*(1) RC officers are accessed from the fol-

lowing programs: (4) Officer Advance Course (OAC)- Ed-
ucational requirements for promotion to grade of

(OTC) Reeroxielyc90%ftherd g C re- Major are met by completing one of the following
(ROTC) Approximately 90% of the 2d LT re-courses:
quirements of the USAR and 50% of the
ARNG's requirements are fulfilled through this (a) Branch Advance Courses (20 weeks).
program. (b) Officer Advance Course- Reserve F-."k.a

(b) Officer Candidate School (OCS)-The Tomponents (OAC-RC) 12 weeks at the IN, AR,
branch immaterial OCS at Ft Benning allocates FA, or SC school and 15 weeks at the EN school.
space quotas to both Reserve Components for (c) Officer Advance Course (OAC-
each class but only a very limited number of of- schoolfcorse.
ficers are accessed in this manner.

(c) Army National Guard OCS-(ARNG- (d) Officer Advance Nonresident courses.

OCS) This program is a direct input system de- (5) Combined Arms and Services Staff
signed and operated specifically for Reserve School (CAS3)-Currently this course does not
Components. There ar,. programs in 52 states play a significant part in RC officer professional
and territories that serve both the ARNG and development; because it is offered in resident
USAR. Approximately 25 percent of the mode only and thus far has not been tied to pro-
ARNG's 2d LT requirements and less than five motion or retention. One exception is that the
percent of the USAR's are filled from this pro- ARNG has made attendance of CAS' mandatory
gram. for Active Duty Guard/Reserve (AGR) officers -.-

DrcComsinnwho had not completed or enrolled in CGSOC(d) Direct Commissioning Program- ro oIMy8. '-.'
(d) Prgram- prior to I May 84.

This program allows personnel possessing certain ..

professional qualifications to be given direct (6) Command and General Staff Officers
commissions in the Reserve Cnmponents, pri- Course (CGSOC)Q-This is the Reserve Compo- .
marily in the Medical Corps. Judge Advocate nent officers last formal educational promotion -.

General's Corps and the Chaplain Corps. gate. Under current regulations, completion of
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one half of CGSOC meets the requirement for same developmental experiences as Active Coin-

promotion to LTC and completion of the course ponent officers so that they can be expert men-
is required for promotion to COL. Available op- tors and trainers.
tions are: (d) Stress development of assessment

(a) Resident course (42 weeks). tools and modular courses designed to meet addi-
(b) RC Resident Course (approximately tional skill or proficiency requirements and thus ,

18 weeks), partially alleviate the burden of multiple branch/
speciality changes.

(c) USAR school (six phases with three (e) Ensure that educational modes (pri-
two-week ADT periods). marily NRI) normally used by RC officers are

(d) Nonresident Instruction (NRI) (22 developed concurrently with resident modes and
subcourses totaling 491 credit hours). are kept current.

(7) Senior Service College (SSC)Q-This (f) Stress development and use of "State
education level is not mandatory for RC officers of the Art" communication concepts to assist in
and therefore is not tied to retention or promo- providing education and training to RC officers
tion. Attendance is restricted based on limited at home statien to alleviate the requirements for
quotas available at each of the schools. Each the officer to attend numerous periods of resi-
component convenes a board to select individu- dent instruction.
als for all SSC courses to include the Correspond- (g) Encourage further examination of the
ing Studies Course of the US Arm War College.
Attendance is restricted to Colonels and Lieuten- following areas:

ant Colonels. SSC programs and annual RC quo- 1 Determination of how much time av-
tas for each are: erage RC officer can be expected to devote to

military endeavors (both unit and professional
(RG a) USAR War College(Udevelopment) before service in the RC becomesLIZ.-

ARNG, 10 and USAR, 10. an impossible burden and the point of diminish- L,

(b) USAWC Corresponding Studies Pro- ing return is reached.
gram (USAWCCSC); A resident/nonresident
program conducted over a 2-year period- 2 Further evaluation of the feasibility of

providing appropriate compensation for RC of-ficers pursuing development through non-resi- :"

(c) National Defense University (NDU). dent programs.

I National War College (NWC)-ARNG, e. PDOS rationale:
one and USAR, one. (1) Analysis indicates that two basic weak-

2 Industrial College of the Armed Forces nesses in the current system are:
- (ICAF)-ARNG, one and USAR, one. (a) Inappropriate timing of required edu-

(d) Air War College (AWC)-ARNG, one cation.
and USAR, none. 1 BC-Recent actions taken to require

(e) Naval War College (NAWC)-ARNG. OBC within the first 18 months after commis-
one and USAR, one. sioning were deemed appropriate by the study 0

(--- group and therefore no further recommendations"-..-
(f) Inter-American Defense College

(IADC)- Determined each year. are made in this area.-d.POSssemiplcton:2 A-ctosare underway to impie- ''''

ment recommendations of the DA Action Plan ...- "
(I) Aims: for RC Training which calls for completion of

OAC within three years after promotion to Cap- -(a) Align RC officer professional develop- t D l e d h ae
ment with the active system consistent with ty ifOw ato ine that RC ces re-necessity if we are to insure that RC officers re- ...
GjuardIReserve~ constraints and requirements. ceive that educational experience when it is

(b) Realign the system to require educa- needed. PDOS determined that no action is re-
tional courses at a time they can be most benefi- quired other than to support implementation of
cial in career development, the OAC recommendation contained in the DAAction--P-an.

(c) Ensure that full time support officers Action Plan. -:
of the Reserve Components are receiving the

H"-4
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(b) Lack of adequate options for RC staff Grade

officer development. From To Requirement

I With the advent of CAS3 and its inher- MAJ LTC *Fifty percent of - - -

ent requirement for resident training, the RC of- CGSOC
ficer (other than Full-Time Support personnel) LTC COL The CGSOC
who cannot commit nine weeks to a resident staff
course faces a large deficiency in the means to *Must complete CGSOC within 3 years of pro-
develop skills necessary to perform as a battalion motion to LTC regardless of method of qualifica- .
or brigade staff officer. While it is commonly tion for promotion to LTC.
recognized that CAS3 cannot be conducted in a b Regardless of options available, staff
strictly correspondence mode, the basic skills,..-.development training will not be obtained by all
provided in that course are what the mid level RC officers unless it is tied to promotion and/or '-

RC officer needs most. Therefore, it seems quite retention. Therefore, regulations must be 

apparent that a course to teach basic staff skills to c e q o tn h a-RC ofices prmarly b corespndin stuies changed to require completion of the "Staff Offi-.. i
RC officers primarily by corresponding studies cer Development Course" for retention beyond ".
type instruction must be developed. Even though cer ent Crer r ention eyond

the third year after promotion to Major and to
some of the proficiencies developed by CAS3 (i.e. make the course the qualifier for promotion to
socialization and teamwork at problem solving) the rank of LTC. This should only become
will develop to a lesser degree in a substitute mandatory for officers commissioned after FY
course, the course can, if properly designed, meet 8 h m o r t-" te eduationl reqiremnts o the C offcer. 85 but should be made an option for all others as -.-.-
the educational requirements of the RC officer.
To be as effective as possible, automation of the soon as the course is available. CAS3 should be

NRI portion of the course must be avoided. All p ie s erd td tf v
student input should be in the form of individual opment. It also fulfills the mandatory require-

et- ment for retention and promotion as specifiedwritten products (i.e. staff studies, staff esti- St ffr eelo pmtors 0
mates, fact sheets, OPLANS, OPORDs, etc.).
These written products should be individually 2 The change noted in para 2e(I)(b)l.
"hand graded" with detailed feed back to the stu- above makes CGSOC mandatory for promotion

!- . dent. There should also be a "telephone mentor" to the grade of Colonel (06) only. Therefore regu-
relationship established. A short resident phase lations must be changed to eliminate the require-
(2 weeks) would provide for some combined ment to complete CGSOC within three years af-
arms flavor, opportunity for development of ter promotion to LTC. Because of the Reserve

- briefing skills, and a brief socialization experi- Component troop program unit (TPU) structure,
ence. Anything more than 2 weeks in residence the vast majority of RC officers will never be
will tend to make the course unattainable for called on to serve at a staff level higher than Bde/
many RC officers and therefore such an option Regt. However, the current system mandates that
must be avoided. It must be remembered that for all RC officers aspiring to reach the grade of 05
many RC officers, the only opportunity to train participate in the CGSOC even though the pri-
with troops in a field environment occurs during mary objective of that course is to produce staff
the 15 days of Annual Training (AT) each year. If officers for Division and Corps headquarters.
the officer attends a resident course in lieu of AT, This is not to say that RC officers should not be
a valuable training experience is missed, and he allowed to train for higher level assignments.
misses the one yearly opportunity to have per- Quite the contrary, the system should encourage
formance evaluated based on actual operations. the highest possible level of professional develop-

The proposed USAR school mode of ment for every RC officer that can avail himself
CAS3 to be tested in selected USAR schools dur- of the opportunities. The basic differences in the
ing P 86 or FY 87 could bring partial relief, professional development required of a RC offi-
However, there is not much incentive for the RC cer versus an AC officer is the minimum profi-
officer to apply for attendance at the course and ciencies required of each to perform their mili-

tary duties. The RC officer is primarily faceddouble the time he is required to spend away wihavntopsesherfienesndr

from his civilian job. unit and family when there with ha to po h p obiizcies or
is no pay for the additional time and the 05 skills necessary to perform in his mobilization or
promotional requirements can be met by attend- go to war" assignment. While the AC officer
once at CGSOC which also qualifies the officer must be prepared with the same "go to war"
ahiskills, he must also continually operate in assign-
for promotion through the grade of 06 (NOTE: m ea e t s,-.--.-. ments requiring peacetime or deterrent skills...
AR 135-155 prescribes the following educational Peacetime, deterrent, and administrative duties
requirements for p-omotion of RC officers.).
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in RC units are mainly performed by Full-Time each individual can vary significantly based on a
Support personnel. Therefore, RC line officers cmbination of skills/knowledge gained from ci-
may focus more on "go to war" requirements in vilian life and previous military assignments, the
the limited time available. Current CGSOC level Army needs a system that can identify the actual
courses contain a significant amount of time de- needs of the individual. There should then be a

-voted to peacetime staff requirements, most of menu of modulor courses that can satisfy those
which are not directly required for the RC officer needs without the individual being required to
to perform his "go to war" mission. Tits indi- take something he or she is already qualificd in.
cates that with careful analysis, courses can be Those modules should be short, branch specific,
specifically tailored to meet wartime needs with technically oriented and based on du-.y require- --
substantially less training time required. Based ments. There should also be provisions for prov-
on this, it is expected that the "Common Core" ing compentehcy (testing out) for individtials
(see Annex DD for discussion of Common Core) who may already be qualified based on experi-
for the MEL-4 course can probably suffice for the ence. If the svstem is developed and instituted, it
bulk efthe RC phase of CGSOC. can significantly reduce the :ours required of RC -.

offithes
3 With implcmentation of the require- officers.

ment for RC officers to compiete a Staff Devel (c) Maintenance on non-resident pro-
opment Course within three years after promo- grams of instruction. Due to the large reliance on _

tion to major and with !CGSOC the prerequisite this mode of education by RC officers and the
for promotion to Colonel, the RC Lieutenant recognized need for those individuals to receive
Colonel selected for command will have a greater
than ever need for assistance in preparation for the dvelopmenn andimaite-
command. The current 5 week active component nanceto tRa cuesdalwaysmreceivd ea pr-nance of NRI courses always received equal pri-
pre-command course which consists of two weeks oritv as resident courses.
at CAC and up to three weeks at the branch -.-.

school, contains several blocks of instruction
(d) Determination of how much can bewhich have limited applicability within the Re- - -expected of average RC officers before they are ?.}'...

serve Componcnts. In addition, the length will forced out of the system. This needs to be deter-
prohibit attendance by a majority of RC com- mined based on better data than the completely
manders. As an outgrouth of the RETO study. a subjective information now available. There is ".. -_
precommand course was developed and pilot virtually no data available now that gives a valid

tested in late 1o83. ideally this pilot course indication of why RC officers either stay with the .-
should form the basis for the development of a system or get out. Most people who should be "in
RC specific pre-command course. Further expla- the know" readily admit that there are officersnation is provided in Annex R. wSwho will leave the system regardless of require-

(2) Other areas requiring actions are: ments placed on then. and there are those who
seem to be able to take anything and everything

Officers. Thevprimryeaont allRC ofiesppo that is tirown their way. The 1,roblen. is, no oneOfficers. The primary., reason all RC officers can- knows how many are in either category or some- ...
not be developed the same as AC officers is the where in between. Everyone seems to recognize - -. '-
conflict with civilian o-cupaiion. Since that con-
flict does not exist for Full-Time Support Officer that the current reliance on Reserve Component

(Military Technician or AGR). there is no valid
reason why those officers should no, rceive the places an extremely heavy time burden on RC -:reasn wy toseoffiersshoaldno; ,.civethe officers. Most recognize that everytqhing added to
full range of officer professional development. A ohe ost recone h at addedh~hy eelpd ul-ie upotfoc ~il the existing load can only be done at a recognized "---h~ghty developed Full-Time Support force will rik

enhance readiness through providing personnel risk.
well qualified to accomplish the day to day e) Compensation for NRI professional •
"peacetime" tasks and therefore free the drilling devclopmen. ince RC officers must maintain
RC officer to concentrate on -go to war" skills, peo d p nn ce ilplsprvdngbttrmntrad rinrcpai- professional development in two careers, civilian - ....
plus providing better mentor and trainer capabil- and military, additional time demanded of the
ities. -a -

individual seems to be the biggest deterrent to
(b) Development of means to expedite participation in professiunal development -!

branch changes. Because of the requirement for course. Therefore. -'H1 means of encouragemen: -7
many RC officers to change branch and/or spe- should be explored, to include compensation. ei-
cialty numerous times in a career and because the ther monetary or allowing additional retirement
actuai amount and typL of training required by credits to actually count towards retirement pay.
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3. Recommendations. h. Focus Reserve Component MQS primari.

a. The DA Action Plan for Reserve Compo- ly on functional requirements of mobilization
nent Training, dated 6 August 1984, as it pertains duty positions.
to changes in the Officer Advance Course should i. TRADOC, together with NGB and OCAR,
be implemented at once. concentrate on development of education/train-

b. A nonresident instruction (corresponding ing methods support strategy which is aligned
studies type) Staff Development Course with no with the active component strategy described in

more than two weeks in residence should be de- Annex P. Modalities will assist individual self-

signed and implemented for the Reserve Compo- development with minimum in-resident school-
nents as an alternative for RC Officers who can- ing required (See Appendices 3 and 4).

not attend the resident or USAR school CAS3. j. Direct a study to assess the impact of
Then after the Staff Development Course is im- PDOS policies (especially those related to resi-
plemented, it or CAS3 will be the minimum edu- dent and non resident school instruction, unit
cation requirement for promotion to LTC and training requirements and use of computer-coin-
will be required NLT the end of the third year munications based instruction) on the Reserve
after promotion to Major (See Appendices 3 and Component officer, his/her family and civilian
4). employer. Study should look at officer willing-

ness to remain in the Reserve Components asc. Make completion of CGSOC the educa- military time requirements increase (See Appen-tional requirement for promotion to Colonel (06) dices 3 and 4 and Annex P).

only and eliminate the requirement to complete

it within three years after promotion to LTC. k. Ensure that non-resident military instruc-

d. Develop a pre-command course tailored tion programs, used extensively by the RC, are

to the needs of RC 05/06 commanders (See Ap- developed simultaneously with resident pro-

pendix 4 and Annex R). grams and that they are maintained current at all
times (See Appendices 3 and 4).

e. Ensure that all USAR officers selected for 1I. Evaluate the feasibility of providing appro-
MEL-I schooling will receive priority for nomi- priate compensation for RC officers who pursue
nation to Individual Mobilization Augmentee professonation roueh prsue

(IMA) and troop program unit position vacan- professional development through programs of
cies. non-resident instruction.

c.iese.ks ppoe i onet

f. Require Reserve Component full-time 4. CSA Remarks, Approved in concept.

support officers (Military Technician and AGR)
to be professionally developed in accordance Appendices
with AC counterparts (See Appendix 4).

g. TRADOC, together with NGB and I Glossary

OCAR, develop a system for determining edua- 2 Action Plans

tion/training required to expedite branch changes 4 Phasing Plans

for Reserve Component officers and develop spe-

cific courses and/or competency evaluations for
this purpose (See Appendices 3 and 4).
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Appendix 1 to Annex HH

Glossary

Abreviations: 
time support to the Re-
se-e Components and

AC Active Component who are paid from Re-

AGR Active Duty Guz<d/Reserve serve Personnel Appro-

ARNG Army National Guard priations of the De-

ARPERCEN US Army Reserve Personne! partment of Defense

Center Military Service.

FTS Full-Time Support .--.

IMA Individual Mobiiization Aug- Military Technician Excepted service em-

Rdiamentee ployees of the Reserve
IRR Individual Ready Reserve Components who pro-
MUSARC Major United States Army Re- vide full time support

serve Command to units of those com-
NGB National Guard Bureau ponents and who must
OCAR Office of the Chief Army Reserve be members of a RC
PDOS Professional Development of Of- unit supported.

ficers Study

RC Rese Components
TPU troop program unit Reserve Components Army National Guard .

USAR United States Army Reserve of the Unitea States ....... and the United States i":

Definition of Terms Army Reserve

Active Duty Guard/ Guardsmen and I e-

Reserve servists on active duty Troop program units Organized units of the

solely to provide full ARNG and the USAR.

0
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